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ABSTRACT
IS EVERY TWEET CREATED EQUAL? A FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY
RELEVANT TWEETS FOR BUSINESS RESEARCH
Thad Chee
Old Dominion University, 2017
Directory: Dr. Ling Li
It is a life or death matter for a firm to observe its environment and identify new threats
or opportunities quickly. Information technology has increased firm’s speed and agility in
responding to environmental changes. Social media offers a vast and timely source of
environmental information that firms can readily use gauge public sentiment. Twitter is a highspeed service that allows anyone to “tweet” a message to any interested parties. Firms can access
near instantaneous changes in the public mood about any topic by using Sentiment Analysis.
These topics range from predicting equities prices to predicting election outcomes. A gap exists
in the literature because researchers discard tweets without any theoretically sound reason for
doing so. We propose a framework that provides a theory-based justification for discarding data.
We then explore the framework results using high frequency equity market prices. By
examining the results of three case studies encompassing 57,600 OLS regressions and 1,887,408
tweets, our results indicate the framework yields higher quality results as measured by better R2
fits.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Every firm acts within the context of the environment that it is a part of (Aral, Dellarocas,
& Godes, 2013). As firms get larger, the environment they interoperate within gets increasingly
more complex. Multinational firms must not only operate within the national environment of
their home country, but they must also understand and react to a world-spanning environment
(Chae, 2015). The failure of a firm to understand and correctly respond to its environment can
lead to catastrophic losses or, on the other hand yield tremendous benefits (Mithas, Tafti, &
Mitchell, 2013).
As the Internet has matured, a new form of communication, called Web 2.0, or social
media has evolved (Baracho, Silva, & Ferreira, 2012; Chae, 2015). One distinctive aspect of
social media is the ability of anyone to make one’s thoughts available to the world to read, hear
or watch (Kouloumpis, Wilson, & Moore, 2011; Miller, 2011). As social media has gained in
importance in almost every aspect of daily life, social scientists are finding new and novel ways
of doing their research using this vast information resource (Aral et al., 2013; Chae, 2015;
Miller, 2011). A fairly new research area, Affective Computing, seeks to discover human
emotions, mimic human emotions or even “feel” those emotions through the use of
computational methods (Picard, 2000).
Firms are increasingly aware of the vast trove of information associated with social
media and how that information can lead to a decided competitive advantage (Castellanos,
Dayal, et al., 2011). This has resulted in an upswing in the research areas of “data mining” and
“big data” that reflect this understanding (Bliss, Kloumann, Harris, Danforth, & Dodds, 2012).
One trend in the landslide in research aimed at exploring human affect is the analysis of
written communication to determine the writer’s emotions at the time the text was penned(Rosa,
Shah, Lin, Gershman, & Frederking, 2011; Zuniga-Solis & Olivas, 2012). Emotions represent
familiar ground to social scientists because they represent concepts and as such are constructs
that can be approximated indirectly through the measurement of appropriately defined proxies
(Kappas, 2010).
A sentiment is an attitude, thought, or judgment prompted by feeling (Merriam-Webster,
2013). Sentiment analysis is the name given to a technique used to determine a sentiment that
represents an overall attitude, thought or judgment to a corpus (Castellanos, Ghosh, et al., 2011).
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It has grown as a research area with the increasing use of social media because it offers a way to
get a direct assessment of the mood of a population in a near-real time manner (Hsinchun Chen,
Chiang, & Storey, 2012). The ready availability of large, timely and continuous datasets and
their ability to be used to provide information on a broad array of questions has brought social
networking to the forefront of awareness (Zuniga-Solis & Olivas, 2012). Indeed, President
Obama used sentiment analysis and data mining as a key element in his successful 2012
reelection campaign (Parsons & Hennessey, 2013).
Sentiment analysis done on streaming social media and can provide a second by second
gauge of how people feel about a topic and provides the opportunity for actors to respond
quickly to rapidly changing environmental conditions (Jacobs, 2016; Liu & Zhang, 2012).
Correctly assessing the sentiment of a group of interest is important because actions taken based
on an incorrect assessment of sentiment can damage an organization’s reputation, and, in the
case of trading systems, result in a loss of wealth (Hsinchun Chen et al., 2012).
As the world becomes increasingly more interconnected through tools like Twitter and
Skype, increasing numbers of individuals adopt social media to exchange information or share
feelings (Leberecht, 2010; Oh, Agrawal, & Rao, 2013). This increased use results in increasing
the volume of communication data available for analysis and follow on monetization (Waller &
Fawcett, 2013). The value of data mining such a large dataset to firms in order to achieve
competitive advantage can be expected to increase (Hsinchun Chen et al., 2012).
In the effort to obtain usable metrics from these new datasets, a number of analytic
techniques have been developed (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010) and put into use. Because sentiment
analysis lies at the intersection of psychology, computer science and information technology,
there is difficulty in developing methods that generate metrics that are theoretically grounded
because researchers need to be comfortable with the concepts and theories from each domain in
order to produce a theoretically sound analysis technique (Mattmann, 2013). Because of this,
researchers have imported the concepts of fields not within their domain of expertise to produce
an analysis method but have left unaddressed issues that would be considered severe in the
source domain. This is very common when researchers construct sentiment analysis systems but
find that the subtleties of psychology interfere with established ideas in their field of expertise.
If examined by researchers in the field of psychology, such methods would be subject to
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questions regarding validity, as they do not accurately represent the underlying theories with
respect to the phenomena being investigated.
One of the most commonly performed but theoretically questionable practices performed
by virtually every study this author has read is a simple but insidious one. After a dataset is built
by obtaining tweets – usually through the twitter Application Programming Interface (API) – the
researchers will either manually or programmatically discard tweets that they feel are not
“relevant” to their analysis (Bakliwal et al., 2012; Go, Bhayani, & Huang, 2009; Rosa et al.,
2011). This practice can be found in research work done with very high citation counts (600+),
indicating how well accepted it is (Thelwall, Buckley, Paltoglou, Cai, & Kappas, 2010).
The reason that the practice is highly suspect is that each tweet represents a data point in
the analysis. Reframing this into a field with considerable rigor, statistics would imply that each
tweet is similarly a single data point within the overall data set. Discarding tweets because they
are not “relevant” is akin to discarding data points from a statistical analysis simply because they
do not result in a good R2 value. Statistics has a number of well-established tests to determine
when a data point could reasonably be called an outlier and so thus discarded from the data set.
No such tests exist for sentiment analysis that the author is aware of.
While some tweets are clearly not relevant to an analysis, as with any non-black or white
issue, it would seem that there should be a large group of tweets where the determination of is
relevance would pose a dilemma. It these tweets that this work is aimed at and in particular, to
provide a higher degree of rigor to the practices currently carried out by researchers going
forward.
Although the literature for performing sentiment analysis on social media could be considered
mature, this theoretical gap is one that begs to be addressed, as the development of theory is a
key goal of research (Daft, 1995).
In an effort to move towards a theoretically sound methodology for the analysis of social
media postings with a focus on micro-text, we attempt to answer the following question: Can a
framework be synthesized from the literature to be used for the categorization of social
networking data that yields higher quality results?
Our goal is to synthesize this framework by enfolding theories from the fields of
psychology, philosophy and information technology. The goal of the framework is to identify a
method for obtaining sentiment from streaming social media. The development of such a
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framework is important because it would give researchers a theory-based method for the analysis
of social media micro-text that does not exist today. This contribution to the literature would
function by providing researchers with a theoretical grounding for what is currently emerging in
practice but with no formal grounding.
From a practical standpoint, the ability to take an instantaneous reading of public
sentiment on any topic and respond in real time is increasingly important and provides firms with
a powerful tool to interact with their environment and foster positive outcomes (Hsinchun Chen
et al., 2012; Tsytsarau & Palpanas, 2012). A framework that would provide enhanced results
would clearly benefit any research or practitioner as the results would exhibit a better-fit or
closer approximation to underlying sentiment in a corpus.
In the following sections, we review the literature on Speech Act Theory, Sentiment
Analysis and Twitter. Based on the review, we then synthesize the three literature threads to
develop our proposed framework. A short case study is then presented that demonstrates how
the framework is used followed by a study comparing the use of the framework in the context of
business research with the same research being done without the use of the framework. Finally,
a discussion of some limitations of the work presented and concluding remarks are given.
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CHAPTER 2 – LITERATURE REVIEW AND SYNTHESIS OF
FRAMEWORK
The algorithmic task of sentiment analysis lies at the intersection of three distinct fields
of research: Philosophy, Psychology, and Information Technology. The reason for this is that
the analysis must first identify what sentiments are, how they are expressed and how to analyze
the expression to identify the sentiment using an algorithm. In order to perform any algorithmic
analysis, one must understand what one is looking for and how it is expressed. Armed with that
knowledge, the analyst can then design a system to identify sentiments expressed by individuals.
Philosophy, one of the oldest fields, concerns itself with an understanding of the
individual and how that individual perceives both itself and the environment that surrounds it.
Further, philosophy concerns itself with the questions of what is knowledge and how does one
express that knowledge. Here, we are concerned not with the question of how an individual
knows his feelings but instead with the identification of the expressions of that individual’s
feelings.

2.1 - THEORETICAL FOUNDATION: SPEECH ACT THEORY
One area of philosophy concerns itself with the things people say and why they say them.
Speech act theory provides a strong basis for the development of a framework for text processing
because its concepts provide a theoretical basis for meaning seeking work in many disciplines
(Kimbrough & Moore, 1997). The things that individuals say are collectively called “speech
acts” (Austin, 1975). More particularly, the speech act literature distinguishes different kinds of
speech acts, illocutionary and indirect speech acts (Searle, 1969).
An illocutionary act is defined in a number of ways. Austin, 1975, says that an
illocutionary act is an act that is done in saying something. This distinguishes the act from the
actual utterance – a locutionary act – and from the perlocutionary act – which is an act performed
by expressing ones’ self (Austin, 1975).
An indirect speech act is one in which the speaker uses one form of speech act but whose
meaning is a different kind (Searle, 1975). An example is the use of a statement when in
actuality a question is the act as in “The dog is dirty” which is a statement act but the speaker is
actually presenting a request that the dog be bathed (Thornburg & Panther, 1997). Ultimately,
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our desire is to find and examine sentiment-bearing tweets – “expressive” tweets regardless of
how they are initially presented.
Austin, 1975, proposed an initial set of speech acts as the basis for the beginning of a
discussion of what speech acts there were. Austin, 1975, proposed five categories of speech act,
“Verdictives,” “Exercitives,” “Commissives,” “Expositives” and “Behabitives.” Searle, 1975,
provided a deeper analysis of the issue and, based on identified weaknesses in Austin’s (1975)
earlier work, refined the categories proposed by Austin (1975) by specifying five types of
illocutionary speech acts as “Assertive,” “Directive,” “Expressive,” “Commissive” and
“Declarative” (Searle, 1975).
Representative speech acts are ones in which the speaker utters an assertion that
essentially commits her to some truth in the assertion (Searle, 1975).
Directive speech acts are made in an attempt to get the receiver to do something (Searle,
1975). These are in the form of requests, commands, invitations or advice but they are not
predicated on the receiver actually performing the act (Searle, 1975).
Commissive speech acts are essentially commitments on the part of the speaker to a
certain course of action (Searle, 1975). In this act, the speaker says that she will engage in some
form of behavior in the future. Example types include promises, pledges, vows and contracts
(Austin, 1975; Searle, 1975).
Declarative speech acts function as declarations that alter reality. Searle (1975) gives an
example of “if I successfully perform the act of appointing you chairman, then you are
chairman” (Searle, 1975).
Expressive speech acts are performed to inform others of the psychological state of the
speaker. These acts indicate things like elation, thankfulness or regret as in “I congratulate you
on completing your dissertation” (Searle, 1975).
From the field of philosophy, then, we take the concept that individuals express
themselves with each expression being classifiable as trying to achieve one of five different
goals. This is important to the development of our framework because it turns out that the five
classes of expression have different bearing on a sentiment analysis because only one type
carries sentiment.
By definition, expressive speech acts contain information about the author’s
psychological state. Since we are trying to perform an analysis for sentiment, tweets containing
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expressive speech acts would probably be the focus of such a venture. Other tweets, containing
non-expressive speech acts would likely have much less value to a sentiment analysis.
Speech act theory has been used successfully in the context of classifying discussions
with the goal being to find patterns that indicate certain types of discussions including
identifying fraud (Twitchell, Adkins, Nunamaker, & Burgoon, 2004).
Researchers Zhang, Gao and Li (2011, 2012 and 2013) have tested the applicability of
speech act theory to the automatic processing of twitter information and found that it does have
relevance (Zhang, Gao, & Li, 2011, 2012; Zhang, Li, Gao, & Ouyang, 2013). Additionally,
Zhang, Gao and Li adjusted the five speech acts specified by Austin based on their work with
twitter data. They merged the Commissive and Declarative types into one they called
“Miscellaneous” and took a finer grained approach by distinguishing two categories of the
“Directive” type identified by Searle, 1975, “Question” and “Suggestion.” Table 1 below is
taken from Zhang, Gao and Li (2011) and illustrates the above.

Our Types

Searle’s (1975) Types

Statement

Assertive

Question

Directive

Suggestion
Comment

Expressive

Miscellaneous

Commissive
Declarative

Table 1: Types of Speech Acts From Zhang, et al, 2011

In their work, Zhang, Gao and Li (2011) found that the types they developed fit their
experimental data better than Searle’s (1975) types (Zhang et al., 2011).
Sentiment analysis is a set of methods used to examine a corpus in an attempt to
determine the opinion of the author (R. Feldman, 2013). There are generally two aspects to a
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sentiment analysis, identifying sentiment and then assigning a positiveness or negativeness to the
expressed sentiment (Davidov, Tsur, & Rappoport, 2010). Ideally, the positivity or negativity
would have an intensity associated with it rather than just being positive or negative (Wiebe,
Wilson, & Cardie, 2005). An algorithm performs the analysis and assigns a sentiment value or
intensity to a given corpus using a number of different techniques including the use of a lexicon
of words who have pre-assigned sentiment values (Neviarouskaya, Prendinger, & Ishizuka,
2009, 2011a, 2011b). The sentiment assigned to each message can then be mathematically
aggregated to provide an overall sentiment score to a corpus as a whole (Kumar, 2013). A
logical question would be, “what is a sentiment?” From an Information Technology standpoint,
a sentiment is simply the final number generated by an algorithm whose range varies from
negative to positive in terms of the sentiment being analyzed (Pang & Lee, 2008). A review of
the psychology literature identifies that a sentiment is not one that is quantified but instead has a
qualitative expression.
In order to understand this more, we turn to the field of psychology to understand what a
sentiment is compared to moods or emotions and the different types of sentiments that have been
identified and relate to the development of our framework.
Over time, the field of psychology has refined the definition of a sentiment as: “A
sentiment is more or less a permanent and organized system of emotional tendencies and
impulses centered about some object or person” (Mangal, 2007). Further, psychology tells us
that it is important to differentiate between a “sentiment” and an “emotion.” Emotions are short
term and fleeting responses to stimulus while sentiment has much longer duration (Balahur,
Hermida, & Montoyo, 2012). Sentiment is shaped by emotions and represents a long-term
attitude that an individual has towards something while an emotion is not driven by conscious
though but instead a fleeting response that an individual has (Mangal, 2007). The primary
difference between emotion and sentiment, also known as affect, is the duration felt by the
individual (Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969). The field of Information Technology has capitalized on
the work of psychologists and uses a working definition that is simpler and appropriate for use in
the classification process. Within IT, sentiment is a person’s overall opinion on a particular issue
measured as a positive, neutral, or negative (Pang, Lee, & Vaithyanathan, 2002). In sum, an
emotion is a fleeting reaction that a person feels in response to an emotional stimulus while a
sentiment has a much longer-term effect.
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Within the field of computer science, sentiment analysis is performed using the recorded
voice, written messages, video capture both still and motion and from physiological
measurements like heart rate, skin temperature, and skin conductivity as input sources. As with
ensemble analysis, some methods utilize more than one input source in an attempt to have a
higher accuracy.

While a higher accuracy is very desirable, there is an understanding among

researchers that accuracy is a relative target and that not even humans are “good” detectors of the
sentiment of others (Kappas, 2010).
For the purposes of this work, we will consider analysis of written text in a standalone
context. More specifically, we will consider a subset of text based sentiment analysis that
focuses on short messages, “tweets” which are called “micro-texts” (Xue, Yin, Davison, &
Davison, 2011). Examples of existing corpus include Twitter messages as well as Short Message
Service (SMS) text messages (Xue et al., 2011).

2.2 - FRAMEWORK SYNTHESIS
2.2.1 - The Status Quo for Twitter Dataset Construction
Currently, when researchers conduct research and use twitter as a data source, one of two
approaches towards creating a dataset is taken. The first is to simply use all the tweets collected
and the second is to audit the tweets and eliminate those that are deemed to have no value to the
analysis (Chau & Xu, 2012). The practice of keeping all tweets could be traced to statistical
analysis methods where an analogy could be made between an “irrelevant” tweet and what is
called a statistical outlier. Statistical outliers can be thrown out of a dataset but a researcher
generally has to present a reasonable justification at least in her mind for discarding outlier data
points. With tweets, there are no statistical treatments for determining if a tweet is irrelevant and
so a researcher must use common sense when discarding tweets. The difficulty comes as a result
of trying to draw a line between what is and what is not “irrelevant.” One could easily argue that
a tweet such as “+=1=!!!” is irrelevant to the analysis being performed, but one can imagine that
there are a number of tweets where the distinction between relevant and irrelevant would be
much harder to judge.
2.2.2 - Tweets- there are many – narrow the search by identifying search criteria
When a researcher seeks to create a twitter dataset it is normal to specify criteria to filter
the initial set of tweets (Chae, 2015). The reason for this specification is that the free twitter
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service does not provide access the entire universe of tweets (Chae, 2015). Currently, the
Library of Congress has an archive of all tweets sent and receives current tweets but the data set
is not yet available to researchers (Allen, 2013). The twitter access method, called the “Twitter
Application Programming Interface” (Developers, 2011). allows tweets to be retrieved in realtime using either keywords or by specifying a region by latitude and longitude (Developers,
2011). The creation of the selection criteria plays a crucial role in the assembly of a twitter
dataset because it specifies what tweets will be sent to a researcher and this selection step can be
used to indirectly address the outlier problem through the use of filtering criteria to include only
certain sentiment bearing phrases (Pak & Paroubek, 2010). As an example, if a researcher were
specifying twitter retrieval criteria, she could ask for all tweets containing the acronym “IBM.”
If that were the only criteria, it is conceivable that relevant tweets that did not contain “IBM” in
them but instead contained “International Business Machines” would be inadvertently missed
potentially skewing the results of any analysis.
2.2.3 - Speech Acts
Our earlier review of the literature concerning philosophy has identified a concept in
philosophy called illocutionary speech acts initially proposed by Searle, 1969. We will use the
line of research concerned with speech acts as a means to theoretically classify tweets. In
particular, the problem becomes on of examining a given tweet and determining what kind of
speech act(s) are present within the tweet. As mentioned earlier, tweets are limited in length to
253 computer characters or less which means that a single tweet can reasonably only contain a
few speech acts. A single speech act is discrete (Stiles, 1992) so there is enough capacity within
a tweet to express sentiment.
From a theoretical standpoint, information theory tells us that a much larger information
payload is capable of being carried in a tweet (Shannon, 2001). Other researchers have noted
that twitter users do use compression techniques like abbreviations, as well as purposeful
misspellings to achieve more information payload within a tweet (Thelwall et al., 2010). Even
with such techniques, the speech act capacity of a tweet is very limited due to the maximum
length of 140 characters.
Based on the literature review of speech acts, by definition, the most likely candidate for
sentiment bearing tweets are those that contain expressive speech. Other forms of speech act
may bear relevant sentiment payloads but they are also, by definition, limited to less than those
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of expressive speech acts (Searle, 1976). For example, declaratives would be hard pressed to
bear any sentiment. The act of saying “I appoint you chairman” does not seem to contain any
sentiment at all. One could counter with the compound sentence, “I appoint you chairman and
congratulate you on your appointment.” Such a sentence is actually two speech acts. Within the
literature, utterances that contain multiple speech acts are called indirect speech acts(Thornburg
& Panther, 1997). From a framework standpoint, it is left as an implementation issue for a
speech act classifier to correctly identify and handle indirect speech acts from the sentence.
Since our goal is to provide a framework for the sentiment analysis of tweets, one key
aspect of such a framework would be the classification and disposition of tweets based on their
speech act classification. Clearly, we would like to retain tweets that bear sentiment since they
bear directly on the task of sentiment analysis while non-sentiment bearing tweets probably less
so (Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2012). In a perfect world, tweets that do not bear any
sentiment, declarative speech acts for example, should result in a sentiment value of zero.
Because of limitations in the methods of computing sentiment scores, this is not the case. We
instead propose that tweets that fall into non-sentiment bearing categories be given less weight in
the analysis or discarded completely prior to sentiment analysis.
With tweets that do not carry a sentiment-bearing payload identified and excluded from
the final dataset, the sentiment analysis is carried out using the methodology of the researcher’s
choice. Some potential methods used in the literature include the Profile of Mode State (PoM) or
Dictionary Methods (Bollen, 2010; Pollock, Cho, Reker, & Volavka, 1979). As with statistical
analysis methods, analytic techniques can be confounded by the presence of “noise” or nonsentiment bearing tweets and it is the intention of this framework to improve the results of
analytic methods by removing these confounding tweets.
Based on a synthesis of the different streams of literature, we propose the following
framework shown in Figure 1:
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Figure 1: A Framework for the Analysis of Twitter Data

When performing an analysis, the framework proposes first identifying the criteria for
selecting incoming messages. The reason for this is that access to the entire tweet stream is not
possible through conventional methods. Additionally, this step helps to focus the analysis and
identify the rational for exactly what it is that the researcher is trying to capture. Similar to
statistical techniques of identifying candidate proxy variables for latent variables, the filtering
criterion serves to focus the resulting dataset.
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The next step in the analysis is the classification step. Here, tweets should be classified
into one of the different speech acts. The researcher can elect which categories of speech act to
discard and which to keep but as a general guideline, the goal is to retain sentiment bearing
tweets while discarding non-sentiment bearing tweets. From Searle’s work (Searle, 1975) tweets
that fall into the categories of assertives, directives, declaratives and commissives do not bear as
much sentiment payload as an expressive tweet. Based on this, the most important tweets to
capture from a sentiment analysis standpoint are expressive tweets. After classification, the
researcher retains expressive tweets and can create additional datasets where one would expect
that inclusion of such tweets would add additional noise to the dataset.
The final step in the framework is the actual sentiment analysis step. The researcher is
free to select any of a number of sentimental analysis methods including a manual approach
(citation – the one with manual readings of comments from IT readings). Automated approaches
include PoMS or Dictionary based approaches (Neviarouskaya et al., 2009, 2011a, 2011b;
Pennebaker, Chung, Ireland, Gonzales, & Booth, 2007).
It is interesting to note that the framework, when utilized with streaming capable
algorithms (clearly, the manual analysis method does not work here) like dictionary based
approaches is capable of producing a real time sentiment analysis as tweets arrive providing near
instantaneous sentiment values. Such real time analysis of streaming data can provide firms with
a timely look at the environment that they operate in which would not be possible previously
(Bifet & Frank, 2010).
It also bears mention that the framework provides the basis for and rational for tweet
elimination. It does not specify a particular algorithm or approach as these methods evolve as
researchers work with them and devise new methods. Each task, speech act classification and
sentiment analysis are two separate lines of research. One would reasonably expect that the
techniques used in both would change over time as more research is conducted into each line of
research.
In the following section, we explore the framework and examine how it would be applied
in an analysis.
It is important to note that the framework specifies the process for tweet selection and
provides the theory based reasoning for the discarding of tweets based on their sentiment
payload. The framework is flexible in that the exact method or algorithm for performing tweet
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classification and subsequent removal and analysis is not specified. In this way, the framework
can accommodate new algorithms as well as account for the current practice of manually
evaluating tweets for relevance. Where relevance implies that a sentiment payload is present.
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CHAPTER 3 – METHODOLOGY
With a framework that specifies tweet handling developed, the next logical step is to
evaluate the real world performance of the framework. Based on the framework’s specification,
we are allowed to select any classification scheme that will identify a speech act as a sentiment
bearing one and then to evaluate the tweet within the larger framework of a sentiment analysis.
The problem then, from a methodological standpoint becomes one of A) utilizing a speech act
classification system and then B) processing the subset of tweets through a sentiment analysis
system. In the following sections, both tasks will be described in depth.

3.1 A SPEECH ACT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
A speech act classification system takes some text as its inputs and classifies the input
text into a particular category. The process and categories are determined by the creator of the
system and reflect the desired results. In this case, a text of 140 characters or less is presented to
the classification system and the desired output is a yes or a no. Yes, indicating that the tweet
has expresses sentiment and no indicating that there is no sentiment expressed (statement of fact,
question, etc – any of the other types identified by Searle, 1975).
In order to create a speech act classification system, the literature was examined to
identify what kind of systems other researchers have used. Two different strands were found in
the literature and they are described in the following paragraphs as well as the outcomes of the
attempts at implementing them.
One strand within the literature is represented by the work of De Felice, 2013, who
created a program called “SPADE” (De Felice & Adolphs, 2011; De Felice, Darby, Fisher, &
Peplow, 2013). Initially, I tried to utilize the SPADE program to perform the speech act
classification step. I undertook the lengthy process of obtaining the SPADE source code and
then building it and its dependent tools like Boxer (Curran, Clark, & Bos, 2007). I then attempted
to operate it and discovered I was able to obtain results but found that the publicly released tools
did not generate what was shown in the paper. Unfortunately, the key piece of information
required, the speech act classification, was the information not present in the SPADE output. As
a result, this line of work was abandoned.
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A second strand within the literature ended up producing the results used in the rest of
this paper. This strand is represented by the classification of speech acts in tweets performed by
Zhang, et al (Zhang et al., 2011, 2012, 2013). Zhang’s method was to train a support vector
machine (SVM) based on “features” found in tweets. Essentially, Zhang and his group created
an annotated corpora, labeled data, to train his model with (Forsyth, 2007). These include cuewords and phrases, non-cue-words (single characters like, ‘?’ and ‘!’, vulgar words, emoticons,
opinion words and character based features).
I contacted Professor Zhang by e-mail and requested his training data and also his cuewords and phrases. Professor Zhang kindly sent his lists and requested an updated when this
work is completed. For the non-cue words, I was able to reconstruct the lists of non-cue-words
(Abbreviations and Acronyms, opinion words, vulgar words and emoticons) and character based
features used based on the citations in his paper. The emoticons and vulgar words were
processed by perl programs into the database for use in the analysis process. The programs used
are shown in Appendix 1-8-C (emoticons) and Appendix 1-8-D (vulgar words).
In Zhang, et al, 2011, tweets were scanned and abbreviations and acronyms were
expanded to their full form so that any opinion words or vulgar words buried in them could be
used for the analysis. So that I could perform this step, I obtained a copy of the dataset from the
same website used by Zhang, et al, 2011, http://www.chatslang.com, by scraping the site and
then processing each of the 26 pages to obtain the abbreviations and their corresponding
expanded form with a perl script designed for the purpose. The resulting 4,618 abbreviations
and their corresponding expansions were stored in the database. The program is described in
Appendix 1-1 and shown in Appendix 1-8-C (slang) and Appendix 1-8-D (emoticons).
An emoticon is a set of symbols whose appearance approximates the emotion being it is
trying to convey. An example would be the set of characters :-) which appears to be a happy
face turned on its side. To create the emoticon dataset, I went to the same website that Zhang, et
al, 2011, used (www.sharpened.net/emoticons) and extracted all the emoticons. In this case,
Zhang, et al, 2011 reported 276 emoticons while I retrieved 649. The difference appears to be
caused by the addition of new emoticons over the five years since Zhang, et al, 2011’s work.
The program used to prepare and load these emoticons is presented in Appendix 1-8-D.
The character based features identified in Zhang, et al, 2011 include the question mark
(‘?’), the exclamation mark (‘!’) and three Twitter specific marks, ‘RT’, ‘@’ and ‘#.’ Further,
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Zhang, et al, 2011 took note of how many times the Twitter specific marks occurred and these
were an input to their SVM.
3.1.1 Automatic Neural Network
As an expansion to the current literature, I did not use the same modeling method (SVM)
as professor Zhang nor did I use such a large set of textual features. Instead, this work explores
the use of an artificial neural network (ANN) to perform the classification as ANN’s have been
found to be accurate in speech act classifications in other applications (Ries, 1999). I also
attempted to use a subset of the text features used by Zhang, et al, 2011. By doing so, this work
contributes to the literature by examining the Zhang, et al, 2011’s dataset but with a different
classification method (artificial neural network versus SVM) and also evaluates the performance
of the ANN trained on a subset of the text features utilized by Zhang, et al, 2011. Interestingly,
the ANN performance was very similar when compared to the SVM version.
What follows is a brief introduction to ANN terminology and concepts followed by a
description of how the one used in this paper was trained. The data set used for training, the
textual features that the ANN searches for and the training process are described followed by an
analysis and comparison of the results to Zhang, et al, 2011’s work.
3.1.1.1 Automatic Neural Networks – A brief introduction

An Automatic Neural Network (ANN), is designed to roughly model the processing that
is performed by an animal brain (Gurney, 1997). The basic unit of processing is called a neuron
after its biological counterpart. Animal brains are large conglomerations of connected neurons,
with the human brain having roughly 100 billion neurons (Gurney, 1997).
Each neuron receives stimuli from an eternal source. In the case of an ANN, the source
is either an external input to the network or it is from another neuron within the network. A
simple depiction of a biological neural network is shown below from Gurney, et al, 1997 in
figure 2, below.
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Figure 2: A depiction of a biological neural network from Gurney, et al, 1997

As can be seen from Figure 2, a number of inputs are sensed and a single output is
generated. In an ANN model, a similar process is followed where the inputs are processed into
an output. In figure 3 below, the details of a three input ANN neuron are depicted. In order to
compute the output from the sample neuron depicted, each input signal is a number in the range
0 to 1 that is multiplied by a weight (w1, w2 and w3 in figure 2 below) assigned to that input.
Next, a “Transfer Function” is used to combine the inputs. This is usually a summation of all the
weighted inputs. The result of the summation process is then passed into an “activation
function.” It is the job of the activation function to generate a value between 0 and 1 based on
the sum of the weighted inputs.
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Figure 3: An ANN’s Neuron Operation

An ANN models the biological process by using a set of interconnected neurons that
receive a number of input signals. The ANN neuron then computes its response using a
mathematical function and presents the result at its output corresponding to the Axon in figure 2.
The neuron’s output is then either used as the output directly or it is fed to another set of neurons.
Generally speaking, ANN’s have three “layers.” The first layer is called the “input layer”
and this is where input values are sent into an ANN. The next layer is called a “hidden layer.”
There are no restrictions on the numbers of neither hidden layers nor how they are connected
though it has been shown that a single layer is generally sufficient as a universal approximator
(Hornik, Stinchcombe, & White, 1989). Even with no restriction on the numbers of layers, a
single layer is used because a single layer is the least complex and gives good results (Hornik et
al., 1989). Finally, the results of the hidden layer are sent to the “output layer” where they can
be used. A very simple ANN is depicted below in figure 4. The example depicts an ANN with
four input neurons contained in the input layer, a hidden layer that does the computing with four
hidden neurons and a single output neuron in the output layer. The ANN in figure 4 is
additionally called a “Fully Connected” ANN because each neuron is connected to all the
neurons in the layer that follows. For the purposes of this work, all the ANNs used are fully
connected with a single hidden layer.
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Figure 4: An example of an ANN

rom the description above, then, a neural network is a model that has a number of layers
that are determined by the model creator. Within each layer, each individual neuron takes a
number of inputs whose value generally ranges from 0 to 1 and multiplies that input by the
weighting factor wn specific to each input and then passes that result to the transfer function.
Generally, the transfer function is a summation of all the weighted inputs resulting defined
formally in the context of figure 4 as:

(1)

The summed result is then passed to the activation function, which applies a
transformation to generate the neuron’s output.
In the case of this work, the activation function used is a special case of a sigmoid
function, the logistic function, which is defined as:

S(t) = 1 / (1 + e-t)

(2)
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A neural network is created by specifying the number of layers, the number of neurons in
each layer and the interconnection of each of the nodes. A “Fully Connected” network is one in
which each node in any layer is connected to every node in the previous layer. The ANN shown
in Figure 4 is an example of a fully connected network.
Creating a network does not allow it to be immediately used to produce useful results. In
the case of an ANN, the network then has to be “trained.” This is because the weights (w1..wn)
within each neuron are usually set to random values. To have a useful network, the weights must
be computed through the training process. Training is done process by supplying a “training data
set” to the training algorithm. This is a set of values that are applied to the input layer of the
ANN and a corresponding correct output.
The training algorithm, of which there are a number of, applies the input values to the
ANN and then compares the result generated by the ANN to the correct output. The goal of the
training is to minimize the difference between the ANN produced result and the correct output
for all the different cases within the training data set.
The training process is completed when either of two conditions is satisfied. First, the
overall difference between the ANN supplied result and the correct results falls below the user
specified amount or second, the ANN exceeds the number of iterations allowed for training.

3.1.1.2 Automatic Neural Networks – Intended Application

In our use, a tweet will be scanned for the presence of sentiment cue words. The
presence of a particular sentiment word causes that particular input to the ANN to be set to a
positive (1) value. If a particular sentiment cue word is not present, then its input to the ANN is
set to a negative (0) value. Once a tweet is scanned for all sentiment cue words the set of inputs
is entered into the ANN model, which then computes an output whose value ranges from 0 to 1.
Since the range of output values is a range and we are only interested in a “yes” or “no” response
to the question of “is this a sentiment bearing tweet?” the output range was split so that output
values of less than 0.5 were considered “no” and output values greater than 0.5 were considered
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“yes” answers. An output response of exactly 0.5 was treated as a neutral tweet and would not
be used.
3.1.1.2 Automatic Neural Network – Evaluation of Results

Zhang, et al (2011) presented experimental results that allowed comparison between the
SVM technique and other classification methods. The metric that Zhang, et al, (2011) presented
is the so-called “F1 score” which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall (Makhoul,
Kubala, Schwartz, & Weischedel, 1999). The use of the F1 score, precision and recall for
evaluation is standard within the field of information retrieval(Rosa et al., 2011). While there
have been threads in the literature that express the sentiment that the F1 score is too simplistic
(Powers, 2011), they do acknowledge that it is a simple, single number that does provide a
summary of a techniques performance and so can thus be used as a basis with which to compare
different techniques as we do here (Makhoul et al., 1999).
Precision is a way of expressing confidence in the results returned from a particular
search and is called “Confidence” in the field of Data Mining (Powers, 2011). It is defined as the
number of correct results divided by the total number of results returned by a search or data
query (Perry, Kent, & Berry, 1955). Or, more formally as defined in Rijsbergen, 1979:

(3)

Recall is a measure that expresses the rate of correct results returned from the entire
population of correct results and is also known as “Sensitivity” in the field of Psychology
(Powers, 2011). Formally, it is defined as (Rijsbergen, 1979):

(4)
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The “F1 score”, also called the “F-measure”, then is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall:

(5)

Since the exact dataset used to produce the results in Zhang, et al, 2011 was available, it
made it possible to create a set of ANN models using the same training data and compare the
results of ANN classification of tweets against the results provided by the SVM technique
presented in Zhang, et al, 2011.
Ten-fold cross validation is a process where the dataset is broken up into ten groups and
nine of the groups are used as training data to create a model. The model is then evaluated by
using the remaining “held-out” group (Kohavi, 1995). Each tweet in the “held-out” group is
applied to the inputs to the model and the output (the classification) is checked to determine
which of the four possible outcomes the model has picked:
•

True positive classified as a positive

•

True negative classified as a true negative

•

True positive classified as a negative (false negative)

•

True negative classified as a positive (false positive)

The two cases where a tweet is not correctly classified correspond to a Type I and Type II
error and serve to decrease both the precision and recall associated with the classifier since they
increase the number of the false positive or false negatives and thus increase the relevant
denominator.
Finally, the results of the ten models are averaged together to compute the precision and
recall as well as the F1 score.
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Ten-fold cross validation was used by Zhang, et al, 2011 to establish the F1 score (and
precision and recall metrics) that describe how well the SVM models performed. Since the
outputs of the ANN method will be compared to these benchmark results, the reported results
from table 2 of Zhang, et al, 2011 are given below in table 2:

Feature

Sta

Que

Sug

Com

Mis

Avg

Cue

0.788

0.455

0.554

0.623

0.422

0.668

Non-Cue

0.671

0.088

0.068

0.355

0.074

0.447

Symbols

0.681

0.473

0.039

0.412

0.097

0.483

All

0.798

0.597

0.465

0.670

0.446

0.695

Table 2: F1 Scores for Different Features From Zhang, et al, 2011

Of particular interest for this work, are the results contained in the “Com” (commissive)
column, as those are the tweets that correspond to “Expressive” in Searle‘s 1975 framework. It
is those results that will be compared to the results of the ANN model to examine how well the
ANN performs relative to the SVM.
3.1.1.3 Automatic Neural Network Model - Training Dataset Creation

Professor Zhang was kind enough to provide me with his input dataset and cue word lists
that were not available publicly. I used the sample inputs to establish a “baseline” so that it
would be possible to compare how well the ANN network performed at classifying incoming
tweets compared to his work using an SVM. The sample input files from Professor Zhang
included the sentiment (the expected result) that should be identified with each input line. With
each line of sample input, the correct result was found appended to the end of the line resulting
in a dataset with both input and correct result. A sample training line appears below as Figure 5:
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RT @Nicolescherzy: My heart goes out to all those affected by the earthquake and subsequent
tsunamis. Pls keep Japan in ur prayers. God bless and be with them :: com

Figure 5: A sample training line from the reconstituted data files

As can be seen above, the training line has the tweet itself, followed by two “:” marks
and then the expected result. In this case, “com” is a comment tweet in the Zhang nomenclature
that corresponds to an expressive tweet in the Searle, 1975, type. Based on our theoretical
development, this type of tweet, one bearing emotion, is what we would like to filter out as
opposed to the type of tweet identified in figure 6 below:

RT @causes Tsunami in Japan: List of 10 nonprofits th.. http://bit.ly/fAINPI #activism #disaster
#relief #earthquake #aid :: sta

Figure 6: A non-emotion bearing tweet

As can be seen in the tweet in figure 6, there is no expression of emotion at all. It is a
statement of fact and so is thus devoid of any emotion. Based on our theoretical development,
we have identified that this type of tweet should be excluded from a sentiment analysis because it
does not have any sentiment expressed in it.
Overall, 8,631 tweets that were annotated with the Zhang speech act were reformatted
and loaded into the database for training the ANN models from six files. Details of the six files
are shown below as Table 3.
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Filename

Number of Tweets

100factsaboutme.txt

2,000

Dallas Lovato.txt

600

Japan Earthquake.txt

1,747

Libya Releases.txt

1.417

Nikki Taylor.txt

787

sincewebeinghonest.txt

2,000

Table 3: Summary statistics of the annotated tweet training files

Finally as an example of the contents of the training tweets, the first 50 lines of the
“Japan Earthquake.txt” file is presented in Appendix 1-2.

3.1.1.4 Automatic Neural Network Model - Database Creation

With all the tweets now in an easily machine processed format, they were then imported
into a database for easier manipulation. The database facilitated easier handling of the training
data by allowing it to be segmented and annotated while eliminating the need for
programmatically parsing the information at each use. The program used to load professor
Zhang’s training tweet dataset is shown in Appendix 1-8-A while the database is described in
Appendix 1-3.
3.1.1.5 Automatic Neural Network Model - Feature Dataset Creation

Initially, the cue word files were in the format of a “pickled” archive and not in a format
suitable for use in the ANN input process. I first “unpickled” the cue word dataset and next wrote
a parser program to scan the dataset and extract and reconstitute the content from the Python
serialized form into simple text form. As described in Zhang, 2011, the expected results were
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all determined by a process that had at its core, a human rater system. Once the cue words and
phrases were extracted they were written to plain text files, one per line, for further processing.
After creating this first transformation to the Zhang cue word dataset, a simple count check was
performed to ensure that all cue words were captured and the number of input cue words and
phrases matched with the original set. The check indicated that not all phrases were properly
handled and the resulting set was manually checked where it was determined that certain cue
phrases had technical issues. Those issues were resolved by reprogramming the input system
until the number of output cue words and phrases matched that of the input set. This
transformation step allowed for easier processing using Perl, which was the language, used for
the project. The research work conducted by Professor Zhang used Python as its primary
language and so the data sets needed this reformatting work to make them usable. The program
used to preprocess Professor Zhang’s cue word archive is presented in Appendix 1-8-B.

3.1.1.6 Automatic Neural Network – 10 Fold Cross Validation Dataset Created

In a similar manner and to provide a comparison of the ANN method to the SVM
method, it was necessary to partition the dataset the Professor Zhang provided into ten different
groups that would then be used as inputs to the corresponding one of ten ANN models.
To create the dataset, a dataset group attribute, “TENFOLD_VALIDATION,” was added
to the record for each tweet within the full dataset contained in the database. Tweets were then
randomly assigned to one of the ten datasets with the constraint that each dataset would contain
the same number of tweets to within 10 tweets of any of the other datasets. This was done using
a program that repeatedly counted from 0-9 and assigned that value to a randomly selected tweet
until all tweets were assigned a dataset.
With the tweet dataset supplied by Professor Zhang now partitioned into ten slices, it was
possible to assemble a training set and a validation set. The training set would be used in the
supervised learning stage to train the network and the validation set would be used to determine
how well the model performs with input that it has never seen. To build the training dataset and
validation dataset, one slice of the dataset was saved to a validation file while the remaining nine
slices were merged into one and written to the training file. This was done ten times to generate
ten different pairs of training and cross validation files. The program used to do this work is
shown in appendix 1-8-F. As an example, to generate set one, slice one was saved to a cross
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validation file and slices two through ten were then merged into one file to be used for training.
For the second set, slice two was used as the cross validation file and slices one and three
through ten were then merged and so on for the remaining eight sets. Specifically, the sets were
built as shown below in table 4:

Cross Validation Slice

Training Slices

1

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

2

1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

3

1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

4

1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10

5

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10

6

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10

7

1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10

8

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10

9

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10

10

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Table 4: ANN Training File Composition

With the training files and cross validation files prepared, the process of creating a
sentiment classification system shifts to creating and training the Automatic Neural Networks
that his described in the following section.
3.1.1.7 Automatic Neural Network Model Set Development

In order to perform the comparison with the results presented in Zhang, 2011, four sets of
ten models each were established. In the discussion that follows, each set of models and the
rational for their creation is presented.
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The four sets of models are broken up broadly into two general groups. The first two sets
of models (20 total) classify tweets into one of the five speech act types identified by Searle,
1975 and modified by Zhang, et al, 2011. Since one contribution to the literature would be the
comparison of the classification schemes – Support Vector Machine vis Automatic Neural
Networks – the models in this set were trained to classify a tweet into one of the types given by
Zhang, et al, 2011 in the “Our Types” column.
It was realized that, for the purposes of sentiment identification, the only type that
mattered is the “Comment” (Zhang, et al, 2011) or “Expressive” (Searle, 1975). This was a
‘duh’ moment that had outsized repercussions.
Based on the realization above, that the classifier really only needed to identify tweets of
the Comment/Expressive type, a second set of models was generated that gave a binary answer.
Either a tweet expressed emotion or not.
Thus, two sets of models were created, one that classified a tweet as one of the five types
of speech acts and a second set of models that classified a tweet as either being a
Comment/Expressive speech act or not. The motivation for these two sets was to further explore
the performance of the different classification systems and compare their performance to that
obtained by Zhang, et al, 2011. This kind of model results comparison is not new to the
literature and provides a way to build a consensus of overall modeling technique performance
(Forsyth & Martell, 2007).
With the input and outputs to the automatic neural networks specified, it was then that model
development and training took place. The process, which ended up resulting in a total of 40
models, is described in the following section.
From the two broad groups of models, the process of creating and training the automatic
neural networks identified a number of practical issues that ended up factoring into the number
of models finally used.
A C program was written to create the initial, untrained, model and then proceed to train
the model. The program is shown in Appendix 1-8-G.
As an initial attempt, the learning process was allowed to run for 100,000 iterations. This
proved to be a costly mistake as a full month elapsed while the ten models trained. At the end of
the first month of training, it was determined that the models were probably not going to
converge to a solution so training would need to be halted much earlier than 100,000 iterations.
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On subsequent attempts, training was limited to 5,000 and 2,000 iterations and the
models that resulted are summarized below as table 3-2. Because of the cutoff, all models
completed training within twenty-four hours. Finally, each model group listed in table 5 below
contains ten ANN’s for a total of forty networks that were created.

Model Set Summary
Model
Group

Model Outputs

Training
Cutoff

0

Tweets classified as expressive or not (a single output neuron) 2000

1

Tweets classified as expressive or not (a single output neuron) 5000

2

Tweets classified as one of the five sentiments

2000

3

Tweets classified as one of the five sentiments

5000

Table 5 – Model Set Summary

With all forty ANNs created and trained, additional programming was created to allow
for data to be applied to the inputs and the output result to be captured and saved.

3.1.1.8 Automatic Neural Network Model – Model Results

The next step performed was a exploration of the ANNs capability. In order to do this,
the cross-validation slice from the set of data, table 4 above, was applied to the inputs of each of
the 40 ANNs and the resulting output was captured for analysis. Recall, that in training the ANN
models, the training data was divided up randomly into ten groups and nine of those groups were
used to train the ANN. The holdout set is that last group of data.
The reason for breaking the training data into ten groups is that with such a grouping, tenfold cross validation can be performed. Ten-fold cross validation was also performed by Zhang,
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et al, 2011 and by replicating the analytic procedure, we can use Zhang’s results as a benchmark
for the performance of the ANNs.
A perl program was again written to collect the training data from the database and apply
it to each of the ANNs and capture the resulting output. The output was then computed into two
forms.
For the binary models, a single value was presented at the output neuron and values less
than 0.5 were treated as a binary zero (meaning no sentiment present) and values greater than or
equal to 0.5 were treated as a binary one (meaning yes, sentiment is present in the tweet).
For the ANN’s that categorized the tweet into one of the five sentiments, five values
between zero and one were output, one at each of the five output neurons. In this case, the
neuron with the highest value was chosen as representative of the classification of the tweet.
Using the method described above, the results of the ANNs were used to compute the
precision, recall and F1 score for each of the ANN models. The resulting precision, recall and
F1 scores for the binary model groups zero and one are given below in table 6. For the fiveneuron model groups two and three, the F1 scores in each of the five categories are presented
with Zhang’s SVM model results in the first row for easy comparison in table 7. Additionally,
the program listing for the perl program used to process the results is given in appendix 1-8-H.
A detailed compilation of the results for each individual ANN with the resulting scores
shown in tables 6 and 7 is given in appendix 1-7.

Model Group

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

0

0.88060

0.70453

0.78217

1

0.87399

0.71854

0.78835

Table 6: Single Neuron model group 0 and 1 precision, recall and F1 scores

From our Zhang, et al, 2011’s table 4 (repeated above as table 2), we see that the F1 score
for their support vector machine classifier set is 0.670 while the ANN’s that compose model
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group zero and one return 0.782 and 0.788 respectively. These F1 scores indicate a slightly
better performance than the SVM used by Zhang, et al, 2011.

Feature

Sta

Que

Sug

Com

Mis

Avg

Zhang All

0.798

0.597

0.465

0.670

0.446

0.695

Group 2

0.669

0.754

0.073

0.398

0.094

N/A

Group 3

0.712

0.800

0.859

0.384

0.122

N/A

Table 7: F1 Scores for model groups 2 and 3 with Zhang, et al, 2011’s results for comparison

From the resulting F1 scores, both model groups of ANNs performed very poorly when
determining whether input text was sentiment bearing, 0.39 and 0.28 compared to Zhang, et al,
2011’s 0.670 F1 score. Interestingly, where the models performed poorly classifying comment
(expressive) text, they did perform considerably better when determining question and statement
text while model group three also determined suggestion text well. Neither model group
determined miscellaneous (commisive or declarative acts) text well.
Given the results above and the fact that we are interested solely in finding comment
(expressive) text, it was decided that model groups zero and one would be used for the following
case studies. The use of the five output neuron networks was abandoned.
With a set of ANN models that perform comparably to that published by Zhang, et al,
2011, the next step in the framework process (Step 3, “Compute the Sentiment Score”) is to
determine the sentiment of a tweet. From the framework, the final step would be step 4, “Use or
Apply Sentiment Score.” One use could be to aggregate the tweet sentiments so that a reading of
the sentiment of the majority could be obtained (Kumar, 2013). These three steps collectively
comprise the process known as “subjectivity analysis” (Tsytsarau & Palpanas, 2012). One
possible way to aggregate the score would be through a smoothing method such as a moving
average, moving weighted average. This is primarily a real-time use for sentiment analysis, as it
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would allow plotting a curve of sentiment analysis in real time that would not be as subject to
“jitter” caused by the rapidly incoming tweet stream.
As an experiment to both get an initial feel for the performance of the framework and
also the provide the basis for step three of the framework, a system was set up to allow the
sentiment of a tweet to be computed. The details of the sentiment analysis system are described
in the following section.

3.2 A SENTIMENT ANALYSIS SYSTEM
As mentioned earlier, a sentiment analysis is the task of assigning sentiment scores to a
corpus (Castellanos, Ghosh, et al., 2011; Simm, Ferrario, Piao, Whittle, & Rayson, 2010). The
individual sentiment scores can be aggregated to produce an overall sentiment for the corpus that
can, in turn, then be used for further studies.
As noted earlier, the framework itself that I propose is technique agnostic. A researcher
is free to select the technique that presents the best fit for the problem at hand. In the case of this
work, a technique which was already established would be ideal since the goal is not to
distinguish the method itself but to study the results generated by using all available tweets
versus using the subset of tweets identified by the ANN models as being expressive speech acts.
Further, since the literature discussing sentiment analysis is fairly mature due to the its currency
and relevance, a large number of different systems whose characteristics are already understood
already exist and so allowed me to select the one that was both accurate and convenient.
The use of an already established sentiment analysis system saved a lot of effort since the
work to get a speech act classifier built represented almost six months of effort.
For this work, I used the “Sentiment140” website to compute the sentiment of a specific
tweet. Sentiment140, formerly known as “Twitter Sentiment” is documented by the authors in
their technical report (Go et al., 2009). The system is well used as evidenced by the google.com
citation count – 1032 citations at the time of this writing for the paper underlying this website
and technique. For each tweet sent to the website, the Sentiment140 system computes a
sentiment value where 0 is negative, 2 is neutral and 4 is positive. Since the case analysis would
have a large number of tweets, the “Bulk Classification Service” was used. This service, also
known as an Application Programming Interface (API), allows for sending up to 10,000 tweets at
a time for processing and is documented on the Twitter140 website. Additionally, I
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experimented with using the LIWC system but found the Sentiment140 system simpler to access
(Pennebaker et al., 2007).
To perform the analysis, a program was written to take a set of up to 10,000 tweets from
the tweet database and send those to the Sentiment140 website and then parse the returned
sentiment information to capture the returned sentiment and then insert that value back into
tweet’s record in the database. The program that does this processing is given in appendix 1-8-I.
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CHAPTER 4 – CASE I: TWITTER SENTIMENT AND EQUITY PRICING
4.1 CASE I - INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this case analysis is to provide a meaningful exploration of the use of the
framework. The finance literature has an established thread within it that considers noneconomic drivers of equity prices including ones based on sentiment (T. Feldman, 2010; Heston
& Sinha, 2013; Yang & Zhang, 2013). Conversely, the philosophical analysis of language also
has examined how the idea of “illocutionary force” applies to financial messages (Moore, 1996).
From a market microstructure standpoint, tweets could play a role in the price of equity.
In the simplest case, a tweet bearing news that would affect an equity price is sent by a direct
observer of the news-making event. A market actor then receives this tweet, processes the tweet
information and then decides on a course of action. That course of action could be to do nothing,
or it could be to place an order to buy or sell the respective equity.
This reasoning has been acknowledged in the literature and tweets are one potential
driver that already has an established thread (Antweiler & Frank, 2004; Bollen, 2010). More
specifically, tweets from an individual to others interested in receiving those tweets are examined
because the literature indicates that people will oftentimes turn to those they know for financial
information (Hailiang Chen, De, Hu, & Hwang, 2012).
We propose to extend the literature by examining the framework’s utility within this
scenario. We will examine tweets as they are created and sent through the twitter network and
examine the relationship between the aggregate sentiments of the tweets to equity prices.
Specifically, we would like to examine the question of whether the sentiment expressed in tweets
is a leading indicator of equity prices. Rather than a specific test of a given delay between tweet
sentiment and equity price, we perform 120 regression analysis corresponding to a temporal
range of 0 to 120 minutes following the determination of a minutes worth of twitter sentiment.
The reason for this is that we would like to explore what, if any time delay is incurred between
the time a tweet is sent and a resulting effect on the corresponding equity price. This potential
time delay is important to explore because it can shed light on the efficient market hypothesis
(EMH). The strong form of the EMH posits that all market participants immediately know all
information as soon as it is created. This would imply that the delay between a tweet’s send time
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and the effect on equity prices should be zero or very near zero. Anything else would indicate
support for a semi-strong or weak form of the EMH.
This leads us to two hypotheses that the analysis would test:
h0 : All tweets related to an equity are an indicator of that equity’s price
And, for the sentiment bearing only tweets that are a subset of all the tweets related to an
equities price:
h1 : Sentiment bearing tweets related to an equity are an indicator of that equities price.
In the following sections, the methodology for tweet selection and the analysis results are
discussed. Subsequently, a discussion of the results in general is then performed.

4.2 CASE I - METHODOLOGY
The reason these two datasets were selected is that tweets continuously stream across the
twitter network (Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2011) and they can be easily compared with
equity prices because they are also available in high temporal resolution in a manner similar to
search engine queries (Preis, Reith, & Stanley, 2010). For the purposes of our analysis, we will
utilize one-minute intervals.
Our independent variable will be twitter sentiment. This is motivated by research that
indicates that tweets are viable predictors of equity price movements (Bollen, 2010).
The dependent variable in our analysis will be the aggregate sentiment for tweets in the
one-minute interval related to the particular equity being analyzed.

4.2.1 Case I - Data Set
Since we will be examining equity prices, we also need to select the equities that will be
analyzed since performing the analysis on the entire domain of equities would be to
computationally expensive. Since the authors have access to streaming equity prices for the
United States (U.S.) markets and the U.S. equities market is considered an advanced market, it
was decided to use equities from the U.S. markets. The selection of an advanced market like the
U.S. market also avoids potential confounding issues that are seen in less developed markets. As
an example, some international markets have days where all equity prices move in a single
direction, which implies a strong connection between all equities listed (citation). As a
representative sample, the top two components by composition in each industry group index of
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the Dow Jones US index was selected for analysis. The Dow Jones has ten industries (Dow
Jones, 2014) with corresponding indexes for each industry.
Using the Dow Jones nomenclature found on their website, the ten indexes are shown
below in table 8:

Dow Jones US Index

U.S. Basic Materials Index
U.S. Consumer Goods Index
U.S. Consumer Services Index
U.S. Financials Index
U.S. Health Care Index
U.S. Industrials Index
U.S. Oil & Gas Index
U.S. Technology Index
U.S. Telecommunications Index
U.S. Utilities Index
Table 8: Component indexes of the Dow Jones U.S. Index – source:
http://www.djindexes.com/sectors

From a listing of the component equities for the index, the largest two equity components
of each index are listed below in Table 9. The source of the information for the equities
information is the published fact sheet for each index. The information was collected on January
4, 2016.
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Ticker
U.S. Index
Largest Component Firms
Symbol
Basic Materials
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
DD
Dow Chemical
DOW
Consumer Goods
Proctor & Gamble
PG
Coca-Cola Company
KO
Consumer Services
Amazon.com Inc
AMZN
Walt Disney Company
DIS
Financials
Wells Fargo & Company
WFC
Berkshire Hathaway B
BRK.B
Health Care
Johnson & Johnson
JNJ
Pfizer Incorporated
PFE
Industrials
General Electric Company
GE
3M Co
MMM
Oil & Gas
Exxon Mobile Corporation
XOM
Chevron Corporation
CVX
Technology
Apple Incorporated
AAPL
Microsoft Corporation
MSFT
Telecommunications AT&T Incorporated
T
Verizon Communications
VZ
Utilities
Duke Energy Corporation
DUK
NextEra Energy Incorporated
NEE
Table 9: Largest two firms in each Dow Jones sector

Adjusted
Weight (%)
11.12
11.02
9.51
7.81
8.47
5.85
6.25
6.10
9.75
7.03
10.74
3.72
23.84
12.03
18.45
11.89
45.38
40.49
7.30
7.19

When this work moved to the actual data collection phase, I discovered that the twitter
API would return all tweets containing the requested symbol. In cases like PFE, such a string of
letters does not normally occur within tweets so almost all of the tweets were related to Pfizer.
Unfortunately, the same is not the case with AT&T (Symbol: T), where every tweet that
contained the letter “T” (upper or lower case) was returned. This resulted in the acquisition of
nearly every tweet published. Because the data volume was so large, it was decided to forgo
analysis of AT&T. A similar, but not as severe issue occurred with 3M (Symbol: MMM) as
tweets including words such as “Hmmmmm,” “Yummmmy,” and “mmmmmmmm” were
included. Because the data volume was not as large, the tweets were retained to examine how
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the system handled such. A manual inspection indicated that most of the tweets were not
relevant at all but instead were part of informal commentary. Finally, the twitter API software
would not allow searches for Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.B) tweets, as that was not considered by
the API as a valid string to specify searching with.
To collect equity information, streaming quote information was collected on 11 weekdays
since equity price information is only available when the market is open.
Similarly, to assemble a corresponding dataset of tweets, the streaming twitter API was
used to collect tweets. Based on the framework, the first step necessary to collect the data is to
specify the criteria that the collection process will use. Initially, it was decided to limit tweets to
the geographic region represented by the United States. After some reflection, it was decided to
not specify a geographic limit to the tweets because the firms in the sample operate
internationally and so could be affected in a market pricing way by international sentiments.
In sum, all the firms were included in the analysis with the exception of AT&T (symbol
“T”) and Berkshire Hathaway (symbol “BRK.B”) due to complications associated with their
specific symbols as discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Dates and summary statistics for each of the market days are listed below in table 10:

Capture Date

Total Tweets
Captured

Sentiment Bearing
Tweets Captured
January 14, 2016
176,728
26,200
January 15, 2016
300,791
45,166
January 19, 2016
95,018
14,640
January 21, 2016
153,059
24,189
January 22, 2016
122,302
21,101
January 25, 2016
123,942
26,040
January 26, 2016
126,853
23,492
January 27, 2016
160,248
35,309
January 28, 2016
129,958
20,382
January 29, 2016
120,815
20,840
February 1, 2016
125,111
19,584
Total Tweets Captured
1,634,825
276,943
Average Tweets Per Day
125,755
21,303
Table 10: Statistics for each day of the analysis

Percent of
Total (%)
14.83
15.02
15.41
15.80
17.25
21.01
18.52
22.03
15.68
17.25
15.65
16.94
16.94
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The equity quote information was then grouped by the minute of the day that the quote
was received and a high and low price for that one-minute interval was determined. Since equity
prices can and do vary within one minute intervals, to compute a representative price for an
interval, the average of the high and low sale during the interval is used as the price for that
interval, formally:

(6)

Bid and offer values were not used as a transaction doesn’t necessarily take place when
bid and offer prices change.
In all, there are 85,800 aggregated data points across all equities. This is because the US
equities markets (NASDAQ and NYSE) are open each day for six and a half hours. With 60
aggregated data points per hour, each day yields (60 * 6.5) 390 aggregated data points per day.
This results in a total of 4,290 aggregated data points over the eleven days of data collection.
Multiplying 4,290 by the eighteen equities in the case study yields the final total of 77,220
aggregated data points for the two analyses. From our earlier discussion, the first analysis is a
sentiment analysis on the entire set of tweets while the second analysis is the sentiment bearing
tweets only.

4.2.2 Case I - Data Grouping
Since tweets stream continuously, they were captured and all tweets for any given oneminute period were merged into a single value to be analyzed. To perform the merging, all
tweets within a given minute of the day had a sentiment score assigned to them and then the
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average of all the scores was computed and this value represented the sentiment for all the tweets
during that minute period.
Further, two sets of minute interval data were established. The first set, contained all the
tweets captured for a particular equity during a particular minute. The second set contained only
tweets identified by the sentiment analysis step as sentiment bearing.

4.3 CASE I - RESULTS
Though there were a number of different ways that the results can be presented and
examined, The results themselves points to a broad analysis based on the outcomes of the
analysis as the most straightforward approach to a very large set of results.
Overall, there are were two different general outcomes, the first outcome shows general
support for the framework because the results seemed to amplify the underlying signal – the R2
values became larger (or smaller) when there seemed to be a trend towards support of a
hypothesis and smaller when there seemed to be no support. The second outcome is the
opposite; the resulting R2 values were mixed with some instances having better fits than the
underlying dataset while others were reversed. In the sections below, the overall results are
presented, followed by results grouped according to the three outcomes described earlier.
To get a general sense of what the results were it is helpful to start examining them from
a very high level and then proceeding to delve into each specific result while keeping the overall
findings in mind. Since a sentiment analysis was performed with a lag from 0 to 120 minutes
for each of 18 firms over 11 days, there were a total of 120 minutes x 18 firms x 11 days) 23,760
OLS regressions performed. Additionally, two complete analyses were performed, one on the
entire dataset and another on the subset of sentiment bearing tweets alone. This results in 47,520
OLS regressions. To gain an understanding of the results prior to diving into them, the R2 values
for each firm across all 11 days and 120 minutes were averaged to produce the information in
table 11. The information is reported for both the overall dataset and the sentiment only subset.
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Overall Dataset
Symbol
AAPL
AMZN
CVX
DD
DIS
DOW
DUK
GE
JNJ
KO
MMM
MSFT
NEE
PFE
PG
VZ
WFC
XOM

∑R2

N

R2 Mean

Sentiment Bearing Subset
∑R2

N

R2 Mean

5.6332
1,199
0.0047
13.9674 1,319
3.6298
1,200
0.0030
30.9556 1,320
18.5228
1,199
0.0154
231.7506
959
22.9968
1,200
0.0192
7.3102 1,320
24.3895
1,200
0.0203
18.4620 1,320
13.9334
1,200
0.0116
21.0088 1,320
12.9748
1,199
0.0108
141.5661 1,319
26.5385
1,199
0.0221
9.7025 1,319
10.1952
1,200
0.0085
135.1714 1,320
18.9350
1,200
0.0158
9.7829 1,320
12.1674
1,199
0.0101
7.6034 1,319
5.5883
1,199
0.0047
64.2199 1,319
6.2726
1,199
0.0052
13.9674 1,319
31.7871
1,145
0.0278
13.9674
843
17.6669
1,200
0.0147
13.9674 1,320
27.8944
1,199
0.0233
13.9674 1,319
10.5024
1,200
0.0088
13.9674 1,316
14.2089
1,199
0.0119
13.9674 1,203
2
Table 11: Overall R values for both tweet datasets

0.0106
0.0235
0.2417
0.0055
0.0140
0.0159
0.1073
0.0074
0.1024
0.0074
0.0058
0.0487
0.0095
0.3467
0.0099
0.0888
0.1314
0.1455

From table 11, it can be seen that when all the R2 values for each analysis are averaged,
no R2 value exceeded 0.2417 indicating no support for either of the hypothesis, H0 or H1.
Delving deeper into the results, we next examine the results organized by firm, date and
dataset. This is information is presented in more detail in table 12 and allows us to examine the
results in more detail. We can examine the maximum and minimum R2 values and the
corresponding N for each day’s group of regressions.
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Table 12: Maximum and Minimum R2 Values grouped by firm and date
AAPL
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
AMZN
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
CVX
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0410 195
0.0000
0.0133 380
0.0000
0.0135 379
0.0000
0.0166 353
0.0000
0.0103 386
0.0000
0.0487 304
0.0000
0.0142 421
0.0000
0.0135 398
0.0000
0.2549 417
0.0000
0.0084 399
0.0000
0.0356 338
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0208 144
0.0000
0.0100 315
0.0000
0.0047 218
0.0000
0.0182 245
0.0000
0.0073 249
0.0000
0.0080 260
0.0000
0.0295 217
0.0000
0.0069 307
0.0000
0.0179 381
0.0000
0.0163 401
0.0000
0.0202 264
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0688
63
0.0000
0.0710
66
0.0000
0.0169
68
0.0000
0.1112
61
0.0000
0.1187
44
0.0000
0.0506
66
0.0000
0.0246
75
0.0000
0.0581
70
0.0005
0.0270
91
0.0000
0.0318 177
0.0000
0.1134
67
0.0000

N
199
384
332
377
410
377
377
421
413
370
345
N
114
309
236
250
274
260
249
293
385
394
269
N
45
69
83
55
49
66
83
69
89
150
53

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0536
31
0.0000
0.0424 102
0.0000
0.0542
66
0.0001
0.1610
79
0.0001
0.0217 102
0.0000
0.0585
76
0.0000
0.0177 249
0.0000
0.0093 256
0.0000
0.0115 166
0.0000
0.0333 120
0.0001
0.0471
85
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0462
22
0.0000
0.0801
56
0.0000
0.1704
44
0.0163
0.0976
57
0.0000
0.0516
48
0.0000
0.0706
44
0.0000
0.0434
50
0.0000
0.0672
49
0.0000
0.0581 132
0.0000
0.0718 156
0.0000
0.0995
57
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.6850
4
0.0002
0.9650
6
0.0000
0
0.9265
5
0.0001
0.9880
4
0.0002
0.3356
12
0.0000
0
0.7340
9
0.0142
0.5478
6
0.0000
0.0970
19
0.0000
0

N
48
107
78
89
118
88
175
283
184
131
83
N
16
63
41
57
54
33
51
55
146
157
59
N
8
8
0
6
4
12
0
8
7
23
0
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DD
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
DIS
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
DOW
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R
N
Min R2
0.0311 168
0.0000
0.0889 401
0.0165
0.0503 342
0.0000
0.0205 391
0.0004
0.0362 392
0.0062
0.1286 330
0.0009
0.0356 334
0.0000
0.0268 391
0.0000
0.0189 399
0.0000
0.0123 398
0.0000
0.0383 374
0.0001
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0940 226
0.0000
0.1045 409
0.0000
0.1307 355
0.0021
0.0453 403
0.0000
0.0356 376
0.0000
0.0107 325
0.0000
0.0405 393
0.0000
0.1548 402
0.0000
0.0178 401
0.0000
0.1383 396
0.0163
0.0522 375
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0093 177
0.0000
0.1644 403
0.0041
0.0051 400
0.0000
0.0386 399
0.0000
0.0094 396
0.0000
0.0244 341
0.0000
0.0134 301
0.0000
0.0141 387
0.0000
0.0107 390
0.0000
0.0364 377
0.0000
0.0183 368
0.0000
2

N
169
401
362
393
394
393
284
390
400
346
368
N
190
409
387
376
404
402
300
402
401
406
375
N
176
403
397
399
394
396
365
373
390
406
369

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0302 106
0.0001
0.0098 295
0.0000
0.0139 187
0.0000
0.0345 275
0.0032
0.0094 276
0.0000
0.0323 252
0.0000
0.0055 238
0.0000
0.0138 246
0.0000
0.0246 237
0.0000
0.0082 259
0.0000
0.0308 244
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0368 211
0.0000
0.0723 409
0.0000
0.0118 395
0.0000
0.0161 403
0.0000
0.0293 404
0.0000
0.0113 338
0.0000
0.0122 306
0.0000
0.1130 402
0.0000
0.0282 401
0.0000
0.1027 360
0.0371
0.0471 375
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0250
56
0.0000
0.1169 339
0.0135
0.0505 105
0.0006
0.0226 161
0.0000
0.0413 135
0.0000
0.0867 179
0.0000
0.0735
96
0.0001
0.0145 138
0.0000
0.0291 124
0.0000
0.0271 193
0.0000
0.0181 138
0.0000

12 Continued

N
136
289
219
243
262
223
273
243
237
251
225
N
190
409
403
404
402
292
402
401
406
372
N
75
337
129
155
134
201
107
160
126
173
134
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DUK
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
GE
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
JNJ
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R
N
Min R2
0.0844
37
0.0000
0.0177 125
0.0000
0.0466 113
0.0000
0.0154 104
0.0000
0.0302 122
0.0000
0.0829 107
0.0001
0.0275
93
0.0000
0.0273
81
0.0000
0.0612
94
0.0000
0.0863
78
0.0000
0.0525
90
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0509 188
0.0004
0.0251 408
0.0035
0.0497 404
0.0000
0.0507 411
0.0000
0.0617 364
0.0032
0.0656 326
0.0000
0.0651 335
0.0001
0.0574 400
0.0000
0.0669 403
0.0000
0.0752 403
0.0010
0.0348 372
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0755
79
0.0000
0.0251 151
0.0000
0.0288 182
0.0000
0.0453 130
0.0000
0.0223 148
0.0000
0.0209 165
0.0000
0.0087 147
0.0000
0.0172 156
0.0000
0.0421 163
0.0000
0.0573 140
0.0000
0.0267 142
0.0019
2

N
48
138
112
106
124
113
81
87
100
76
91
N
188
408
378
399
402
379
393
400
403
348
371
N
89
160
170
130
137
173
180
167
158
148
146

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.6975
13
0.0000
0.0779
43
0.0000
0.1322
21
0.0000
0.2129
15
0.0000
0.1507
13
0.0000
0.5513
28
0.0007
0.4049
15
0.0000
0.1698
15
0.0000
0.4297
24
0.0000
0.3969
11
0.0000
0.6035
14
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0211 174
0.0000
0.0076 382
0.0000
0.0074 339
0.0000
0.0239 364
0.0000
0.0123 343
0.0000
0.0480 319
0.0000
0.0098 376
0.0000
0.0848 385
0.0012
0.0030 375
0.0000
0.0087 371
0.0000
0.0182 330
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.6253
8
0.0000
0.4090
11
0.0000
0.4514
12
0.0004
0.2769
15
0.0000
0.5707
13
0.0000
0.1696
11
0.0000
0.2003
15
0.0049
0.1647
16
0.0000
0.2398
22
0.0000
0.9731
4
0.0000
0.0822
22
0.0000

12 Continued

N
17
46
22
13
14
26
14
20
23
11
11
N
202
386
362
379
366
376
306
352
339
330
N
9
11
14
14
15
10
22
16
20
6
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KO
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
MMM
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
MSFT
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R
N
Min R2
0.0382 209
0.0000
0.1206 408
0.0000
0.0338 401
0.0016
0.0601 399
0.0000
0.0563 377
0.0017
0.0253 331
0.0000
0.0335 291
0.0000
0.0266 400
0.0000
0.0084 399
0.0000
0.0248 403
0.0000
0.0435 366
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.1386 185
0.0000
0.0304 396
0.0000
0.0593 393
0.0107
0.0158 400
0.0000
0.0146 361
0.0000
0.0282 400
0.0000
0.0140 353
0.0001
0.0213 381
0.0000
0.0243 395
0.0031
0.0558 401
0.0000
0.0164 364
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0377 100
0.0000
0.0283 226
0.0000
0.0195 168
0.0000
0.0103 184
0.0000
0.0348 168
0.0000
0.0451 198
0.0000
0.0111 212
0.0000
0.0242 198
0.0000
0.0319 240
0.0001
0.0243 369
0.0000
0.0254 249
0.0000
2

N
177
408
371
399
400
360
337
400
399
349
366
N
175
396
394
393
389
354
313
399
395
401
364
N
95
232
198
183
169
191
229
194
245
365
248

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0339 163
0.0000
0.0382 406
0.0000
0.0411 366
0.0000
0.0287 391
0.0000
0.0056 373
0.0000
0.0685 329
0.0000
0.0022 315
0.0000
0.0120 390
0.0000
0.0231 383
0.0008
0.0698 391
0.0000
0.0071 344
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0964 166
0.0000
0.0151 356
0.0000
0.0245 364
0.0001
0.0204 353
0.0000
0.0244 331
0.0000
0.0151 330
0.0000
0.0222 262
0.0000
0.0224 323
0.0000
0.0084 364
0.0000
0.0134 366
0.0001
0.0223 332
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.3312
9
0.0000
0.1010
28
0.0000
0.0812
32
0.0000
0.4124
27
0.0000
0.1740
17
0.0001
0.0914
33
0.0000
0.2246
42
0.0000
0.0794
28
0.0000
0.2410
45
0.0088
0.1151
87
0.0000
0.0963
65
0.0000

12 Continued

N
167
406
393
386
384
394
384
386
391
338
361
N
158
353
317
361
360
310
316
368
361
309
319
N
7
36
33
25
21
34
46
36
44
78
64
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NEE
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
PFE
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
PG
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R
N
Min R2
0.0342 175
0.0000
0.0378 404
0.0001
0.0111 331
0.0000
0.0183 361
0.0000
0.0205 388
0.0012
0.0055 389
0.0000
0.0281 321
0.0000
0.0030 381
0.0000
0.0102 379
0.0000
0.0120 394
0.0000
0.0206 352
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.1289
26
0.0000
0.1386
44
0.0000
0.0294
54
0.0000
0.0649
43
0.0000
0.2448
40
0.0000
0.1456
42
0.0000
0.2929
31
0.0000
0.0696
35
0.0000
0.0602
43
0.0001
0.0951
56
0.0000
0.1255
72
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.1061 181
0.0000
0.0067 407
0.0000
0.0208 345
0.0000
0.0731 372
0.0051
0.0208 398
0.0000
0.0604 328
0.0000
0.0380 365
0.0000
0.1110 400
0.0000
0.0104 400
0.0000
0.0183 401
0.0037
0.0071 364
0.0000
2

N
173
403
382
388
386
323
299
389
380
354
351
N
23
44
55
43
43
37
35
38
45
58
76
N
181
407
391
397
392
399
340
400
400
345
364

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0623 103
0.0000
0.0256 186
0.0000
0.0053 170
0.0000
0.0376 184
0.0006
0.0475 229
0.0041
0.0390 219
0.0000
0.0468 159
0.0000
0.0359 227
0.0000
0.0348 207
0.0000
0.0153 221
0.0000
0.0406 195
0.0034
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.3288
3
0.1374
0.9464
5
0.0927
0.3577
5
0.0000
1.0000
3
0.3721
0.0000
0.6910
4
0.0009
0.9959
3
0.0014
0.9868
3
0.0025
0.6934
8
0.0007
0.9367
5
0.0001
0.8789
3
0.0002
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0323 169
0.0000
0.0128 334
0.0000
0.0418 284
0.0000
0.0257 326
0.0006
0.0249 329
0.0000
0.0233 258
0.0000
0.0536 267
0.0000
0.1592 318
0.0000
0.0217 302
0.0000
0.0101 280
0.0000
0.0123 281
0.0000

12 Continued

N
105
184
195
184
238
216
178
236
209
223
194
N
3
4
6
3
0
4
5
4
8
5
4
N
165
320
324
329
298
311
339
352
319
319
279
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VZ
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
WFC
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016
XOM
Date
1-14-2016
1-15-2016
1-19-2016
1-21-2016
1-22-2016
1-25-2016
1-26-2016
1-27-2016
1-28-2016
1-29-2016
2-1-2016

Full Tweet Dataset
Max R
N
Min R2
0.1220
39
0.0000
0.1959 105
0.0026
0.0549
96
0.0000
0.0451 221
0.0001
0.0190 135
0.0000
0.1287
95
0.0000
0.0176
78
0.0000
0.0400 109
0.0000
0.0624
66
0.0000
0.1086
75
0.0000
0.0912
77
0.0000
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0511
64
0.0000
0.0263 179
0.0000
0.0223 145
0.0001
0.0123
98
0.0000
0.0379
93
0.0000
0.1020
83
0.0000
0.0598 130
0.0000
0.0051 112
0.0000
0.0757 130
0.0000
0.0427 129
0.0000
0.0494 137
0.0004
Full Tweet Dataset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.0395 107
0.0000
0.0155 128
0.0000
0.0960
77
0.0000
0.0219
94
0.0000
0.1218
43
0.0000
0.0655
67
0.0000
0.0203 137
0.0000
0.0302
80
0.0000
0.0265
80
0.0000
0.0468
95
0.0000
0.0348 129
0.0000
2

N
39
100
91
231
131
112
80
119
75
81
87
N
65
206
159
98
99
132
114
119
120
115
N
65
138
74
94
42
64
107
77
80
84
126

Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.4363
5
0.0012
0.3344
20
0.0000
0.9730
4
0.0002
0.1307
81
0.0084
0.1264
14
0.0000
0.3893
14
0.0001
0.4509
8
0.0000
0.0316
25
0.0001
0.4992
8
0.0001
0.1452
8
0.0000
0.1013
11
0.0000
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.9161
4
0.0000
0.3153
19
0.0000
0.1932
10
0.0000
0.2182
16
0.0000
0.9505
3
0.0000
0.7792
8
0.0000
0.9656
5
0.0001
0.6406
11
0.0000
0.2532
13
0.0000
0.1745
12
0.0000
0.2578
30
0.0284
Expressive Only Subset
Max R2
N
Min R2
0.5600
9
0.0000
0.1946
16
0.0002
0.2289
8
0.0029
0.4807
13
0.0000
0.4808
3
0.3542
0.4284
8
0.0051
0.2127
10
0.0000
0.1167
20
0.0000
0.2839
12
0.0000
0.4962
15
0.0002
0.8534
6
0.0661

N
5
21
6
77
15
16
9
23
9
10
11
N
9
25
11
13
3
8
6
13
12
12
28
N
9
15
8
12
3
8
13
18
12
13
9

Table 12: Maximum and Minimum R2 Values grouped by firm and date
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Table 12’s results allow us to explore in greater detail the highly summarized results
presented in table 4-4. It is notable that there are a few firms with very large sigma values (CVX
at 231, DUK at 141, JNJ at 135 and MSFT at 64) in the sentiment bearing subset resulting in R2
mean values that stand out from the rest of the results (CVX = 0.2417, DUK = 0.1073, JNJ =
0.1024 and MSFT = 0.0487).
In examining the results for the four aforementioned firms, a number of the results are
worth discussing and each will be discussed below.
First, for Chevron Corp (CVX), it is interesting that the maximum R2 value for the entire
dataset is 0.1187 occurring on 1/22, while the corresponding maximum R2 value for the
framework filtered dataset is 0.9880 on the same day. In looking further, it is noted that all the
R2 values for the expressive dataset are quite large when compared to the corresponding value
from the full dataset. With that said, however, it is also the case that the corresponding N values
are quite modest, ranging from 4 to 23 with an average of 9.5. Indeed, there are a few dates in
the dataset when there are no data points and so no corresponding regression was possible. Such
low values of N raise the issue of too small a sample size. The results from the full dataset
indicate no support for h0, while the expressive dataset is an interesting case, where there is
support for h1 at ∝ = 0.05, but serious doubts exist regarding the sample size.
In a less dramatic example, Duke Energy Corp (DUK) has a maximum high R2 value of
0.0863 on 1/29 in the full dataset analysis and a maximum high R2 value of 0.6975 on 1/14. As
in the prior analysis, the framework-filtered dataset shows the same low N values problem.
Unlike the results for Chevron Corp., there is no support for h0 nor h1 at ∝ = 0.05.
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) shows even less stellar results. No R2 value in the full tweet
dataset supports h0 at ∝ = 0.05. Similar results show no support for h1 at ∝ = 0.05 except of day
1/29 where the R2 value is 0.9731 with an N of 6.
Finally, the last of the standouts, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT) with a sigma=64 shows
no support for h0 nor h1 at ∝ = 0.05. Unlike the prior cases, the N values are almost an order of
ten larger than the prior firms and indicate stronger support for the low R2 values indicating no
support for the hypothesis.
While we have thus far focused our attention on the maximum R2 values for the analyses,
it is interesting to note that almost every analysis had R2 values there were very close to 0.0000
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after rounding. As we are performing a time-lagged analysis over a two hour period, this very
common result seems to indicate that there is no broad support in general for h0 nor h1.
Interestingly, the broad results are in line with the literature regarding the efficient market
hypothesis, where predicting market trends correctly should not be possible. That said, the
results are contradictory to a few papers that have performed tweet sentiment analysis, in
particular, Bollen, et al. 2010. In looking at the details of that analysis compared to what is
presented here, Bollen, et al, 2010 examined the effect of broad public opinion in tweets in
general as a predictor of market trends while this work focuses specifically on investor
sentiments towards an individual firm.
With these overshadowing results in mind, we next discuss the results for the general
outcomes. Due to the large number of OLS regressions and thus plots, we will primarily discuss
the most exemplar plots and symbols while all plots are presented in Appendix 4. The results of
the analysis will be discussed below grouped according to the outcomes described earlier.
Support for the Framework
In this section, we examine the results where there is a trend showing support for the
framework. In general, no analysis yielded statistically significant results where α = 0.05, a
number of the analysis where the framework was used did show encouraging results. In
particular, the symbols CVX, JNJ, PFE, VZ, XOM and MSFT demonstrated an interesting
pattern. The results for CVX on 1/15/2016 are shown below as figure 5:
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Figure 5: Lagged R2 Plot for Chevron (CVX) on Jan. 15, 2016

From figure 5, we can see a number of interesting trends. First, the purple line, plotting
2

the R values for the analysis performed using all the tweets never exceeded 0.07. This would
indicate no support for H0 for any of the analysis. What can also be seen is that the red line,
plotting the values for the analysis performed after tweet filtering was performed based on the
framework, peaks above 0.95 which would be statistically significant at an α of 0.05. Finally, in
a general trend showing support for the framework in general, the R2 values produced by the
framework-filtered tweets is generally above the R2 values produced without.
Examining the plots further, we look at the plot for E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company (DD) on January 15, 2016 in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Lagged R2 Plot for E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD) on Jan. 15, 2016

Figure 6 shows a very similar but opposite effect, where the framework significantly
changes the R2 values from values as high as 0.09 to values closer to zero. It should be noted,
though, that even the highest value of 0.09 would generally not be a candidate for statistically
significance. What is notable is that the filtering provided by the framework seems to provide an
effect that serves to reduce the R2 curve.
These results, taken together, seem to suggest that the filtering provided by the
frameworks acts as a magnifier by removing noise from the dataset that could be acting as a
confound to the analytic process. In the case where there is support for a hypothesis, the
framework’s action of raising the R2 curve could be explained as working to remove noise that
would reduce the R2 values while in the case of no support for the hypothesis, the framework is
working to lower the R2 values by removing noise tweets that cause the R2 values to be higher.
Though there is no support for h0 under either set of R2 curves in figure 4-2, the trend
does seem to indicate that the effect of the framework is worth considering.
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No Support or Confusing Results for the Framework
In this section, we examine the results where there is a trend showing no support for the
framework. In these instances, we see mixed results where at times the framework results
amplify the R2 values and at others they work to reduce the curve.
Examining a plot of the R2 curve for Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (MMM) on
January 21, 2016, as show below as figure 7, we can see a typical case where there seems to be
these unhelpful results.

Figure 7: Lagged R2 Plot for Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (MMM) on Jan. 21, 2016

From figure 7, it appears that the framework filtering does not provide a magnification
effect at all. This would suggest that the framework is not removing noise tweets and leaving
sentiment bearing tweets at all.
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What is interesting, is that one could also suggest, on the other hand, that the framework
is working, and for those particular lagged periods, the framework action did work as the plot
does suggest some trends both in the upwards and downwards magnification.
With all the above said, however, it is important to recognize that we are looking at a plot
that has a maximal R2 value is 0.21! It is difficult to imagine a situation where any R2 value
above would be considered even close to significant. This leaves one to wonder if any solid
conclusions can be made other than there is no support for either h0 or h1.
Another interesting plot is shown below as figure 8, this time, for Pfizer, Inc (PFE), for
January 21, 2016.

Figure 8: Lagged R2 Plot for Pfizer (PFE) on Jan. 21, 2016

In Figure 8, it appears that the framework has made magic. It has taken a set of tweets
from R2 values near zero and turned them into statistical significance with high values of 1.0.
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Such values would be considered statistically significant under virtually any test until one
examines the light blue plot of the N curve. It appears that the framework filtering has removed
almost 90% of the tweets, reducing N to 3 from over 35. This clearly presents a problem where
the dataset is simply too small to extract any meaningful results.
If any insight is to be gained, it appears to be that it is important, as with any analysis, to
consider both the R2 values as well as the size of the dataset. Indeed, this can be easily seen by
examining a scatter plot of the sentiment results, show below as figure 9.

Figure 9: Scatter Plot of Sentiments for Pfizer (PFE) on January 21, 2016

From figure 9, we can clearly see the source of the high R2 values. The sentiments found
from the analysis were all near zero. The very low number of tweets in the filtered dataset can
explain this result. By contrast, figure 10 illustrates a scatter plot where the N value is higher. In
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this case, the plot is for the earlier presented E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD) on
January 15, 2016.

Figure 10: Scatter Plot of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD) for January 15, 2016.

From figure 10, the larger distribution of the sentiment values is apparent and is seems to
be reflected in the R2 plot as well. Additionally, it appears from the scatter plot that there is a
sizeable grouping near the zero (neutral sentiment) value while overall, the preponderance of
sentiment is positive though no trend line is readily apparent.
With the large number of plots, all plots are presented in appendix 2, with R2 curves
presented as appendix 2-1 and scatter plots presented as appendix 2-2.
The plot results create a number of insights and those as well as the overall issues are
discussed in the next section.
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4.4 CASE I - DISCUSSION
When examining the results as a whole, a number of themes and an odd/interesting data
situation become apparent.
First, with the caveat that under the right circumstances, the framework does appear to
yield positive results by magnifying or minimizing R2 values where appropriate. From the
standpoint of this work, this is by far the most significant outcome as this work seeks primarily
to advance the framework. The caveat concerning the proper circumstances comes from an
examination of the results where they were not encouraging. In those cases, the importance of
specifying the selection criteria used to create the dataset in the first place – step one of the
framework – appears to play a key role. As a general rule, any analysis is bound by the quality
of the information supplied to it and so this result shows that the framework is not insensitive to
poor quality information as any other analytic technique would generally be.
Indeed, one factor highlighting the importance of the information gathering process that
this case study found was that the keyword search needs to take into consideration how a
keyword could form a “word stem” for other words, introducing noise into the dataset.
Examples found in this work included “MMM” as in “Hmmmm,” “Yummmm”, and
“mmmmmmm” as those phrases turned out to be common twitter phrases makgint the selection
of 3M’s symbol, “MMM” a difficult choice.
A similar situation was also found with The Walt Disney Company, whose symbol,
“DIS” was a component of quite a large number of words as well as being used as a phrase in
and of itself, as in “Don’t dis on me.”
Examining the analysis data itself, it was also evident that the data wasn’t as plentiful as
the situation would initially seem. At the time of this writing, there are millions of tweets every
day and this would seem to imply that, analytically speaking, the values for N would be more
than double digits but that didn’t seem to be the case. After binning the data into five-minute
intervals, the N values proved surprisingly small with an end result being a question about what
kinds of conclusions can be drawn from results produced with such small sample sizes.
Finally, an interesting situation did appear in the graphs that should be addressed. As can
be seen in some of the plots, the plot of the sample size would have an odd near 45 degree
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increase or drop on what would normally be a fairly flat line that indicated that the sample size
was fairly constant. An example of this behavior is shown below as Figure 4-3.
After a great deal of investigation, the source of the odd behavior was traced to a “hole”
in the binned tweet data where no tweets were recorded for consecutive periods of time. While it
would seem to be normal that there may not be tweets matching the search terms used, especially
if the selection terms were very specific as is the case with some equity symbols it is still
somewhat startling to see. The behavior was explored in depth and is shown on the plot of E. I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD) below as figure 11.

Figure 11: Plot showing very linear descent of N

In examining the underlying binned tweet data, we can see that there are two gaps where
there were no tweets recorded in figure 12 below.
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Figure 12: List of binned tweets

From Figure 12 it is evident that there is a gap in the data from minute of the day 528 to
609 and from 611 to 702. These gaps are 81 and 91 minutes in duration and correspond to 8:48
to 10:09 am and 10:11 to 11:42 am respectively. In the kind of lagged analysis performed, this
results in the sloped line for the plot of N in the all tweets dataset because the temporal gap in the
data is shifted as the data is lagged. Encouragingly, and as one would expect, the plot sample
size of the framework filtered tweets does not show this behavior in as large and telling a manner
since the framework works to reduce the non-sentiment bearing tweets from the dataset.
Overall, there was limited support for either h0 or h1. Setting aside the concerns
regarding the sample sizes and other technical issues like selection criteria, this finding is
generally in line with the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) in that there should not be a
predictor of future price behavior. Interestingly, as mentioned before, these results are not
completely in agreement with some of the literature that addresses specifically the interactions of
twitter and equity prices in the US market. As mentioned before, though, this work is different
from the earlier Bollen, et al, 2010 work in the scope and tweet information targeted.
In order to visualize the mixed nature of the results, it is revealing to examine the
regression results across the entire dataset. In all, 46,490 OLS regression analysis were
performed. A breakdown of the counts of R2 at various ∝ levels is below as table 13.
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∝ level
Number of Analysis
% of Total
0.01
12
0.03 %
0.03
41
0.09 %
0.05
61
0.13%
0.1
113
0.24 %
> 0.1
46,377
99.76 %
Table 13: Number and Percent of Analysis Where Results Were Significant

While an analysis that yields significant results is encouraging, the situation becomes
bleaker when one plots the R2 values greater than 0.3 against the sample sizes as shown below in
figure 13.

Figure 13: Standard Deviation (R2) versus Sample Size (N)
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In figure 13, it becomes clear what is happening. What appeared to be regression
analysis that resulted in statistically significant results all occurred when the underlying datasets
had extremely small sample sizes (N). In all instances, statistical significance at an ∝ of 0.05
occurred with a sample size of 3, 4, 5 or 6.
These results lead to a number of conclusions that are discussed in depth in the following
section.

4.5 CASE I - CONCLUSIONS
When taken as a whole, the results of the analysis appear to lend support to framework
based on the idea that removing noise from a dataset should yield better results. In this instance,
we measured the results as improved model fit as demonstrated by R2 values.
From a case standpoint, no support for either hypothesis was found which while in line
with the efficient market hypothesis does run counter to the findings of one of the studies
utilizing twitter though, as noted, the scope and focus were different from this study.
In looking at the information processed as a whole, it is apparent that a key limiting
factor for both the framework and the analysis conducted on the entire dataset is the methods
used to construct the dataset itself. Upon building the dataset used in this work, it became
apparent that, though the overall sample size was large, after binning for analysis, the five minute
count of tweets was actually quite small and thus introducing an issue that could adversely
impact the analysis.
In examining the data, it appears that there are a number of language constructs that serve
to confound the analytic tools. This is in line with what previous researchers have found – that a
targeted system generally performs better than a generalized one (Lu, Castellanos, Dayal, &
Zhai, 2011).
Overall, the results of this case demonstrate the importance of step one of the framework
and speak to the importance of each step within the framework itself.
Going forward, it would be interesting to find a way to increase the tweet counts while
also reducing the number of symbols to reduce the analytic load. One method that seems
promising would be a larger net with respect to the tweet specifications matched against the
overall market, as in Bollen, et al, 2010.
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CHAPTER 5 – CASE 2: THOUGHT LEADERS AND MARKET INDEXES
5.1 CASE II - INTRODUCTION
Based on the results of case Analysis 1, an interesting question that has been posed in the
literature in the past suggests a line of inquiry. Are tweeters who are considered “experts” or “in
the know” thought leaders within the market? Such a line of inquiry would shed light into a
common thread in the literature. Within the literature, there are a number of exemplars that
explore if financial professionals can outperform the market and if so, for how long (Berk &
Green, 2004; Chevalier & Ellison, 1999).
In this instance, we can add to that strand of the literature by asking a new but related
question, that is, are the opinions of financial “experts” a predictor of equity prices. As can be
seen, this question takes the usual question of performance and inverts it from a trailing question
to one of whether experts lead the market. The follow on logic implies that an expert who does
lead the market should be able to outperform the same.
Since twitter allows for a very fast turnaround between the time news is received by an
“expert” and subsequent tweeting about such news, this question also allows us to examine what
could be an expert’s initial reaction to new or novel news
Interestingly, regardless of what the answer to the research question of this study is, a
number of interesting possibilities would exist. Much of this strand of literature has generally
found that “experts” predictions of market performance as measured by performance over time
do not outperform the market (Berk & Green, 2004). If these results were supported by this case
study, then such a finding would be in line with the strong form of efficiency from the efficient
market hypothesis and provide further confirmation for the hypothesis.
If, however, a significant relationship were found, it would support the notion that the
weaker form of efficiency is supported while also providing support for the behavioral finance
ideas and micro market ideas of how information is transmitted. In this instance, there would be
support for the notion that experts are “thought leaders” and their tweets could be at the
foundation of market actor behavior.
In the following sections, the dataset is described and how it was captured followed by a
discussion of the analytic technique and the results that it yielded is presented.
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5.2 CASE II - METHODOLOGY
To explore this question, we need to first identify potential thought leaders. To do this,
these thought leaders would need to also be tweeters so that we can build a dataset of tweets and
match them against the overall market.
To create the dataset, I obtained lists billed as “top investment tweeters” from three
websites, www.investopedia.com, money.usnews.com and www.businessinsider.com. Copies of
the original lists are included in appendix 3 as well as a completed merged table that was used as
the master list for the case study. A Perl program was then written to scan the three lists and
create a database table containing all the experts screen names and their source. The Perl
program also queried Twitter using the Twitter API and obtained each expert’s unique twitter ID.
The tweet capture program was then modified to read in the list of twitter IDs and to follow those
tweeters, downloading all tweets from them while also downloading current market conditions
for the time period from zero to 120 minutes after the tweet was sent. The program used to
perform this creation and twitter ID requisition is presented in appendix 3-2, “Case 2 Thought
Leader Processing Program.”
The complete list of all 176 tweeters, organized by source and including their twitter
identification code is given in appendix 3-1, “Top Finance Tweeters”.
Tweets were captured for a total of ten days and a statistical summary was computed and
is shown below as table 14.
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Capture Date

Sentiment Bearing
Tweets Captured
February 4, 2016
18,195
3,144
February 5, 2016
15,440
2,335
February 8, 2016
13,266
2,061
February 9, 2016
12,742
2,231
February 10, 2016
16,950
2,441
February 11, 2016
19,797
3,312
February 12, 2016
14,185
2,217
February 16, 2016
15,862
2,546
February 17, 2016
14,579
2,152
February 18, 2016
15,201
2,630
Total Tweets Captured
156,217
25,069
Average Tweets Per Day
15,621.7
2,506.9
Table 14: Case Study 2 Tweet Dataset Statistics
Total Tweets
Captured

While the prior case study collected equity information, this case study focuses instead on
market performance. Because of this, instead of equity prices, market indicators were utilized, as
they are representative of a particular market segment or have a common attribute used to build a
representative group. The market indices that were captured to perform the analysis were:
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA): The Dow Jones Industrial Average index was first
calculated on May 26, 1896 (S&P Dow Jones Custom Indices, 2016a), making it one of the
oldest indexes for the United States. It is composed of thirty large publicly traded blue-chip
firms (S&P Dow Jones Custom Indices, 2016a). This index was selected because of its
popularity both in the media and as an analyst tool.
Standard and Poor 500 Index (SPX): The S&P 500 was launched on March 4, 1957 (S&P
Dow Jones Custom Indices, 2016b) and is also a well known index (Granger & Hyung, 2004)
that is composed of five hundred firms listed on the New York Stock Exchange or NASDAQ.
The index differs from the DJIA in that it is much larger and also much more diversified in terms
of the kinds of firms that constitute the index. As with the DJIA mentioned above, it is also one
of the most followed indexes by both the general public and experts alike.
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NASDAQ Composite Price Index (IXIC): The NASDAQ Composite Price Index was
launched in 1971 and contains over 3,000 securities including American Depository Receipts,
Real Estate Investment Trusts and Shares of Beneficial Interest (“NASDAQ 100 NASDAQ.com,” n.d.). As with the DJIA and S&P 500, this is also one of the most followed
indexes by both the general public and experts alike.
Amex Composite Index (XAX): The New American Exchange Composite Index is similar to
the NASDAQ Composite Price Index because it also includes a variety of securities in addition
to common shares. It was started on December 29th, 1995 using a base value of 550
(“Index:AMEX Composite Index (XAX),” 2017). While the index is not one of the most
followed indexes like the DJIA, S&P 500 and IXIC, it does allow us an additional benchmark to
use in our analysis.
Finally, a descriptive summary of the number of measures of each index value is given
below in table 15. The table was created by a Perl program presented in appendix 3-2, “Case 2
Thought Leader Processing Program.”

Capture Date

IXIC

DJIA

SPX

XAX

February 4, 2016

466

412

412

395

February 5, 2016

466

412

412

399

February 8, 2016

466

412

412

399

February 9, 2016

466

412

412

397

February 10, 2016

466

412

412

400

February 11, 2016

466

412

412

398

February 12, 2016

466

412

412

399

February 16, 2016

466

412

412

375

February 17, 2016

466

412

412

396

February 18, 2016

466

412

412

395

4660

4120

4120

3953

Total Quotes Recorded

Table 15: Number of index values recorded per trading day
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Here again, as in case study one, a lagged regression was performed with the temporal
range being from zero to 120 minutes following the received time of the tweet.
In order to compute sentiment values, the aggregate sentiment for the group of experts
was computed for each minute that the US markets were open – meaning from 6:30AM EST to
4:30PM EST.
Each market index was also captured from the hours of 9:30 AM EST until
approximately 4:30 PM EST. It is important to note that once the equity markets close that the
index values are no longer computed. So even though values are available for the index at any
time after the market is closed, they are the same value. This means that a lagged event study
type analysis cannot be performed using the end of day values since lagged values do not exist.
Because of this constraint, the regressions were limited to the market open until 4:00 PM
EST minus two hours because we are using a two-hour lag window. This means that regressions
would be performed against sentiment data from 9:30 AM EST until 2:00 PM EST to
accommodate the kind of event study analysis we would like to perform.
The regression analysis required 9,600 OLS regression analysis to be performed. This
was broken down as four indexes over 10 days lagging the dataset from 0 to 120 minutes
yielding 4,800 OLS regression analysis that needed to be performed. In order to compare the
framework, this was done both for the entire dataset of tweets and for the set of tweets identified
as only containing sentiment resulting in a total of 9,600 regression analysis.
From the regression results, plots were developed showing four different variables each.
On each plot, the regression R2 and N for the time period were plotted for both the regression on
the entire tweet set within the one minute period and the regression performed on the tweet
dataset that includes just the tweets identified by the ANN models as sentiment bearing.
From the 9,600 OLS regressions, once grouped, 40 plots were produced, one for each
index and day (4 indexes x 10 days). All the plots are presented in Appendix 3-3, “Results
Plots,” while a selected set that highlights the results are discussed in the following section.

5.3 CASE II - RESULTS
Taken as a whole, the results show support for the idea that the financial experts tweets
where were included in this study do not affect the market for the 120 minutes following their
issuance. This is evidenced by a maximum R2 value of 0.109, which indicates very little support
in a field where an alpha value of 0.95 is widely recognized as indicative of support. The symbol
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where this maximum R2 value was achieved is the S&P 500 on February 18, 2016 and whose
plot appears below as figure 14.

Figure 14 – Plot of S&P 500 on February 18, 2016

In looking closer at the plot in figure 14, a number of inferences can be made. First, the
number of tweets for the all-inclusive regressions held constant at 411 while the number of oneminute intervals available using the framework dropped. This is because the ANN’s determined
that a number of tweets did not bear any sentiment. When the number of tweets available during
an individual one-minute segment falls below two, a regression cannot be performed for that
time period.
Additionally, a number of other trends that repeat throughout the plots is evident here.
The R2 value for the all-inclusive tweet dataset peaks at a lag of 75 minutes but is not a sharp
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peak but instead the largest of a group of regressions whose R2 value is above 0.02.
Interestingly, and presenting a large number of the plots, the R2 value when using the sentiment
only tweet dataset remains much lower.
This could indicate that the framework and analysis is working in the opposite fashion as
originally hypothesized. In our prior analysis, we had postulated that higher R2 values would
result from analysis as a result of using the framework because spurious tweets could skew the
R2 values lower. In this case, it appears that the opposite but corollary could be in action. When
the data do not support a hypothesis, it appears that the spurious data could be artificially raising
the R2, possibly to the point of statistical significance. The framework, it seems is working on
the opposite end of what is a two tailed situation – it is making the R2 values even more
insignificant once non-sentiment bearing tweets are removed. This is certainly an unexpected
but positive development. I should have expected as much as this is the corollary of an
improvement in R2 when the hypothesis is not supported but it hadn’t occurred to me until
looking at these results.
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Figure 15: Time series plot of DJIA and Sentiment on February 8, 2016

A scatter plot of the data confirms what we see in the time series plot, shown as figure 15
above, the largest distribution of points is in the lower market numbers below 15,950 and also
highlights the single outlier at 16,125. This is in contrast to the time series plot where it isn’t as
obvious as it is on the scatter plot.
The scatter plot also suggests that the overall sentiment of the experts was biased positive
even though the absolute values of the sentiment were all well below the 50% mark (2 being
100% positive, 1 being 50%). This positive bias, however, is not visibly reflected in the Dow
Jones Industrial index and as can be seen from the time series plot that lends some explanation to
the very low R2 value. The scatter plot is presented below as figure 16.
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Figure 16 – Scatter Plot of DJIA and sentiment on 2016-02-08

5.4 CASE II - DISCUSSION
Strikingly, when one considers the results as a whole, a strong argument can be made that
the framework acted in this instance to reduce the already statistically non-significant R2 values
even more. This would suggest that the framework does have value as a tool because its action
is to remove spurious data points that would move the R2 values higher towards statistical
significance. This does seem to support the idea that the framework can be helpful in preventing
Type II errors as the results all indicate the hypothesis is not supported even more strongly that
when all tweets are included in the analysis.
One clear limitation that emerges from the plots is that the market cutoff times serve to
reduce the reliability of the last two hours of the dataset. This is evident in the steady reduction
in each dataset’s N since there is no more index information available after the market closes.
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With each passing minute after 2pm, there is one less index information data point since there is
a hard limit at 4pm when the market closes and index values freeze until the next trading day.
A majority of event studies seem to use larger temporal ranges on the order of days and
so there is no reduction in the size of the dataset (N) as the authors would only have to wait a
number of days equal to their event study time range to retrieve subsequent information in the
worst case.
In this study’s instance, there would never be additional relevant index information since
the index values rely on an open market to be computed and the equities that constitute the index
are not traded on other markets so a proxy index could not be computed. Further, since the
temporal range of the study is two hours, there would be no opportunity to capture points from
subsequent market days as they would be outside the valid 120-minute range. That said, the use
of a small temporal window does function to remove the confounding effect on breaks in time
associated with the 16 hour time window between market availability overnight as well as the 48
hour break associated with the Monday to Friday transition in the market and so thus the data set.
In prior works known to this author, the variation in breaks across days or multiple days
associated with market off hours has not been addressed.

5.5 CASE II - CONCLUSIONS
From the above results and discussion, it seems that a number of conclusions can be
drawn. First, and most importantly for this work, the framework seems to have worked in a
converse fashion to lower R2 values even lower than they would be when there is no support for
a hypothesis. As mentioned, this effect should have been obvious as a corollary to increasing R2
values when a hypothesis is supported but it was something that was missed at the outset. This
case study nicely shows this effect
The second conclusion that can be drawn from this case study is that, in line with other
threads in the literature, there is no statistically significant support for the hypothesis that
financial experts – at least those included in this case study during the time frame covered – are
able to predict market behavior as evidenced by their sentiments for the immediately subsequent
120 minutes.
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CHAPTER 6 – CASE 3: INTERNATIONAL FINANCE / CRYPTOCURRENCY
6.1 CASE III - INTRODUCTION
One interesting opportunity would be to apply the framework to explore the use of
crypto-currencies. Crypto-currencies are, by definition, international since the Internet is not
constrained by national borders. Indeed, as this is written, individual nations are beginning to
wrestle with the question of which, if any, crypto-currencies are actually considered as “money”
and what laws apply to them. From an academic perspective, there are a number of interesting
new traits that crypto-currencies possess when compared to fiat currency.
That first is that currency controls are not possible. During the Greek Government Debt
crisis, the government instituted capital controls but ordinary Greeks quickly responded by
buying Bitcoins with Drachma and then converted their Bitcoin into any other fiat currency
supported by the Bitcoin market, including USD and EUR (Kelly, 2015).
This stems from the second interesting trait, crypto-currencies are not controlled by any
actor. Instead, actors around the world donate resources to operate the currency in exchange for
payment in the particular crypto-currency. In a manner similar to fiat currency, cryptocurrencies expand their money supply through an exchange process where interested actors
donate resources to support the currency in exchange for newly created currency.
Overall, Bitcoin currently holds the largest mindshare and market capitalization with its
rapidly appreciating value. The second most popular crypto-currency by market capitalization,
Ethereum, features an inherent “smart contract” capability. This ability to have contracts
executed automatically, triggering the changing hands of funds, as an inherent part of the system
has sparked tremendous interest from the business community as it has the potential to radically
alter they way funds are handled internationally.
Since Bitcoin’s adoption in China, the currency has seen a tremendous increase in its
exchange rate when compared against fiat currencies. The increase in value is attributed to both
increased adoption as well as speculation. Since speculation plays a role in Bitcoin’s value, one
would expect that the discussions on twitter feeds would be largely positive when the currency
increases in value and that a negative sentiment would be present when the crypto-currency
decreases in value. Further, since twitter plays such a strong role in communicating information
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due to its real-time nature, one are that is open to investigation is the relationship between tweets
and crypto-currency valuation.
Given that our first research question, and the primary thrust of this paper, is does the
framework provide higher quality data for the researcher, then the research question that follows
from the case introduction is, do tweets play a role in the price of the top two (as of this writing)
crypto-currencies? Additionally, and somewhat beyond the scope of the framework itself – and
so the focus of this paper – is a pair of hypothesis that will be tested with this case:
h0: Tweets related to Bitcoin predict Bitcoin exchange prices
h1: Tweets related to Ethereum predict Ethereum exchange prices
In the following sections, we describe how we captured tweets and then analyzed them.
Following that is a discussion of the results as they apply to both research questions.

6.2 CASE III - METHODOLOGY
Since tweets stream continuously, they were captured and all tweets for any given oneminute period were merged into a single value to be analyzed. To perform the merging, all
tweets within a given minute of the day had a sentiment score assigned to them using
sentiment140.com’s algorithm and then the average of all the scores was computed and this
value represented the sentiment for all the tweets during that minute period.
In order to compare the results of a sentiment analysis using the framework, as in the
model development phase, tweets were passed through all ten ANNs and the resulting output
was captured to a database. A subsequent program was run to compute the average result from
all ten networks and that result was then used to determine if a tweet would be classified as
containing sentiment or not. Results less than 0.5 were classified as tweets without sentiment
while results greater than 0.5 were classified as bearing sentiment. Banker’s rounding was used
for results equal to 0.5.
Thus, two datasets were created, one bearing tweet sentiment and the other all tweets
received. The sentiment bearing data set is a subset of the “all tweets” dataset. With these two
datasets, it is possible to perform two separate sentiment analysis and compare the resulting fit
values.
To obtain market rates for each crypto-currency, programs were written to sample the
exchange rate for Bitcoin to USD and Ethereum to USD from the Kraken exchange using their
publicly available application-programming interface (API).
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USD was chosen as the fiat currency to value the crypto-currency because USD has the
largest number of transactions and so would closer match the market value across the various
exchanges. A total of 11,508 market quotes were obtained to match against the binned tweets.
These quotes were obtained for both Bitcoin and Ethereum crypto-currencies.
To perform the analysis, we regressed the market value of the crypto-currency against the
temporally corresponding sentiment.

This zero minute lag is done because market theory

indicates that the price at any given moment includes all information. With that in mind, a
question does arise, if a tweet does have an impact on a currency valuation, which would be in
line with market theory, does the information propagation time really equal zero? In order to
address this line of inquiry, we also regressed tweet sentiment against a lagged value of cryptocurrency value from one to 120 minutes following the appearance of a tweet. We believe that, in
line with theories of cognition from psychology, that a non-zero amount of time is required for a
tweet receiver to process and then act on a tweet’s content.
Once a regression analysis was performed for each of the 120 minutes for each of the two
datasets for a total of 240 regression analyses. The resulting R2 values were captured into a
database that was then used to produce plots of the results.
In the next sections, we describe the datasets and present our results organized into a
section for Bitcoin and one for Ethereum.

6.3 CASE III - RESULTS
Because this case focused on two different crypto-currencies, each will be described
separately in the two sections that follow.
6.3.1 Bitcoin Sentiment Analysis Comparison
Since the first step of the framework is to identify the search criteria, we used the
following terms for our two tweet capture sessions:
Bitcoin keyword criteria: “BTC”, “Bitcoin”, “Satoshi”, “BTCUSD”, “XBT”, “NYXBT”,
“$BCOIN”
Overall, a total of 85,188 tweets were captured over a three-day capture period
(September 18-20, 2016) that met the Bitcoin criteria. These 85,188 tweets composed the test
dataset used for performing a regressing containing both sentiment and non-sentiment bearing
tweets. The Ten ANNs then analyzed these tweets and a determination was made whether a
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tweet was sentiment bearing or not. After analysis, N tweets were determined to be sentiment
bearing.
Since the tweets were then binned into one-minute intervals, a total of 5,638 data points
were available for both sentiment analyses.
We then plotted the R2 values from the analyses. The R2 plot for all the tweets on a zero
to 120-minute lag is given below in figure 17. From it, we can immediately see that the R2
indicate a poor fit with values ranging from 0.0002 to 0.0022. What is striking is that, while the
plot does appear to have a declining R2 value from about 5 minutes to 60 minutes in it, the R2
values are all well below an alpha value of 0.01 which would not be statistically significant
under any circumstances.

Figure 17 – All Tweets plot of R2 vs. 0-120 minute lag
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The plot of R2 values for the sentiment bearing tweets did look substantially different
with the values ranging from 0.5 to 1 as show below in figure 18.

Figure 18 – Plot of R2 for Bitcoin vs. 0-120 minute lag

When both the R2 values from the sentiment analysis containing all tweets and one
containing only expressive tweets are examined together, as they are in plot 6.2, we can see that
what was a large trend is overtaken by the R2 values from the Framework tweets. Notably, the
R2 values from the sentiment only dataset have their maximum value at zero minutes of lag and
steadily decline as the lag increases.
Even more interestingly, as the lag exceeds 110 minutes, the R2 values actually dip below
the full dataset’s values. In the two prior cases, the R2 values were generally more extreme than
the complete dataset. When the R2 values were statistically significant, the framework results
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showed higher (even more statistically significant) R2 values while R2 values that were low (not
statistically significant) in the analysis containing all tweets showed even lower R2 values when
using the framework results.
With all this said about the results, it should also be noted that the N values are also fairly
consistent and as one would expect, the use of the framework has eliminated a large number of
what would normally be used in an analysis. In this instance, the N values for the sentiment
analysis containing all tweets is near 2850 while the N count for the results of using the
framework hover near 2350.
Finally, there is an important consideration that must be applied to all the comments
above, and that is that we are examining R2 values that would be considered statistically not
significant under any circumstances. In a field where alpha values are normally 0.95 or higher, a
value of 0.01 would usually be summarily ruled as not supporting the hypothesis. With this in
mind, it seems prudent to maintain caution about drawing any conclusions from the results.
With these results in mind, we examine the results of the Ethereum sentiment analysis
and conclude this case analysis with a discussion of the results.
6.3.2 Ethereum Sentiment Analysis Comparison
Again, since the first step of the framework is to identify the search criteria, we used the
following terms for our two tweet capture sessions:
Ethereum keyword criteria: “ETH”, “Ethereum”, “ETHUSD”, “Ether”, “blockchain”
Overall, a total of 11,178 tweets were captured over a two-day capture period (September
20 and 21, 2016) that met the Ethereum criteria. These 11,178 tweets composed the test dataset
used for performing a regressing containing both sentiment and non-sentiment bearing tweets.
The Ten ANNs then analyzed these tweets and a determination was made whether a tweet was
sentiment bearing or not. After analysis, N tweets were determined to be sentiment bearing.
Since the tweets were then binned into one-minute intervals, a total of 2,940 data points
were available for both sentiment analyses.
As in the prior analysis, the R2 curve for the dataset containing all tweets was prepared.
The R2 plot for a zero to 120-minute lag is given below in figure 19.
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Figure 19 – All-Tweets plot of R2 values for 0-120 minutes lag

From the plot in figure 19, we can immediately see that the R2 indicate a very poor fit
with values ranging from 0.0006 to 0.0036. Interestingly, the overall trend does not resemble the
results for the Bitcoin analysis but instead appears to be the inverse, with the R2 values rising
away from their low of 0.0006 and then peaking at 0.0036 between 65 and 75 minutes of lag.
Again, as in the prior analysis, these trends are occurring with such low R2 values (0.0006!) that
speculation with respect to the trend is on statistically unstable ground.
A plot of the two R2 curves over the 120-minute lag period as well as the corresponding
N curves was then prepared and is shown below in figure 20.
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Figure 20 – Sentiment bearing tweets only plot of lagged R2 and N from 0-120 minutes

There are a number of interesting points that are evident when figure 20 is examined.
First, and most important from the standpoint of this work, is that the application of the
framework does appear to have worked as it had with the prior cases and in this instance, it
appears to be serving to depress the R2 curve pushing the statistical significance further in the
direction indicated by the R2 curve for the entire unfiltered dataset.
Second, the N curves indicate that the framework was able to reduce the number of
tweets, ostensibly identifying and removing non-sentiment bearing tweets. Above, the unfiltered
dataset in pink while the framework removed N counts in blue. From the figure, it appears that
the reduction was approaching 60% as the entire dataset had an N value of around 1,800 and the
dataset with non-sentiment tweets removed had on the order of 1,050 tweets.
Finally, it is also interesting to note that a generally upward trend appears to exist for the
R2 values for the expressive only dataset while that trend is not apparent in the overall dataset.
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6.4 CASE III - DISCUSSION
This case provides an interesting pair of mixed results. The Bitcoin framework processed
results have the resulting R2 values initially higher than the full datasets’ results but then those
values switch. Even more interestingly, the results are not scattershot but do show a curve
indicating an overall trend. In the case of the Bitcoin results, the R2 trend appears to be a flat line
around the 0.001 value while the Framework results drop as the delay increases to end up being
below the full dataset’s values. As noted earlier, these observations are all of R2 values that
would not be considered significant under any circumstances so any observations need to be
made against a background of that caveat.
In the case of the Ethereum results, the framework appears to yield positive analytic
results since the values are all lower than their respective full dataset results. As mentioned
before, this seems to show support for the idea that the framework is identifying data points for
removal that probably should be removed.
While the results above are focused on a comparison between a full dataset versus
framework filtered results in a Bitcoin and Ethereum context, it does appear that the analysis
itself in either case does make a contribution to what appears to be a new strand in the literature.
In researching the literature for both Bitcoin and Ethereum, it appears that no researcher has yet
examined social networking’s relationship to either crypto-currency. Indeed, a search using
scholar.google.com with the broad keyword “Ethereum” indicates that no scholarly works have
yet been published on the topic. One reason for this paucity of academic work could be that
Ethereum itself was described in its defining paper in 2014 and there has not yet been enough
time for the academic community to gain traction with the crypto-currency.
The situation is not so bare for Bitcoin where a few scholarly publications regarding the
crypto-currency have been completed, but none were found examining a relationship to social
media like Twitter.
So, from a literature standpoint, and regardless of which set of results are used, this work
does contribute to the literature in the sense there does not seem to be support for the pair of
hypothesis that social media, twitter in this case, is predictive of crypto-currency behavior. At
least not at ∝=0.99.
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6.5 CASE III - CONCLUSIONS
From the above figures, we find an interesting divergence in the overall results of the
application of the framework. In the Bitcoin instance, the framework appears to have started
from a place of poorer performance when compared to the overall dataset but then fallen to
eventually perform on par and then better than the overall dataset indicating mixed results for the
Bitcoin sub-case.
With the Etherium sub-case, the framework does appear to have performed as its
underlying theory would predict with a depression of the R2 curve below the already very low R2
values for the entire dataset.
With respect to the two hypothesis, h0 and h1, we can conclude using either the raw data
set or the framework processed set that there is no support for either h0 or h1 at any reasonable
value for ∝.
Overall, the results do seem to support the notion that the framework has utility in this
particular case.
Additionally, the contribution to the literature of the lack of support for tweets predicting
crypto-currency exchange rates provides a flag in the sand in terms of starting a strand of the
literature surrounding the role, if any, that social media plays in terms of affecting exchange rates
with the overall result being that support has not been found for such a hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 7 – DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Taking in the results of case studies one through three, there does appear to be some
analytic benefits that can be obtained through the use of the framework.
In examining the data, it appears that there are a number of language constructs that serve
to confound the analytic tools. This is in line with what previous researchers have found – that a
targeted system generally performs better than a generalized one (Lu et al., 2011). In this case,
we noted that a number of tweets that appeared to be generated by automated programs, socalled “bots,” that were flagged as sentiment bearing by the ANNs, but there were also large
numbers that were blocked from further consideration in the analytic process. While a complete
and perfect filter would be ideal, such a “bot-detector” could prove to be difficult to construct
though there is a strand of the literature dedicated to this topic (Ferrara, Varol, Davis, Menczer,
& Flammini, 2014; Kollanyi, 2016).
As each step of the framework is performed, the ramifications are passed into successive
steps. It was discovered that the choice of selection criteria plays a critical role in the accuracy
of an analysis. To wide a set of selection criteria causes an excess of unrelated tweets to be
captured that can confound analysis. An example of this would be if the researcher selected a
common substring such as a stock symbol like “GE.” The twitter API treats this as a matching
string so tweets bearing “AGE,” “MIRAGE”, “GENERAL” would all be captured. This
problem was particularly onerous in case study one where AT&T, whose ticker symbol is “T”
and caused that firm to be dropped from the study. These tweets are clearly not what is hoped
for and so some kind of filtering could be applied that would allow for non-matching tweets to
be dropped although such “data scrubbing” would have no theoretical basis – something that this
paper is trying to address. I did attempt to remove tweets by applying a regular expression filter,
specifying *\sGE[.,\s!/ as valid but in manual examination, discovered that the performance of
the filtering code was not satisfactory with large numbers of false positives still remaining.
Based on that effort and reflecting the goal of rigor, the use of post-capture filtering was
discontinued.
One other issue that is common among all datasets is the independence of the elements of
the dataset itself. This has been a common thread throughout this work and the issue is prevalent
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at many levels of data collection. In particular, when performing any kind of social networking
analysis, there are questions of self-selection that arise. In this instance, the issue is one of
whether the tweets captured were self-selected by virtue of their participation in the twitter
ecosystem. This is borne out by recent studies that explore the characteristics of various social
media formats like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram (Greenwood, Perrin, & Duggan, 2016).
An area that is often discussed within the natural language processing field is the use of
field specific dictionaries (R. Feldman, 2013; Rice & Zorn, 2013). In this instance, it would be
done through the introduction of finance specific terminology during the training of the neural
network. Because Zhang, et al, did not have such terms, such a variance was not introduced into
the neural networks since it would not be possible to benchmark the ANN results against those
obtained by Professor Zhang. At this point, now that benchmark testing has indicated that the
binary ANN returns comparable results it would be an interesting exercise to add finance specific
terms including, “Bull,” “Bear”, “Boom,” and “Bust” as those tend to convey positive or
negative sentiment in a financial context that is not the same as in regular speech.
On the whole, the results do indicate that the framework has some utility in the analytic
process and would also work in a manually processed analysis since human evaluators could
remove “bot” generated traffic as well as non-sentiment bearing tweets with a theoretical
foundation providing support for such removals.
Of course, again, these comments are made against the backdrop of the selected
sentiment bearing identification technique (the ANN) and also the sentiment analysis method
(sentiment140.com) chosen. It should be noted that the framework is method agnostic and these
results are specific to the tools used in this case. The utility of the framework stems from its
method and technique neutrality.
It flows from the above that a different set of identification and analytic technique and
method could result in results indicating that the framework does not improve results and, in a
manner similar to any other theoretical contribution, is an issue that will be touched on more than
once.
Going forward, a number of interesting developments show some promise in increasing
the accuracy of the framework from a practical standpoint.
Since this work is essentially joining the two distinct fields of natural language
processing and sentiment analysis, improvements in either hold the promise of a better research
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result. Both fields have recently experienced a number of new research methods that promise
better machine understanding of input text as well as better sentiment analysis processing
techniques.
One example of this is Google’s recent release (May 12, 2016) of its natural language
processing network, “syntaxnet.” This tool promises to increase the accuracy of processing and
would improve the identification of which tweets contain sentiment and thus are ones that should
be included within any analysis (Petrov, 2016). It would be very interesting to compare the
performance of a syntaxnet based tool to both the ANN and the SVM used in Zhang et al.,
2011’s work.
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CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSION
The primary contribution of this work is the synthesis from the literature of disparate
fields a framework for performing sentiment analysis that allows for the removal of input data
using a theory-based methodology.

Following the theoretical development of the framework,

three cases were presented where sentiment analysis was performed both with and without the
use of the framework. In all three cases, the results were encouraging and highlighted how each
part of the framework interacts and the results are impacted by decisions that would be made by
an individual researcher.
This work also made two additional contributions to the literature. First, through each
case a contribution was made to the finance literature. In case one, the relationship between
tweets and equity price was explored across a two-hour time span. In case two, the same
relationship was explored but with tweets obtained from what one would consider a well
respected set of tweeters. Finally, in case three, we explore the relationship between tweets and
international crypto currency prices.
The last contribution of this work was to provide an interesting comparison to the
existing work of Zhang, et al, 2011 by using a different analytic technique which achieved
improved results in the binary case but diminished results in the five-way results highlighting the
importance of the selection of an analytic technique when identifying sentiment in a sentence.
Taken as a whole, this work provides a theory based tool to the business researcher
performing sentiment analysis work and provides a theoretical basis for the practice of
discarding tweets to provide more rigor to the analytic process. Additionally, it also identifies,
through the case studies, some of the ramifications of decisions made at each step in the
framework.
As discussed in the abstract and introduction to this paper, the competitive advantage that
analysis of sentiment can provide to a firm appears to be quite compelling. Already, we see that
tweeting in response to what is happening multiple times during an event is part of the fabric of
everyday life. In a finance context, real-time equity sentiment tools are a staple of brokerage
websites. This provides the opportunity for firms to act in real time to environmental changes.
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It is not hard to imagine a world where firms refine marketing messages in real time,
maximizing the effect of their messages both for their products and/or services and to act as a
potent source of industry information about competitors by providing the sentiments of selected
groups. Recent research into identifying users by data mining social media websites has yielded
promising results and an extension of the capabilities above would allow firms to link users
identities with their online persona allow for even finer grained analysis to be performed in real
or near real-time with the result being firms having an even more effective system of
environmental monitoring.
Overall, the use of social media analysis to augment environmental monitoring and
marketing efforts has an outsized potential to provide competitive advantage to those firms who
are able to deploy such systems effectively. The framework shows promise in this context by
providing researchers with a rigorous way to remove noise from any analysis they chose to
perform in what is an increasingly exciting research arena.
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Appendix 1-1 – Description of Programs

Below is a listing of the different programs used to access, prepare and process information in
connection with this paper.

Appendix

Program Name

Program Description
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1-8-A

process_raw_public_data.pl

1-8-B

reformat_zhang_cue_words.pl

1-8-C

slang-abbr-get-process.pl

1-8-D

process-to-raw.pl

1-8-E

vulgar-words.pl

1-8-F

build_training_set.pl

1-8-G

train-fann.c

1-8-H

test-ann-generate-results.pl

1-8-I

Compute-sentiment.pl

1-8-J

step-03-premarket-service.pl

This program loads the database with
Professor Zhang’s training tweet dataset
This program reformats the cue words
and loads them into the database
This program processes a single .html
file captured from www.chatslang.com
This program processes downloaded
web pages of emoticons and their
descriptions and loads it into the
database.
This program formats a set of vulgar
words and loads them into the database.
The program was used to build the
training dataset used by the ANN
models.
This program creates an untrained ANN
and begins training.
This program evaluates each ANN and
prints the resulting F, precision and
recall score for all ANNs.
This program sends tweet information to
the sentiment140.com website to request
the sentiment score of a tweet.
This program is used to download equity
quote data from Ameritrade. The
program uses the TD Ameritrade API’s
historical quote function to retrieve
quotes on a one-minute interval.

Appendix 1-2 – Listing of Annotated Tweets (first 50 lines of “Japan
Earthquake.txt”)

Below is a sample listing of the first 30 lines of the tweet training file, “Japan Earthquake.txt.”
Emphasis has been added to commisive (tweets bearing emotion) tweets.
RT @gillanhoss: Has anyone noticed how much more civilized Japan is than the USA? No looters, murders or rapes after the horrific earthquake
and tsunami. :: que
RT @efengy: Japan Earthquake & Tsunami: 7 Simple Ways to Help http://pulsene.ws/15bBO :: sug
Japan Earthquake: before and after photos - japanlove: http://tumblr.com/xqi1rb5j0o :: sta
...of the japan earthquake and tsunami. Add the 2 dates together and you get 12-21-12. DECEMBER 21, 2012 IS DOOMSDAY. :: sta
Japan: earthquake aftermath http://bit.ly/gaMy5X | The Big Picture :: sta
Investment Opportunities in the Wake of Japan's Earthquake http://bit.ly/fl86ZU :: sta
JAPAN EARTHQUAKE: BE A HERO: http://bit.ly/gMLHgK #JBlogs :: sug
Japan works to contain nuclear reactor meltdowns - problems with 2 out of 54 reactors..http://t.co/wbFRUzN via @sfgate #tsunami #earthquake
:: sta
Earthquake ! #Past_hour M 4.8, near the east coast of Honshu, Japan http://dlvr.it/K6fjZ :: sta
Crazy/must-see before and after pictures from Japan Earthquake: http://goo.gl/KLmLD (via @mattcutts) :: sta
RT @RodrigoEBR: Earthquake early warning for central Japan - NHK :: sta
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Japan Earthquake & Tsunami: 7 Simple Ways to Help http://t.co/dnGaHeg via @socialgood @mashable :: sug
RT @Kaka: We are together with u !! RT @riiii_puric: @KAKA The earthquake still continues.But Japan is encouraged by (cont)
http://tl.gd/996of5 :: com
Half Dog Demon: I'm doin Bust/Chibi commissions for the Japan Earthquake & Tsunami relieffor Mattie-San of a sli... http://bit.ly/egusOg :: sta
PLS RT @ThisisDavina note; information on how people in the UK who wish to help can do by visiting http://bit.ly/hb0HQ4 #Japanaid Thank U
:: sug
RT @georgetakei: These riveting pictures tell 1000 words. http://bit.ly/fuGUh5 #StayStrongJapan :: sta
A heart loses its colour - Daily Painting about fruits - http://awe.sm/5H9rF #art #daily #draw365 #japan #fukushima #earthquake :: mis
Disaster Relief Fund to Help Earthquake, Tsunami Victims in Japan http://goo.gl/fb/x7hjm #solar :: sug
Discover the forces, see the topography of Japan's Earthquake and all mapped in 3D - The Layered Earth - #NSTA :: sug
Desaparecidos y muertos aumenta a 3000 personas #Japan solicita voluntarios #earthquake :: mis
Great story of kindness and community in the face of disaster: http://bit.ly/geJlLi :: sta
RT @JuanVallejosC: Alguien me puede dar un link donde pueda ver la transmisi?n de las nuevas olas que van hacia Fukushima ? #Earthquake
#Japon #Japan :: mis
RT @NaonkaMixon: I will donate 10 $ to the Red Cross Japan Earthquake fund for every person that retweets this! #PRAYFORJAPAN :: sug
RT @Aimar88: RT @Saiwaa: 183 billion dollars Japan's loss as a result of the earthquake . . :: sta
#Japan after the earthquake the shoreline was moved by at least 8 ft :: sta
RT @paulegina: RT @o_lucky_me: An economy can recover, but lives are lost forever! #japan #earthquake #ShutDownAllNukesNOW!
:: com
If you want to help the victims of the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, donate to the RedCross is credible. http://tinyurl.com/4mlpnrz :: sug
#Japan Jean Snow reports on Japan disaster relief efforts by various design-oriented companies. http://bit.ly/f9Ptjv :: sta
RT @MasterJM: Japan Earthquake Aftermath - Alan Taylor - In Focus - The Atlantic http://t.co/j1brhdm #bilder #japan :: sta
RT @guardiannews #Japan #nuclear crisis worsens as country braces for second huge earthquake http://gu.com/p/2nyhq/tf :: sta
RT @slate: Idiots expose their idiocy on Facebook, Japan earthquake edition. PHOTO: http://i.imgur.com/eFYYe.jpg :: com
Japan Earthquake: before and after - http://goo.gl/xFUyi :: sta
RT @TannersDad: Daily Prayer #Japan #Tsunami #Earthquake Poverty #Autism Disease #Jobs Housing #Homeless Lord, I beg on My
knees w all my heart.. Help! Amen :: com
RT @NewEarthquake: Preliminary: 6.0 earthquake, Near East Coast of Honshu, Japan. On 2011/03/14 01:02:39 UTC (9m ago, depth 10km).
http://j.mp/gsLHwP :: sta
RT @jonasbrothers: Joe's exclusive message to the earthquake victims in Japan http://aol.it/gnL4qE :: sta
Interesting article about #Japan and how it,through #buddhism copes with the loss they faced due to the #earthquake http://t.co/nkGsWUP @cnn
:: sta
Tech Supply Shortages Loom After Japan Earthquake: Although the effects of the quake on Japan's tech manufacturi... http://bit.ly/fIwAGc :: sta
Rescue robots deployed in Japan earthquake ops http://bit.ly/dUZfWp :: sta
Japanese Earthquake Update (15 March 06:15 CET) http://bit.ly/dVdNeK #nuclear :: sta
Japan earthquake: Volcano in southern Japan erupts - latimes.com http://lat.ms/hjguX3 :: sta
Photo: do-nothing: http://tumblr.com/x2o1rau0ns :: sta
RT @TimeOutTokyo: If you're feeling utterly useless (we know the feeling), here's a list of ways you can help: http://bit.ly/gX5pdU #helpJapan
:: sug
RT @mattfroment: Why aren't we seeing a bunch of looters in Japan in the wake of the earthquake and tsunami like we saw after hurricane
Katrina? :: que
RT @hirokotabuchi: #Japan Earthquake and Tsunami: How to Help http://nyti.ms/fuBuB3 :: sta
D': RT @AskAaronLee [warning, this is really sad] Japan Earthquake: before and after http://bit.ly/eyiOul :: com
we are planning charity event for the Japan Earthquake on this Friday 18 Mar at The New Empowering Church in London. Need our urgent
action :: sta
RT @savechildrenuk: We've launched ?1 million appeal to help families affected by devastating #earthquake #tsunami in #Japan:
http://bit.ly/japanappeal-tw RT :: sta
RT @iaeaorg: Latest IAEA update on #Japan #earthquake: http://www.iaea.org/press/?p=1173 :: sta
@OGBigPeeWee seen this? RT @fukt_tv Tsunami Earthquake Hits Japan 11/03/2011 http://t.co/3CEd0XE #Tsunami #japan :: sta
Japan Earthquake: Rescue, Recovery, and Reaction - Alan Taylor - In Focus - The Atlantic http://t.co/sc4XH16 via @in_focus :: sta

Appendix 1-3 – Selected Database Schema

Table “MODEL_tweets”
Field

Type
ID
Int(11)
DATASET
Varchar(30)
TWEET
Varchar(300)
ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT
Char(3)
TENFOLD_VALIDATION Int(1)

Description
A unique numeric identifier
The data file the tweet came from
The tweet itself
The manually determined classification
The tenfold validation group (0-9)
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Appendix 1-4 – Cue Words/Phrases Used

The cue words and phrases listed below are used with the permission of Professor Zhang.
n't care
saying
aint bout
shit
aw
hate
do n't
believe
nytimes.co
mgood news
!
voice of
america
i was born
lord
my prayers
worse
very
worst
updates
cool
to help
thats why
impressive
did
shock
my
goodness
nytimes.co
m http
hooray
farrelltime
s
associated
press
i made a
when i 'm
says

sigh
freaking
lucky
nbc
who 's
you need
n't get shit
tt ?
latimes.co
m http
fuckn
appeal
freaky
dont like
check this
in focus newspaper
n't belive
latest news
awesome !
you should
great
statement
regarding
<3
?!
huffington
post
reports
pics
do ya
love
ive been
it sucks
can help
gosh
crap
there 's a
ca n't
belive

super
hurray
the best
n't know
wondering
gorgeous
sexy
has n't
been
nytimes.co
m http
loving
nprnews
scary
haha
fuck
according
to
rt if you
excellent
i have the
sorry
glad
must
account
we had a
oh
sucks
can
i am a
beautiful
crazy
!!
awesome
confused
usa today
want
needs to

informatio
n
awkward
lame
breaking
bbc news
nyt
how
amazing
answer
coverage
of the
i 've never
unbelievab
le
do n't care
wrong
mad
wikileaks
said the
i had a
are you
news http
nytimes.co
mfeels
in love
with
your help
classy
pleasure
cute
help
nytimeswo
rld
thank
goodness
i swear
help !

to help
those
hell
thank
washingto
n post
i never
liked
my god
hot
latimes.co
m
better
reuters
admirable
i 'm glad
the worst
breakingne
ws
when i was
???
recap
crush on
a must
read
ways to
help
do n't
admire
do it
hard
i hate it
yeah
you can
help..
to help the
dont know
dumb ass
really

try
missed
worried
about
to give
god
bad
yahoo !
news
smh
let 's
usatoday
n't admire
i am the
follow @
nytjim
terrible
times
do n't
think
think
fuckin
feel
powerful
is this even
nhk
i have
been
we were
bitch
we need
message
do n't like
miss
suck
ny times
story
http :
anyone
wonderful
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statement
npr
i 've had
i prefer
press
releases
heart goes
out
huh
told you
i have no
article
about
believe
wanted to
be
fans let 's
loved
unfortunat
ely
please rt
this
condolenc
es
boring
should be
last time
the coolest
were
feeling
feel like
on
nyt.com
update on
wasnt
do n't
know
sad
says the
say
dislike
i have n't
i like
congrats
check out

please
support
live
updates
wonder
worldwide
nytimes
aww
who
guardianne
ws
what
admire
abc
extremely
why
devastatin
g
fact
is this
ugh
stfu
rt if
n't been
- cnn.com
spokesman
ha
news http :
should
i 've been
i think
pretty
??
we love
hope
photograp
hs
kaka
is it
lucky
truly
i bet
awww
report
breaking
news

freaking
i have an
n't believe
i was a
after they
were
not good
stupid
i hate
where
insane
i 'm sad
trending ?
facts
retweet
best
watch this
i use to
said
pictures
wow
amen
please
horrible
piss
i really
miss
thank god
omg
my
thoughts
missing
! lol
was going
to
weak
- http
wtf
please tell
news
presse says
pissed
you can
help
ways you
can

interesting
i 'm the
liked
good news
sweet
tell me
rofl
rt !
i didnt
i 'm not
do ?
yay
grand
nytprgny
bbc
been
i have a
ca n't
believe
lmao
lovely
i ca n't
photog
n't believe
this
love you
reach out
look like
ap
might
worried
will
ugly
stunning
hahaha
fun
much
respect for
coolest
great news
presse said
shame
good
if
funny
media

... http :
i dont
know
omg !
imma need
http
reporting
world
news
was it
yahoonews
account of
should
follow
i
nytimes.co
m:
whenever i
y
yea
photo
i hope
read this
i<3
thanks
there has
n't
we should
yes
try to
had
please help
lets
attractive
do n't have
i am not
cuz of
i love
n't have a
surprised
n.y. times
governmen
t
prefer
proud of
know

press
world
before and
after
disappoint
ed
prayers are
with
'new york
times
like
is that
im glad
idk
i used to
nice
page
i 'm a
i need
absolutely
scared
i like it
god bless
wan na
respect
i have
never
did you
bless
i said
n't like
!!!
cnn
i got a
do ya
think
pls rt
last tweet
you can
pls
lmfao
respect for
plz
... http
update
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my name
is
follow me
hooray !
phew
nytimes.co
m http :
article
i live in
would
as hell
please rt
need to
favorite
awwww
swear
facts about
latest
updates

idc
coverage
do n't
thankful
right
accounts
great news
!
scared of
informatio
n about
hehe
u can
question
lol
: the new
fucking
keep
tweeting

damn
was
footage
happy
washingto
npost
i was in
bitches
down with
'm glad
thank you
new york
times
rt this
true
info
wish
want to
official

i am an
very very
stories
i miss
before &
after
my lord
freak
horrific
ai
ah
pic
just said
cbs
i did n't
goodness
i dont like
annoying
shit

love her
show your
incredible
do you
when
nytimesph
oto
coverage
of
you need
to
you
n't mind
picture
obsessed
gross
favourite
felt

officials
say
i wonder
belive
help me
authorities
give a fuck
there 's no
photos
im happy
?!?
u
please
retweet
( ap )

Appendix 1-5 – Cue Symbols to ANN Input Map

The following is the Cue Symbol to ANN input map. If the listed Cue Symbol is
detected as specified in the “Criteria” column, then that particular input to the ANN
model is set to a value of “1.” If the cue word or phrase is not detected in the input text,
then that particular input to the ANN model is set to a “0” value.
Symbol
!
!
!
?
?
?
#
#
#
#
@
@
@
@
RT
RT
RT
RT

Criteria
Present in input
One or Two instances
Three or more (e.g. “!!!”)
Present in input
One or two instances
Thre or more (e.g. “???”)
As leading symbol
Does not occur in input
One or Two instances
Three or more (e.g. “###”)
As leading symbol
Does not occur in input
One or Two instances
Three or more (e.g. “###”)
Retweet (RT) leads input
Does not occur in input
One or Two instances
Three or more (e.g. “RTRTRT”)

ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Appendix 1-6 – Cue Word/Phrase to ANN Input Map

The following is the Cue Word/Phrase to ANN input map. If the listed Cue word or
phrase is detected as specified in the “Regular Expression” column, then that particular
input to the ANN model is set to a value of “1.” If the cue word or phrase is not detected
in the input text, then that particular input to the ANN model is set to a “0” value.
Cue Word/Phrase
n't care
saying
aint bout shit
aw
hate
do n't believe
- nytimes.com good news !
voice of america
i was born
lord
my prayers
worse
very
worst
updates
cool
to help
thats why
impressive
did
shock
my goodness
nytimes.com http
hooray
farrelltimes
associated press
i made a
when i 'm
says
sigh
freaking lucky
nbc
who 's
you need
n't get shit
tt ?
latimes.com http
fuckn
appeal
freaky
dont like
check this
in focus newspaper
n't belive
latest news
awesome !
you should
great
statement regarding
<3
?!
huffingtonpost

Regular Expression
n't\s*care
saying
aint\s*bout\s*shit
aw
hate
do\s*n't\s*believe
-\s*nytimes.com\s*good\s*news\s*!
voice\s*of\s*america
i\s*was\s*born
lord
my\s*prayers
worse
very
worst
updates
cool
to\s*help
thats\s*why
impressive
did
shock
my\s*goodness
nytimes.com\s*http
hooray
farrelltimes
associated\s*press
i\s*made\s*a
when\s*i\s*'m
says
sigh
freaking\s*lucky
nbc
who\s*'s
you\s*need
n't\s*get\s*shit
tt\s*\?
latimes.com\s*http
fuckn
appeal
freaky
dont\s*like
check\s*this
in\s*focus\s*newspaper
n't\s*belive
latest\s*news
awesome\s*!
you\s*should
great
statement\s*regarding
<\s*3
\?\s*!
huffingtonpost

ID
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Cue Word/Phrase
reports
pics
do ya
love
ive been
it sucks
can help
gosh
crap
there 's a
ca n't belive
super
hurray
the best
n't know
wondering
gorgeous
sexy
has n't been
- nytimes.com http
loving
nprnews
scary
haha
fuck
according to
rt if you
excellent
i have the
sorry
glad
must
account
we had a
oh
sucks
can
i am a
beautiful
crazy
!!
awesome
confused
usa today
want
needs to
information
awkward
lame
breaking
bbc news
nyt
how
amazing

Regular Expression
reports
pics
do\s*ya
love
ive\s*been
it\s*sucks
can\s*help
gosh
crap
there\s*'s\s*a
ca\s*n't\s*belive
super
hurray
the\s*best
n't\s*know
wondering
gorgeous
sexy
has\s*n't\s*been
-\s*nytimes.com\s*http
loving
nprnews
scary
haha
fuck
according\s*to
rt\s*if\s*you
excellent
i\s*have\s*the
sorry
glad
must
account
we\s*had\s*a
oh
sucks
can
i\s*am\s*a
beautiful
crazy
!\s*!
awesome
confused
usa\s*today
want
needs\s*to
information
awkward
lame
breaking
bbc\s*news
nyt
how
amazing

ID
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
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Cue Word/Phrase
answer
coverage of the
i 've never
unbelievable
do n't care
wrong
mad
wikileaks
said the
i had a
are you
news http
nytimes.com feels
in love with
your help
classy
pleasure
cute
help
nytimesworld
thank goodness
i swear
help !
to help those
hell
thank
washington post
i never liked
my god
hot
- latimes.com
better
reuters
admirable
i 'm glad
the worst
breakingnews
when i was
???
recap
crush on
a must read
ways to help
do n't admire
do it
hard
i hate it
yeah
you can help..
to help the
dont know
dumb ass
really
try
missed
worried about
to give
god
bad
yahoo ! news
smh
let 's
usatoday
n't admire

Regular Expression
answer
coverage\s*of\s*the
i\s*'ve\s*never
unbelievable
do\s*n't\s*care
wrong
mad
wikileaks
said\s*the
i\s*had\s*a
are\s*you
news\s*http
nytimes.com\s*feels
in\s*love\s*with
your\s*help
classy
pleasure
cute
help
nytimesworld
thank\s*goodness
i\s*swear
help\s*!
to\s*help\s*those
hell
thank
washington\s*post
i\s*never\s*liked
my\s*god
hot
-\s*latimes.com
better
reuters
admirable
i\s*'m\s*glad
the\s*worst
breakingnews
when\s*i\s*was
\?\s*\?\s*\?
recap
crush\s*on
a\s*must\s*read
ways\s*to\s*help
do\s*n't\s*admire
do\s*it
hard
i\s*hate\s*it
yeah
you\s*can\s*help..
to\s*help\s*the
dont\s*know
dumb\s*ass
really
try
missed
worried\s*about
to\s*give
god
bad
yahoo\s*!\s*news
smh
let\s*'s
usatoday
n't\s*admire

ID
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

Cue Word/Phrase
i am the
follow @
nytjim
terrible
times
do n't think
think
fuckin
feel
powerful
is this even
nhk
i have been
we were
bitch
we need
message
do n't like
miss
suck
ny times
story
http :
anyone
wonderful
statement
npr
i 've had
i prefer
press releases
heart goes out
huh
told you
i have no
article about
believe
wanted to be
fans let 's
loved
unfortunately
please rt this
condolences
boring
should be
last time
the coolest
were
feeling
feel like
on nyt.com
update on
wasnt
do n't know
sad
says the
say
dislike
i have n't
i like
congrats
check out
please support
live updates
wonder
worldwide

Regular Expression
i\s*am\s*the
follow\s*@
nytjim
terrible
times
do\s*n't\s*think
think
fuckin
feel
powerful
is\s*this\s*even
nhk
i\s*have\s*been
we\s*were
bitch
we\s*need
message
do\s*n't\s*like
miss
suck
ny\s*times
story
http\s*:
anyone
wonderful
statement
npr
i\s*'ve\s*had
i\s*prefer
press\s*releases
heart\s*goes\s*out
huh
told\s*you
i\s*have\s*no
article\s*about
believe
wanted\s*to\s*be
fans\s*let\s*'s
loved
unfortunately
please\s*rt\s*this
condolences
boring
should\s*be
last\s*time
the\s*coolest
were
feeling
feel\s*like
on\s*nyt.com
update\s*on
wasnt
do\s*n't\s*know
sad
says\s*the
say
dislike
i\s*have\s*n't
i\s*like
congrats
check\s*out
please\s*support
live\s*updates
wonder
worldwide

ID
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
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Cue Word/Phrase
nytimes
aww
who
guardiannews
what
admire
abc
extremely
why
devastating
fact
is this
ugh
stfu
rt if
n't been
- cnn.com
spokesman
ha
news http :
should
i 've been
i think
pretty
??
we love
hope
photographs
kaka
is it
lucky
truly
i bet
awww
report
breaking news
freaking
i have an
n't believe
i was a
after they were
not good
stupid
i hate
where
insane
i 'm sad
trending ?
facts
retweet
best
watch this
i use to
said
pictures
wow
amen
please
horrible
piss
i really miss
thank god
omg
my thoughts
missing

Regular Expression
nytimes
aww
who
guardiannews
what
admire
abc
extremely
why
devastating
fact
is\s*this
ugh
stfu
rt\s*if
n't\s*been
-\s*cnn.com
spokesman
ha
news\s*http\s*:
should
i\s*'ve\s*been
i\s*think
pretty
\?\s*\?
we\s*love
hope
photographs
kaka
is\s*it
lucky
truly
i\s*bet
awww
report
breaking\s*news
freaking
i\s*have\s*an
n't\s*believe
i\s*was\s*a
after\s*they\s*were
not\s*good
stupid
i\s*hate
where
insane
i\s*'m\s*sad
trending\s*\?
facts
retweet
best
watch\s*this
i\s*use\s*to
said
pictures
wow
amen
please
horrible
piss
i\s*really\s*miss
thank\s*god
omg
my\s*thoughts
missing

ID
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320

Cue Word/Phrase
! lol
was going to
weak
- http
wtf
please tell
news
presse says
pissed
you can help
ways you can
interesting
i 'm the
liked
good news
sweet
tell me
rofl
rt !
i didnt
i 'm not
do ?
yay
grand
nytprgny
bbc
been
i have a
ca n't believe
lmao
lovely
i ca n't
photog
n't believe this
love you
reach out
look like
ap
might
worried
will
ugly
stunning
hahaha
fun
much respect for
coolest
great news
presse said
shame
good
if
funny
media
... http :
i dont know
omg !
imma need
http
reporting
world news
was it
yahoonews
account of
should follow

Regular Expression
!\s*lol
was\s*going\s*to
weak
-\s*http
wtf
please\s*tell
news
presse\s*says
pissed
you\s*can\s*help
ways\s*you\s*can
interesting
i\s*'m\s*the
liked
good\s*news
sweet
tell\s*me
rofl
rt\s*!
i\s*didnt
i\s*'m\s*not
do\s*\?
yay
grand
nytprgny
bbc
been
i\s*have\s*a
ca\s*n't\s*believe
lmao
lovely
i\s*ca\s*n't
photog
n't\s*believe\s*this
love\s*you
reach\s*out
look\s*like
ap
might
worried
will
ugly
stunning
hahaha
fun
much\s*respect\s*for
coolest
great\s*news
presse\s*said
shame
good
if
funny
media
...\s*http\s*:
i\s*dont\s*know
omg\s*!
imma\s*need
http
reporting
world\s*news
was\s*it
yahoonews
account\s*of
should\s*follow

ID
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
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Cue Word/Phrase
i
nytimes.com :
whenever i
y
yea
photo
i hope
read this
i<3
thanks
there has n't
we should
yes
try to
had
please help
lets
attractive
do n't have
i am not
cuz of
i love
n't have a
surprised
n.y. times
government
prefer
proud of
know
press
world
before and after
disappointed
prayers are with
'new york times
like
is that
im glad
idk
i used to
nice
page
i 'm a
i need
absolutely
scared
i like it
god bless
wan na
respect
i have never
did you
bless
i said
n't like
!!!
cnn
i got a
do ya think
pls rt
last tweet
you can
pls
lmfao
respect for

Regular Expression
i
nytimes.com\s*:
whenever\s*i
y
yea
photo
i\s*hope
read\s*this
i\s*<\s*3
thanks
there\s*has\s*n't
we\s*should
yes
try\s*to
had
please\s*help
lets
attractive
do\s*n't\s*have
i\s*am\s*not
cuz\s*of
i\s*love
n't\s*have\s*a
surprised
n.y.\s*times
government
prefer
proud\s*of
know
press
world
before\s*and\s*after
disappointed
prayers\s*are\s*with
'new\s*york\s*times
like
is\s*that
im\s*glad
idk
i\s*used\s*to
nice
page
i\s*'m\s*a
i\s*need
absolutely
scared
i\s*like\s*it
god\s*bless
wan\s*na
respect
i\s*have\s*never
did\s*you
bless
i\s*said
n't\s*like
!\s*!\s*!
cnn
i\s*got\s*a
do\s*ya\s*think
pls\s*rt
last\s*tweet
you\s*can
pls
lmfao
respect\s*for

ID
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450

Cue Word/Phrase
plz
... http
update
my name is
follow me
hooray !
phew
nytimes.com http :
article
i live in
would
as hell
please rt
need to
favorite
awwww
swear
facts about
latest updates
idc
coverage
do n't
thankful
right
accounts
great news !
scared of
information about
hehe
u can
question
lol
: the new
fucking
keep tweeting
damn
was
footage
happy
washingtonpost
i was in
bitches
down with
'm glad
thank you
new york times
rt this
true
info
wish
want to
official
i am an
very very
stories
i miss
before & after
my lord
freak
horrific
ai
ah
pic
just said
cbs

Regular Expression
plz
...\s*http
update
my\s*name\s*is
follow\s*me
hooray\s*!
phew
nytimes.com\s*http\s*:
article
i\s*live\s*in
would
as\s*hell
please\s*rt
need\s*to
favorite
awwww
swear
facts\s*about
latest\s*updates
idc
coverage
do\s*n't
thankful
right
accounts
great\s*news\s*!
scared\s*of
information\s*about
hehe
u\s*can
question
lol
:\s*the\s*new
fucking
keep\s*tweeting
damn
was
footage
happy
washingtonpost
i\s*was\s*in
bitches
down\s*with
'm\s*glad
thank\s*you
new\s*york\s*times
rt\s*this
true
info
wish
want\s*to
official
i\s*am\s*an
very\s*very
stories
i\s*miss
before\s*&\s*after
my\s*lord
freak
horrific
ai
ah
pic
just\s*said
cbs

ID
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515

106
Cue Word/Phrase
i did n't
goodness
i dont like
annoying
shit
love her
show your
incredible
do you
when
nytimesphoto
coverage of
you need to
you
n't mind
picture
obsessed

Regular Expression
i\s*did\s*n't
goodness
i\s*dont\s*like
annoying
shit
love\s*her
show\s*your
incredible
do\s*you
when
nytimesphoto
coverage\s*of
you\s*need\s*to
you
n't\s*mind
picture
obsessed

ID
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532

Cue Word/Phrase
gross
favourite
felt
officials say
i wonder
belive
help me
authorities
give a fuck
there 's no
photos
im happy
?!?
u
please retweet
( ap )

Regular Expression
gross
favourite
felt
officials\s*say
i\s*wonder
belive
help\s*me
authorities
give\s*a\s*fuck
there\s*'s\s*no
photos
im\s*happy
\?\s*!\s*\?
u
please\s*retweet
\(\s*ap\s*\)

ID
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548

Appendix 1-7 – Complete Model Results

Below are the complete model results. Lines that begin with “Row Data:” list the results
for model 0-9 respectively while the remaining three columns being the precision, recall
and F1 scores.
Connected to database OK (thresh=0.01, max_train = 5000).
Initializing.
Completed initializing, loaded 531 cue words.
Working on set: BINARY Output – Model Group 0
Row Data: 0
0.905555555555556
0.721238938053097
0.802955665024631
Row Data: 1
0.869791666666667
0.698744769874477
0.774941995359629
Row Data: 2
0.851063829787234
0.717488789237668
0.778588807785888
Row Data: 3
0.884816753926702
0.681451612903226
0.769931662870159
Row Data: 4
0.888888888888889
0.750000000000000
0.813559322033898
Row Data: 5
0.864583333333333
0.724890829694323
0.788598574821853
Row Data: 6
0.911764705882353
0.738095238095238
0.815789473684211
Row Data: 7
0.872611464968153
0.622727272727273
0.726790450928382
Row Data: 8
0.857923497267760
0.630522088353414
0.726851851851852
Row Data: 9
0.899038461538462
0.760162601626016
0.823788546255507
Results: Model Set 0, Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 2000
Average Precision: 0.880603815781511
(8.80603815781511 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.704532214056473
(7.04532214056473 / 10)
Average F1:
0.782179635061601
(7.82179635061601 / 10)
Working on set: BINARY Output – Model Group 1
Row Data: 0
0.867403314917127
0.694690265486726
0.771498771498771
Row Data: 1
0.857142857142857
0.728033472803347
0.787330316742082
Row Data: 2
0.890710382513661
0.730941704035874
0.802955665024631
Row Data: 3
0.869791666666667
0.673387096774194
0.759090909090909
Row Data: 4
0.906976744186046
0.761718750000000
0.828025477707007
Row Data: 5
0.841836734693878
0.720524017467249
0.776470588235294
Row Data: 6
0.895927601809955
0.785714285714286
0.837209302325581
Row Data: 7
0.858823529411765
0.663636363636364
0.748717948717949
Row Data: 8
0.839195979899497
0.670682730923695
0.745535714285714
Row Data: 9
0.911764705882353
0.756097560975610
0.826666666666667
Results: Model Set 1, Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.873957351712381
(8.73957351712381 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.718542624781734
(7.18542624781734 / 10)
Average F1:
0.78835013602946
(7.8835013602946 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 2, type = Suggestion
Row Data: 0
0.032812500000000
0.411764705882353
0.060781476121563
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Row Data: 1
0.041925465838509
0.442622950819672
0.076595744680851
Row Data: 2
0.037878787878788
0.462962962962963
0.070028011204482
Row Data: 3
0.051482059282371
0.492537313432836
0.093220338983051
Row Data: 4
0.051401869158879
0.507692307692308
0.093352192362093
Row Data: 5
0.042857142857143
0.519230769230769
0.079178885630499
Row Data: 6
0.009009009009009
0.033898305084746
0.014234875444840
Row Data: 7
0.048929663608563
0.542372881355932
0.089761570827490
Row Data: 8
0.044374009508716
0.474576271186441
0.081159420289855
Row Data: 9
0.038639876352396
0.454545454545455
0.071225071225071
Results: Model Set 2, sug Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0399310383494374
(0.399310383494374 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.434220392219348
(4.34220392219348 / 10)
Average F1:
0.0729537586769795
(0.729537586769795 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 2, type = Miscellaneous
Row Data: 0
0.051562500000000
0.340206185567010
0.089552238805970
Row Data: 1
0.065217391304348
0.400000000000000
0.112149532710280
Row Data: 2
0.077272727272727
0.447368421052632
0.131782945736434
Row Data: 3
0.037441497659906
0.289156626506024
0.066298342541437
Row Data: 4
0.054517133956386
0.346534653465347
0.094212651413190
Row Data: 5
0.050793650793651
0.268907563025210
0.085447263017357
Row Data: 6
0.027027027027027
0.048000000000000
0.034582132564842
Row Data: 7
0.051987767584098
0.350515463917526
0.090545938748336
Row Data: 8
0.057052297939778
0.346153846153846
0.097959183673469
Row Data: 9
0.081916537867079
0.424000000000000
0.137305699481865
Results: Model Set 2, mis Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0554788531405
(0.554788531405 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.326084275968759
(3.26084275968759 / 10)
Average F1:
0.093983592869318
(0.93983592869318 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 2, type = Question
Row Data: 0
0.040625000000000
0.764705882352941
0.077151335311573
Row Data: 1
0.032608695652174
0.807692307692308
0.062686567164179
Row Data: 2
0.039393939393939
0.650000000000000
0.074285714285714
Row Data: 3
0.040561622464899
0.866666666666667
0.077496274217586
Row Data: 4
0.046728971962617
0.810810810810811
0.088365243004418
Row Data: 5
0.049206349206349
0.794871794871795
0.092675635276532
Row Data: 6
0.009009009009009
0.100000000000000
0.016528925619835
Row Data: 7
0.047400611620795
0.861111111111111
0.089855072463768
Row Data: 8
0.052297939778130
0.891891891891892
0.098802395209581
Row Data: 9
0.040185471406492
0.787878787878788
0.076470588235294
Results: Model Set 2, que Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0398017610494404
(0.398017610494404 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.733562925327631
(7.33562925327631 / 10)
Average F1:
0.075431775078848
(0.75431775078848 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 2, type = Comment
Row Data: 0
0.215625000000000
0.610619469026549
0.318706697459584
Row Data: 1
0.251552795031056
0.677824267782427
0.366930917327293
Row Data: 2
0.228787878787879
0.677130044843049
0.342015855039638
Row Data: 3
0.266770670826833
0.689516129032258
0.384701912260967
Row Data: 4
0.281931464174455
0.707031250000000
0.403118040089087
Row Data: 5
0.239682539682540
0.659388646288210
0.351571594877765
Row Data: 6
0.765765765765766
0.674603174603175
0.717299578059072
Row Data: 7
0.223241590214067
0.663636363636364
0.334096109839817
Row Data: 8
0.253565768621236
0.642570281124498
0.363636363636364
Row Data: 9
0.273570324574961
0.719512195121951
0.396416573348264
Results: Model Set 2, com Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.300049379767879
(3.00049379767879 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.672183182145848
(6.72183182145848 / 10)
Average F1:
0.397849364193785
(3.97849364193785 / 10)
Working on
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 2, type = Statement
Data: 0
0.659375000000000
0.925438596491228
Data: 1
0.608695652173913
0.905311778290993
Data: 2
0.616666666666667
0.939953810623557
Data: 3
0.603744149765991
0.887614678899083
Data: 4
0.565420560747664
0.896296296296296
Data: 5
0.617460317460317
0.915294117647059

0.770072992700730
0.727948003714020
0.744739249771272
0.718662952646239
0.693409742120344
0.737440758293839
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Row Data: 6
0.189189189189189
0.102941176470588
0.133333333333333
Row Data: 7
0.628440366972477
0.915367483296214
0.745240253853128
Row Data: 8
0.592709984152139
0.907766990291262
0.717162032598274
Row Data: 9
0.565687789799073
0.910447761194030
0.697807435653003
Results: Model Set 2, sta Threshold = 0.02, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.564738967692743
(5.64738967692743 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.830643268950031
(8.30643268950031 / 10)
Average F1:
0.668581675468418
(6.68581675468418 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 3, type = Suggestion
Row Data: 0
0.043165467625899
0.588235294117647
0.080428954423593
Row Data: 1
0.047548291233284
0.524590163934426
0.087193460490463
Row Data: 2
0.042028985507246
0.537037037037037
0.077956989247312
Row Data: 3
0.061102831594635
0.611940298507463
0.111111111111111
Row Data: 4
0.049034175334324
0.507692307692308
0.089430894308943
Row Data: 5
0.046852122986823
0.615384615384615
0.087074829931973
Row Data: 6
0.046376811594203
0.542372881355932
0.085447263017357
Row Data: 7
0.046268656716418
0.525423728813559
0.085048010973937
Row Data: 8
0.044410413476263
0.491525423728814
0.081460674157303
Row Data: 9
0.040419161676647
0.490909090909091
0.074688796680498
Results: Model Set 3, sug Threshold = 0.01, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0467206917745742
(0.467206917745742 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.543511084148089
(5.43511084148089 / 10)
Average F1:
0.085984098434249
(0.85984098434249 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 3, type = Miscellaneous
Row Data: 0
0.058992805755396
0.422680412371134
0.103535353535354
Row Data: 1
0.077265973254086
0.495238095238095
0.133676092544987
Row Data: 2
0.084057971014493
0.508771929824561
0.144278606965174
Row Data: 3
0.041728763040239
0.337349397590361
0.074270557029178
Row Data: 4
0.056463595839525
0.376237623762376
0.098191214470284
Row Data: 5
0.076134699853587
0.436974789915966
0.129675810473815
Row Data: 6
0.100000000000000
0.552000000000000
0.169325153374233
Row Data: 7
0.058208955223881
0.402061855670103
0.101694915254237
Row Data: 8
0.062787136294028
0.394230769230769
0.108322324966975
Row Data: 9
0.091317365269461
0.488000000000000
0.153846153846154
Results: Model Set 3, mis Threshold = 0.01, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0706957265544696
(0.706957265544696 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.441354487360337
(4.41354487360337 / 10)
Average F1:
0.121681618246039
(1.21681618246039 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 3, type = Question
Row Data: 0
0.043165467625899
0.882352941176471
0.082304526748971
Row Data: 1
0.031203566121843
0.807692307692308
0.060085836909871
Row Data: 2
0.046376811594203
0.800000000000000
0.087671232876712
Row Data: 3
0.038748137108793
0.866666666666667
0.074179743223966
Row Data: 4
0.046062407132244
0.837837837837838
0.087323943661972
Row Data: 5
0.045387994143485
0.794871794871795
0.085872576177285
Row Data: 6
0.026086956521739
0.900000000000000
0.050704225352113
Row Data: 7
0.049253731343284
0.916666666666667
0.093484419263456
Row Data: 8
0.053598774885146
0.945945945945946
0.101449275362319
Row Data: 9
0.040419161676647
0.818181818181818
0.077032810271041
Results: Model Set 3, que Threshold = 0.01, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.0420303008153283
(0.420303008153283 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.857021597903951
(8.57021597903951 / 10)
Average F1:
0.0800108589847706
(0.800108589847706 / 10)
Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 3, type = Comment
Row Data: 0
0.246043165467626
0.756637168141593
0.371335504885994
Row Data: 1
0.245170876671620
0.690376569037657
0.361842105263158
Row Data: 2
0.240579710144928
0.744394618834081
0.363636363636364
Row Data: 3
0.271236959761550
0.733870967741935
0.396082698585419
Row Data: 4
0.295690936106984
0.777343750000000
0.428417653390743
Row Data: 5
0.251830161054173
0.751091703056769
0.377192982456140
Row Data: 6
0.286956521739130
0.785714285714286
0.420382165605096
Row Data: 7
0.219402985074627
0.668181818181818
0.330337078651685
Row Data: 8
0.261868300153139
0.686746987951807
0.379157427937916
Row Data: 9
0.279940119760479
0.760162601626016
0.409190371991247
Results: Model Set 3, com Threshold = 0.01, Max Training = 5000
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Average Precision: 0.259871973593426
Average Recall:
0.735452047028596
Average F1:
0.383757435240376

(2.59871973593426 / 10)
(7.35452047028596 / 10)
(3.83757435240376 / 10)

Working on set: QUINTENARY Output – Model Group 3, type = Statement
Row Data: 0
0.608633093525180
0.927631578947368
0.735013032145960
Row Data: 1
0.598811292719168
0.930715935334873
0.728752260397830
Row Data: 2
0.586956521739130
0.935334872979215
0.721282279608192
Row Data: 3
0.587183308494784
0.903669724770642
0.711833785004517
Row Data: 4
0.552748885586924
0.918518518518519
0.690166975881262
Row Data: 5
0.579795021961933
0.931764705882353
0.714801444043321
Row Data: 6
0.540579710144928
0.914215686274510
0.679417122040073
Row Data: 7
0.626865671641791
0.935412026726058
0.750670241286863
Row Data: 8
0.577335375191424
0.915048543689320
0.707981220657277
Row Data: 9
0.547904191616767
0.910447761194030
0.684112149532710
Results: Model Set 3, sta Threshold = 0.01, Max Training = 5000
Average Precision: 0.580681307262203
(5.80681307262203 / 10)
Average Recall:
0.922275935431689
(9.22275935431689 / 10)
Average F1:
0.7124030510598
(7.124030510598 / 10)
End of processing.

Appendix 1-8 Program Listings

This appendix contains the listing of programs used to process and analyze the data
collected for this work.
The listings are presented as they were developed and used. Earlier programs deal with
initial data loading and formatting while later programs perform processing, analysis,
plotting and summary result generation.

Appendix 1-8-A - Annotated tweet import programs

#!/usr/bin/perl
# this reads in Professor Zhang’s input files and then sticks them in the database.
use warnings;
use strict;
use DBI;
use TLCTwitter;
my $base_source_files = '~/projects/Dissertation/speech-act-work/Public_datasets';
my @source_files = ('100factsaboutme.txt',
'Dallas Lovato.txt',
'Japan Earthquake.txt',
'Libya Releases.txt',
'Nikki Taylor.txt',
'sincewebeinghonest.txt'
);
my %decode_types = ('sta' => 'statement', 'com' => 'comment', 'que' => 'question', 'sug' => 'suggestion','mis' => 'miscellaneous');
my $dbh;
&main ();
exit;
###############################################################
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# processing starts here
###############################################################
sub main {
my $info = TLCtwitter->new();
die "Unable to connect to database"
unless ($dbh = DBI->connect ($info->get('database_DSN'), $info->get('database_USER'), $info->get('database_PASS')));
srand;
foreach my $fn (@source_files) {
process_file ($fn);
}
$dbh->disconnect;
return 0;
}
###############################################################
# open each file and scan the text picking the speech act out
###############################################################
sub process_file {
my $fn = shift;
my %counts = ();
my ($sql, $sth);
foreach (keys %decode_types) {
$counts{$_} = 0;
}
die "Failed to open $fn" unless (open(INF, "$base_source_files/$fn"));
my @lines = <INF>;
close INF;
print "Opened $fn, has " . scalar(@lines) . " lines of input.\n";
my $ten_valid_code = 0;
foreach my $iline (@lines) {
chomp $iline;
if ($iline =~ m/^(.+)\s\:\:\s(\w\w\w)/) {
my $tweet = $1;
my $result = $2;
$sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_tweets (DATASET, TWEET, ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT,”
. ”TENFOLD_VALIDATION) VALUES (?,?,?,?)";
$sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die ("Failed to prepare $DBI::errstr");
$sth->execute ($fn, $tweet, $result, $ten_valid_code) or
die ("Failed to perform insert $DBI::errstr");
$counts{$result}++;
if ($ten_valid_code == 9) {
$ten_valid_code = 0;
} else {
$ten_valid_code++;
}
} else {
die "Halt. Couldn't match \"$iline\"\n";
}
}
print "Completed processing of $fn, Statistics are:\n";
foreach (keys %counts) {
print "\t$decode_types{$_} = $counts{$_} (" . ($counts{$_}/scalar @lines) . "%)\n";
}
return 0;
}

Appendix 1-8-B – Cue word formatting and loading

#!/usr/bin/perl
#
# modify zhang cue words to perl digestible format
#
# run with:
# cat cue-words-and-phrases-unpickled.tlc.txt | perl reformat_zhang_cue_words.pl
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#
use strict;
use warnings;
use DBI;
use TLCTwitter;
my $STARTING_ANN_NODE_INDEX = 11;

# this is because the "Character-based Features" are in 0-7

my $s = <STDIN>;
print "Processing $s.\n";
print "\n\n";
my $ann_node_index = $STARTING_ANN_NODE_INDEX;
my @words = split (/\)\,\s/, $s); # split on "), "
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @words; $i++) {
$words[$i] .= ")" if ($words[$i] =~ m/\'$/);
$words[$i] .= ")" if ($words[$i] =~ m/\"$/);
print "\t$words[$i]\n";
}
# at this point, there are not more than one () set on a single element. Now, pull those out
my @w2 = ();
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @words; $i++) {
if ($words[$i] =~ m/^(.*)(\(.+\))$/) {
push @w2, $1 if (length($1) > 0);
push @w2, $2;
} else {
push @w2, $words[$i];
}
}
#goto PRINTOUT;
# now, all sets are on a single line, scan for the unigrams and split up elements that have multiples
@words = @w2;
@w2 = ();
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @words; $i++) {
if ($words[$i] =~ m/^\(/) { # its a bi or trigram, strip the parens
my $temp = $words[$i]; # just a safety...
$temp =~ s/\(//;
$temp =~ s/\)//;
#push @w2, $words[$i];
push @w2, $temp;
} else {
my @split = split(/\,/, $words[$i]);
foreach my $x (@split) {
$x =~ s/^\ //;
push @w2, "$x " if (length($x) > 0);
}
}
}
#goto PRINTOUT;
# now, take off the single quotes (and worry about double quoted strings (they have embedded ' marks)
@words = @w2;
my @raw;
my @regexp;
my @count;
my @ws;
@w2 = ();
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @words; $i++) {
$words[$i] =~ s/\,\s+/\,/g; # remove comma-space as that holds over into the pattern (the space does)
my @x = split (/\,/, $words[$i]);
my $out = "\t(" . (scalar @x) . ")\t";
my $cnt = 0;
my @warray = ('','','');
my $regex = '';
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @x; $i++) {
$_ = $x[$i];
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if (m/\"/) {
s/\"//g;
} else {
s/\'//g;
}
$x[$i] = $_;
my $r = $_;
$out .= " : [$r]";
$warray[$i] = $r;
if ($i == 0) {
$regex = $r;
} else {
$regex .= '\s*' . $r;
}
$cnt++;
}
push @count, $cnt;
push @raw, join ("\t", @x);
push @w2, $out;
push @regexp, $regex;
push @ws, \@warray;
}
my $info = TLCtwitter->new();
my $dbh = undef;
die "Unable to connect to database" unless ($dbh = DBI->connect ($info->get('database_DSN'), $info->get('database_USER'), $info>get('database_PASS')));
PRINTOUT:
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @w2; $i++) {
print "\t$w2[$i]\n";
#print "\tREGEXP: $regexp[$i]\n";
my $sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_Cue_Words (PHRASE_SIZE, RAW_PHRASE,
W1,W2,W3,AS_REGEXP,ANN_NODE_INDEX) VALUES (?,?,?, ?,?,?, ?)";
my $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die ("Failed $DBI::errstr");
$sth->execute($count[$i], $raw[$i],$ws[$i]->[0],$ws[$i]->[1],$ws[$i]->[2],$regexp[$i], $ann_node_index) or die "Failed
$DBI::errstr";
$ann_node_index++;
}
$dbh->disconnect;
print "Count: " . scalar @w2 . "\n";
exit 0;

Appendix 1-8-C – slang-abbr-get-process.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
# this program scans the html source from the slang/abbreviations page listed in
# Zhang, Gao and Li, 2011. What are Tweeters Doing: Recognizing Speech Acts in Twitter
# http://slangit.com/terms/t
use strict;
use warnings;
use DBI;
my $download = 0;
my $process = 0;
my %emoticons = ();
foreach (@ARGV) {
$download = 1 if (m/^--download$/);
$process = 1 if (m/^--process$/);
}
if ($download + $process == 0) {
print "Specify an action to do (--download or --process).\n";
exit 0;
}
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if ($download == 1) {
foreach my $letter ('a'..'z') {
my $url = "http://slangit.com/terms/$letter"; # sharpened.net leads here
my $cmd = "wget -O slang-abbr-source-$letter.html $url";
print "Requesting $letter with $cmd\n";
my $results = `$cmd`;
print "$results\n";
}
}
if ($process == 1) {
my $dbh = DBI->connect ($DSN, $USERN, $PASSWD, {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to db.";
my $id = 1;
my $count = 1;
open(OUTF, ">slang-abbr-decode.txt") or die "Failed to open output file";
foreach my $letter ('a'..'z') {
# get the emoticon's source if asked to
my $fn = "slang-abbr-source-$letter.html";
die "Failed to open" unless (open(INF, $fn));
my @lines = <INF>;
close INF;
print "Starting work on $fn\n";
foreach my $line (@lines) {
chomp $line;
#if ($line =~ m/\<tr\>\<td\>\<a href=\"[a-z\/]+\"\>(.+)\<\/a\>\<\/td\>\<td\>(.+)/<\/td\>\<\/tr\>/) {
if ($line =~ m/\<tr\>(.+)\<\/tr\>/) {
my $iline = $1;
if ($iline =~ m/\"\>(.+)\<\/a\>\<\/td\>\<td\>(.+)\<\/td\>/) {
my $abbr = $1;
my $expanded = $2;
print "$line\n$count) Found $abbr ($expanded)\n";
print OUTF "$abbr\t$expanded\n";
$count++;
my $sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_Slang_Decode (SLANG_ID,ABBREVIATION, EXPANDED) VALUES
(?,?,?)";
my $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die ("Failed $DBI::errstr");
$sth->execute($id, $abbr, $expanded) or die "Failed $DBI::errstr";
$id++;
}
}
}
}
close OUTF;
$dbh->disconnect;
}
print "Done.\n";

Appendix 1-8-D – Emoticon processing program (process_to_raw.pl)
#!/usr/bin/perl
# this thing scans the html source from the emoticons page listed in
# Zhang, Gao and Li, 2010. What are Tweeters Doing: Recognizing Speech Acts in Twitter
# http://www.sharpened.net/emoticons/
use strict;
use warnings;
use DBI;
my $download = 0;
my $process = 0;
my %emoticons = ();
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foreach (@ARGV) {
$download = 1 if (m/^--download$/);
$process = 1 if (m/^--process$/);
}
if ($download + $process == 0) {
print "Specify an action to do (--download or --process).\n";
exit 0;
}
if ($download == 1) {
foreach my $letter ('a'..'z') {
my $url = "http://pc.net/emoticons/browse/$letter"; # sharpened.net leads here
my $cmd = "wget -O emoticons-source-$letter.html $url";
print "Requesting $letter with $cmd\n";
my $results = `$cmd`;
print "$results\n";
}
}
if ($process == 1) {
my $dbh = DBI->connect ($DSN, $USER, $PASSWD, {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to db.";
my $count = 1;
foreach my $letter ('a'..'z') {
# get the emoticon's source if asked to
my $fn = "emoticons-source-$letter.html";
die "Failed to open" unless (open(INF, $fn));
my @lines = <INF>;
close INF;
print "Starting work on $fn\n";
foreach (@lines) {
if (m/^\<tr\>\<td class\=\"smiley\"\>\<a href=\"[a-z\/]+\"\>(.+)\<\/a\>\<\/td\>/) {
print "$count) Found $1\n";
my $em = $1;
unless (($em =~ m/\&lt\;/) or ($em =~ m/\&gt\;/)) {
$emoticons{$1} = 1;
$count++;
}
}
}
}
print "Results\n";
$count = 1;
open(OUTF, ">emoticons-symbols-only.txt") or die "Failed to open output file";
my $id = 1001;
foreach my $emoticon (keys %emoticons) {
print "$count) $emoticon\n";
my $sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_Non_Cue_Words (WORD_ID, WORD, CATEGORY) VALUES (?,?,?)";
my $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die ("Failed $DBI::errstr");
$sth->execute($id, $emoticon, 'EMOTICON') or die "Failed $DBI::errstr";
$count++;
$id++;
print OUTF "$emoticon\n";
}
close OUTF;
$dbh->disconnect;
}

Appendix 1-8-E – Vulgar words processing program (vultar-words.pl)
#!/usr/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
use DBI;
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my $CATEGORY = 'VULGAR'; # 1 = vulgar words, 2=emoticon, 3=opinion
my $dbh = DBI->connect ($DSN, $USER, $PASSWD, {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to db.";
open (OUTF, ">vulgar-words-raw.txt") or die "Failed to open output file.\n";
my $k = &initialize_data();
my @lines = split (/\n/, $k);
print "Processing " . (scalar @lines) . " lines.\n";
my $count = 1;
foreach (@lines) {
chomp;
if (m/^(.+)\s\-\s([a-zA-Z\ ]+)/) {
#print "$count) $1\n";
my $word = $1;
print OUTF "$word\n";
my $sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_Non_Cue_Words (WORD_ID, WORD, CATEGORY) VALUES (?,?,?)";
my $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die ("Failed $DBI::errstr");
$sth->execute($count, $word, $CATEGORY) or die "Failed $DBI::errstr";
$count++;
} else {
print "No match on $_\n";
}
}
close OUTF;
$dbh->disconnect;
exit 0;
sub initialize_data {
my $result =<<XEOF;
anus - butt
arse - butt
arsehole - butt
ass - butt
ass-hat - idiot
ass-jabber - homosexual
ass-pirate - homosexual
assbag - idiot
assbandit - homosexual
assbanger - homosexual
assbite - idiot
assclown - butt
asscock - idiot
asscracker - butt
asses - butts
assface - butt
assfuck - rear-loving
assfucker - homosexual
assgoblin - homosexual
asshat - butt
asshead - idiot
asshole - jerk
asshopper - homosexual
assjacker - homosexual
asslick - idiot
asslicker - Buttlicker
assmonkey - idiot
assmunch - idiot
assmuncher - butt
assnigger - Racial Slur
asspirate - homosexual
assshit - idiot
assshole - butt
asssucker - idiot
asswad - butt
asswipe - butt
axwound - female genitalia
bampot - idiot
bastard - illegitimate child
beaner - Mexican
bitch - female dog
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bitchass - idiot
bitches - female dogs
bitchtits - homosexual
bitchy - mean
blow job - sexual act
blowjob - sexual act
bollocks - male genitalia
bollox - male genitalia
boner - erection
brotherfucker - homosexual
bullshit - poop
bumblefuck - homosexual
butt plug - cork
butt-pirate - homosexual
buttfucka - homosexual
buttfucker - homosexual
camel toe - female genitalia
carpetmuncher - homosexual
chesticle - Breast
chinc - Chinese
chink - asian
choad - male genitalia
chode - small penis
clit - female genitals
clitface - idiot
clitfuck - sexual act
clusterfuck - mess up
cock - penis
cockass - Jerk
cockbite - idiot
cockburger - idiot
cockface - idiot
cockfucker - idiot
cockhead - idiot
cockjockey - homosexual
cockknoker - homosexual
cockmaster - homosexual
cockmongler - homosexual
cockmongruel - homosexual
cockmonkey - idiot
cockmuncher - homosexual
cocknose - idiot
cocknugget - idiot
cockshit - idiot
cocksmith - homosexual
cocksmoke - homosexual
cocksmoker - homosexual
cocksniffer - homosexual
cocksucker - homosexual
cockwaffle - idiot
coochie - female genitalia
coochy - female genitalia
coon - African American
cooter - vagina
cracker - Caucasian
cum - semen
cumbubble - idiot
cumdumpster - prostitute
cumguzzler - homosexual
cumjockey - homosexual
cumslut - dirty girl
cumtart - idiot
cunnie - female genitalia
cunnilingus - sexual act
cunt - vagina
cuntass - idiot
cuntface - idiot
cunthole - female genitalia
cuntlicker - homosexual
cuntrag - idiot
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cuntslut - idiot
dago – Italian
damn - darn
deggo - Italian
dick - penis
dick-sneeze - orgasm
dickbag - idiot
dickbeaters - Hands
dickface - idiot
dickfuck - idiot
dickfucker - homosexual
dickhead - phallace face
dickhole - male genitalia
dickjuice - semen
dickmilk - sperm
dickmonger - homosexual
dicks - penises
dickslap - sexual act
dicksucker - homosexual
dicksucking - sexual act
dicktickler - homosexual
dickwad - idiot
dickweasel - idiot
dickweed - idiot
dickwod - idiot
dike - homosexual
dildo - sexual toy
dipshit - idiot
doochbag - idiot
dookie - poop
douche - female hygene product
douche-fag - idiot
douchebag - female hygene accessory
douchewaffle - homosexual
dumass - idiot
dumb ass - idiot
dumbass - idiot
dumbfuck - idiot
dumbshit - idiot
dumshit - idiot
dyke - homosexual
fag - homosexual
fagbag - homosexual
fagfucker - homosexual
faggit - homosexual
faggot - homosexual
faggotcock - homosexual
fagtard - homosexual idiot
fatass - a fat person
fellatio - sexual act
feltch - sexual act
flamer - homosexual
fuck - fornicate
fuckass - idiot
fuckbag - idiot
fuckboy - idiot
fuckbrain - idiot
fuckbutt - butt
fuckbutter - Sexual fluids
fucked - had intercourse
fucker - fornicator
fuckersucker - idiot
fuckface - idiot
fuckhead - butt
fuckhole - jerk
fuckin - sexual act
fucking - freaking
fucknut - idiot
fucknutt - idiot
fuckoff - go away
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fucks - sexual act
fuckstick - male genitalia
fucktard - Moron
fucktart - idiot
fuckup - idiot
fuckwad – idiot
fuckwit - dummy
fuckwitt - idiot
fudgepacker - homosexual
gay - homosexual
gayass - butt
gaybob - homosexual
gaydo - homosexual
gayfuck - homosexual
gayfuckist - homosexual
gaylord - homosexual
gaytard - homosexual
gaywad - homosexual
goddamn - goshdarn
goddamnit - goshdarnit
gooch - female genitalia
gook - Chinese
gringo - foreigner
guido - italian
handjob - sexual act
hard on - erection
heeb - Jewish Person
hell - heck
ho - woman
hoe - Woman
homo - homosexual
homodumbshit - idiot
honkey - white person
humping - sexual act
jackass - idiot
jagoff - idiot
jap - japanesse person
jerk off - masturbate
jerkass - idiot
jigaboo - African American
jizz - Semen
jungle bunny - african american
junglebunny - african american
kike - Jewish Person
kooch - female genitalia
kootch - female genitalia
kraut - german
kunt - female genitalia
kyke - Jewish person
lameass - loser
lardass - overweight individual
lesbian - homosexual
lesbo - homosexual
lezzie - homosexual
mcfagget - homosexual
mick - irish
minge - female genitalia
mothafucka - Jerk
mothafuckin\' - mother loving
motherfucker - mother lover
motherfucking - fornicating with mother
muff - female genitalia
muffdiver - homosexual
munging - sexual act
negro - african american
nigaboo - African American
nigga - african american
nigger - african american
niggers - African Americans
niglet - african american child
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nut sack - male genitalia
nutsack - male genitalia
paki - pakistanien
panooch - femail genitalia
pecker - Penis
peckerhead - idiot
penis - male genitalia
penisbanger - homosexual
penisfucker – homosexual
penispuffer - homosexual
piss - urinate
pissed - urinated
pissed off - angry
pissflaps - female genitalia
polesmoker - homosexual
pollock - polish person
poon - female genitals
poonani - female genitalia
poonany - vagina
poontang - female genitalia
porch monkey - african american
porchmonkey - African American
prick - penis
punanny - female genitalia
punta - female dog
pussies - Female Genitalias
pussy - female reproductive organ
pussylicking - sexual act
puto - idiot
queef - vaginal fart.
queer - homosexual
queerbait - homosexual
queerhole - homosexual
renob - erection
rimjob - dirty sexual act
ruski - Russian
sand nigger - middle eastern
sandnigger - middle eastern
schlong - male genitalia
scrote - male genitalia
shit - poop
shitass - idiot
shitbag - idiot
shitbagger - idiot
shitbrains - idiot
shitbreath - Bad Breath
shitcanned - Fired
shitcunt - idiot
shitdick - idiot
shitface - pooface
shitfaced - Drunk
shithead - jerk
shithole - idiot
shithouse - bathroom
shitspitter - butt
shitstain - poop
shitter - defecator
shittiest - worst
shitting - pooping
shitty - bad
shiz - poop
shiznit - poop
skank - dirty girl
skeet - semen
skullfuck - sexual act
slut - sexually popular woman
slutbag - sexually popular woman
smeg - poop
snatch - female genitalia
spic - mexican
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spick - mexican american
splooge - ejaculate
spook - White person
suckass - idiot
tard - mentally challenged
testicle - male genitalia
thundercunt - idiot
tit - breast
titfuck - sexual act
tits - breasts
tittyfuck - sexual act
twat - female genitals
twatlips - idiot
twats - vaginas
twatwaffle - homosexual
unclefucker - homosexual
va-j-j - female genitalia
vag - femail genitalia
vagina - female genitalia
vajayjay - female genitalia
vjayjay - female genitalia
wank - sexual act
wankjob - sexual act
wetback - Mexican
whore - hussy
whorebag - idiot
whoreface - idiot
wop - Italian
XEOF
return $result;
}

Appendix 1-8-F – Training set construction (build_training_set.pl)
#!/Users/thad/perl5/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
use DBI;
use SentimentClassification;
my $tenfold_run = 0;

# 0-9, the tenfold cross validation picks from the database.

# this would be in a class
my %speech_act_stmt = (name => 'Statement', code => 'sta', outputs => '1,0,0,0,0');
my %speech_act_quest= (name => 'Question', code => 'que', outputs => '0,1,0,0,0');
my %speech_act_sgst = (name => 'Suggestion', code =>'sug', outputs => '0,0,1,0,0');
my %speech_act_cmnt= (name => 'Comment', code => 'com', outputs => '0,0,0,1,0');
my %speech_act_misc = (name => 'Miscellaneous', code => 'mis', outputs => '0,0,0,0,1');
my %speech_acts = ('sta' => \%speech_act_stmt, 'que' => \%speech_act_quest, 'sug' => \%speech_act_sgst, 'com' =>
\%speech_act_cmnt, 'mis' => \%speech_act_misc);
# end of class conversion stuff
for my $runno (0..9) {
&one_dataset ($runno);
}
exit 0;
sub one_dataset {
my $run = shift;
my ($sth, $row);
my @fann_file = ();
print "Starting to assemble data files\n";
open(TOUTF, ">data-files/training-set-$run.csv") or die "Failed to open output file";
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open(ROUTF, ">data-files/results-set-$run.csv") or die "Failed to open results output file";
open(VOUTF, ">data-files/validation-set-$run.csv") or die "Failed to open validation output file";
open(FANOUTF, ">fann-training-set-expressive-only-$run.data") or die "Failed to open fann file";
my $dbh = DBI->connect ($DSN, $USER, $PASSW, {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to db.";
my $analysis = SentimentClassification->new ($dbh);
$analysis->initialize;
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_tweets ORDER BY ID";
die "Failed to prepare" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute" unless ($sth->execute);
my $count = 0;
while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my $inputs = $analysis->build_inputs ($row->{TWEET});
#print "Inputs: " . join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
if ($row->{TENFOLD_VALIDATION} == $run) {
print VOUTF join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
} else {
print TOUTF join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
}
die "No act found" unless (exists($speech_acts{$row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}}));
my $act = $speech_acts{$row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}};
my $reslt = $act->{outputs};
my $fann_output = 0;
$fann_output = 1 if ($row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT} eq 'com');
push @fann_file, join(' ', @{$inputs}) . "\n$fann_output\n";
print "Output = $reslt\n";
print ROUTF "$reslt\n";
$count++;
}
print FANOUTF "$count " . $analysis->get_neuron_count() . " 1\n";
foreach (@fann_file) {
print FANOUTF $_;
}
print "Neuron count: " . $analysis->get_neuron_count() . "\n";
$dbh->disconnect;
close FANOUTF;
close TOUTF;
close ROUTF;
close VOUTF;
print "Done.\n";
return 0;
}

Appendix 1-8-G – ANN Creation and Training Program (train-fann.c)
#include "fann.h"
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int i;
unsigned int num_input = 549;
unsigned int num_output = 1;
unsigned int num_layers = 3;
unsigned int num_neurons_hidden = 549;
unsigned int run_number = 0;
char fn[200];
for (i = 1; i < argc; i++) /* Skip argv[0] (program name). */
{
if (strcmp(argv[i], "-run") == 0) { /* Process optional arguments. */
printf ("Found -run arg i=%d, argc=%d.\n", i, argc);
// The last argument is argv[argc-1]. Make sure there are enough arguments.
if (i + 1 <= argc - 1) { /* There are enough arguments in argv. */
printf ("Found -run, number is %s\n", argv[i+1]);
i++;
run_number = atoi(argv[i]); /* Convert string to int. */
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} else {
/* Print usage statement and exit (see below). */
}
} else {
/* Process non-optional arguments here. */
}
}
const float desired_error = (const float) 0.02;
const unsigned int max_epochs = 2000;
const unsigned int epochs_between_reports = 500;
struct fann *ann = fann_create_standard(num_layers, num_input,num_neurons_hidden, num_output);
fann_set_activation_function_hidden(ann, FANN_SIGMOID_SYMMETRIC);
fann_set_activation_function_output(ann, FANN_SIGMOID_SYMMETRIC);
sprintf (fn, "fann-training-set-expressive-only-%d.data", run_number);
printf ("Input filename is %s\n", fn);
fann_train_on_file(ann, fn, max_epochs, epochs_between_reports, desired_error);
sprintf (fn, "fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-%d.net", run_number);
fann_save(ann, fn);
fann_destroy(ann);
printf ("Done with creating and training ANN. Network is saved in %s\n", fn);
return 0;
}

Appendix 1-8-H – Ann evaluation (test-ann-generate-results.pl)
#!/usr/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
use AI::FANN qw(:all);
use DBI;
use SentimentClassification;
use Data::Dumper;
my $dataset_number = 0;
my $threshold = .5;
my $SUBDIR = undef;
my $nextid = 70;

# set this to the dataset you want to use, 0-3

# set this to the next available key ID

my @subdirs = ('0.02-2000-expressive-only', '0.02-5000-expressive-only', '0.02-5000-five-full', '0.01-5000-five-full');
my @descriptions = ('Expressive Only, 0.02, 2000', 'Expressive Only, 0.02, 5000','Full Five Outputs, 0.02, 5000', 'Full Five Outputs,
0.01, 5000');
my %ANN_02_2000_Network_files = (
'0' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-0.net',
'1' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-1.net',
'2' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-2.net',
'3' => 'fann-0.02-10000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-3.net',
'4' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-4.net',
'5' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-5.net',
'6' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-6.net',
'7' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-7.net',
'8' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-8.net',
'9' => 'fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-9.net'
);
my %ANN_02_5000_Network_files = (
'0' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-0.net',
'1' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-1.net',
'2' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-2.net',
'3' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-3.net',
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'4' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-4.net',
'5' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-5.net',
'6' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-6.net',
'7' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-7.net',
'8' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-8.net',
'9' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-9.net'
);
my %ANN_02_5000_Full_Five_Network_files = (
'0' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-0.net',
'1' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-1.net',
'2' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-2.net',
'3' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-3.net',
'4' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-4.net',
'5' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-5.net',
'6' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-6.net',
'7' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-7.net',
'8' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-8.net',
'9' => 'fann-0.02-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-9.net'
);
my %ANN_01_5000_Full_Five_Network_files = (
'0' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-0.net',
'1' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-1.net',
'2' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-2.net',
'3' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-3.net',
'4' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-4.net',
'5' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-5.net',
'6' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-6.net',
'7' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-7.net',
'8' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-8.net',
'9' => 'fann-0.01-5000-fast-five-full-training-set-9.net'
);
my @filesets = (\%ANN_02_2000_Network_files, \%ANN_02_5000_Network_files, \%ANN_02_5000_Full_Five_Network_files,
\%ANN_01_5000_Full_Five_Network_files);
my @thresholds = ('0.02', '0.02', '0.02', '0.01');
my @max_training_count = ('2000','5000','5000', '5000');
my %ANN_Network_files = %{$filesets[$dataset_number]};
$SUBDIR = $subdirs[$dataset_number];
my $training_threshold = $thresholds[$dataset_number];
my $max_train = $max_training_count[$dataset_number];
&main;
sub main {
my $do_total_averages = 0;
my $do_them_all = 0;
my $run = undef;
my $do_five_set = 0;
my $test_code = undef;
my $do_all_five = 0;
my $run_dissertation_table = 0;
my @dissertation_table = ();
my $summarize_dissertation_numbers = 0;
foreach (@ARGV) {
$run = $1 if (m/^\--run\=(\d)$/);
$do_total_averages = 1 if (m/^\-\-averages$/);
$do_them_all = 1 if (m/^\-\-doemall$/);
$do_five_set = 1 if (m/^\-\-dofive$/);
$test_code = $1 if (m/^\-\-code\=(\w\w\w)$/);
$do_all_five = 1 if (m/^\-\-allfive$/);
$summarize_dissertation_numbers = 1 if (m/^\-\-summarizedissertation/);
if (m/^--dissertation=([a-z0-9\_]+)$/) {
$run_dissertation_table = 1;
push @dissertation_table, $1;
}
}
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my $dbh = DBI->connect ($DSN, $USER, $PASS, {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to
db.";
print "Connected to database OK (thresh=$training_threshold, max_train = $max_train).\n";
if ($do_total_averages == 1) {
&do_totals ($dbh);
} elsif ($do_them_all == 1) {
for my $run_no (0..9) {
print "\tDo Em All - Run $run_no\n";
&run_model ($dbh, $run_no);
}
} elsif ($do_five_set == 1) {
die "Must set code with --code=[sta|que|mis|com|sug]" unless (defined($test_code));
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, $test_code);
} elsif ($do_all_five == 1) {
for my $rcode (0..9) {
$run = $rcode;
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, 'sta');
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, 'que');
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, 'sug');
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, 'com');
&run_full_five_model ($dbh, $run, 'mis');
}
} elsif (($run_dissertation_table == 1) and ($summarize_dissertation_numbers == 0)) {
foreach my $tab (@dissertation_table) {
&run_real_tweet_dataset ($dbh, $tab);
}
} elsif (($run_dissertation_table == 1) and ($summarize_dissertation_numbers == 1)) {
foreach my $tab (@dissertation_table) {
&process_summarize_dissertation_numbers ($dbh, $tab);
}
} else {
die "Run not defined with --run=N" unless (defined($run)); # the run number must be passed in
&run_model ($dbh, $run);
}
$dbh->disconnect;
print "End.\n";
return 0;
}
# this looks at the 20 sets of numbers (two sets of 10) and computes the average of the two sets of ten,
# stores that in the "voted_model_N_result" field, also averages all 20 and stores that in the voted_model_result
# finally, based on the voted_model_result, decides if the value is above the threshold amount - if yes, the row
# is marked "Y" else it is marked "N"
sub process_summarize_dissertation_numbers {
my ($dbh, $table_name) = @_;
print "Summarizing dissertation numbers for table $table_name\n";
my ($sth, $row);
my @overall_results = ();
die "Invalid dataset number, not zero or one." if ($dataset_number > 1);
my @now = localtime(time);
$now[5]+=1900;
$now[4]++;
print "\t\tUsing table ($table_name). Started at $now[2]:$now[1]:$now[0] on $now[3]/$now[4]/$now[5]\n";
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM $table_name ORDER BY ID";
die "Failed to prepare" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute" unless ($sth->execute);
my $selected_count = 0;
# total number of identified sentiment bearing tweets
my $count = 0;
$sql = "UPDATE $table_name set VOTED_MODEL_0_RESULT=?, VOTED_MODEL_1_RESULT=?,
VOTED_MODEL_RESULT=?, VOTED_RESULT=? where ID=?";
die "Failed to prepare $DBI::errstr" unless my $update_sth = $dbh->prepare($sql);
while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my @result = (undef,undef);
my @sum = (0,0);
my $twenty_sum = 0;
foreach my $model_set (0,1) {
for (my $run = 1; $run < 11; $run++) {
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my $field_name = 'MODEL_' . $model_set . '_' . sprintf("%02.2d", $run) . '_RESULT';
#print "Trying for field $field_name ($row->{$field_name})\n";
#die "Check";
$sum[$model_set] += $row->{$field_name};
$twenty_sum += $row->{$field_name};
}
$result[$model_set] = $sum[$model_set] / 10;
}
# Determine the voted_result as Y/N if it is above the threshold
my $voted_result = $twenty_sum / 20;
my $text_result = 'N';
$text_result = 'Y' if ($voted_result >= 0.5);
die "Failed to update $DBI::errstr" unless ($update_sth->execute($result[0], $result[1], $voted_result,
$text_result, $row->{ID}));
# update the database
$count++;
}
@now = localtime(time);
$now[5]+=1900;
$now[4]++;
print "\t\tDone with table ($table_name). Total tweets processed: $count\nDone at $now[2]:$now[1]:$now[0] on
$now[3]/$now[4]/$now[5]\n";
#die "Halt for checking";
return undef;
}
# this loads a tweet database and computes (and stores) the model results
sub run_real_tweet_dataset {
my ($dbh, $table_name) = @_;
my ($sth, $row);
my $start = 0;
#$start = 4 if ($table_name eq 'equity_tweets_2016_01_21');
my @overall_results = ();
die "Invalid dataset number, not zero or one." if ($dataset_number > 1);
for (my $run = $start; $run < 10; $run++) {
my @now = localtime(time);
$now[5]+=1900;
$now[4]++;
print "\t\tInitializing using network file: $SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}\n";
print "\t\tRun number is $run, using table ($table_name). Started at $now[2]:$now[1]:$now[0] on
$now[3]/$now[4]/$now[5]\n";
my $ann = AI::FANN->new_from_file ("$SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}");
print "\t\tCreated ANN okay.\n";
my $analysis = SentimentClassification->new ($dbh);
$analysis->initialize;
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM $table_name ORDER BY ID";
die "Failed to prepare" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute" unless ($sth->execute);
my $selected_count = 0;
# total number of identified sentiment bearing tweets
my $count = 0;
$sql = "UPDATE $table_name set MODEL_$dataset_number" . '_' . sprintf("%02.2d", $run+1) . "_RESULT=?
where ID=?";
die "Failed to prepare $DBI::errstr" unless my $update_sth = $dbh->prepare($sql);
while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my $inputs = $analysis->build_inputs ($row->{TWEET});
#print "Inputs: " . join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
my $out = $ann->run($inputs);
my @outs = @{$out};
my $result = $outs[0];
# update the database
die "Failed to update $DBI::errstr" unless ($update_sth->execute($result, $row->{ID}));
$count++;
#
print "Dump: " . Dumper($out) . "\n";
#
print "Results: @$out\n";
#
die "Halt for testing" if ($count > 10);
}
@now = localtime(time);
$now[5]+=1900;
$now[4]++;
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print "\t\tDone with model run ($run). Total tweets processed: $count Done at Started at
$now[2]:$now[1]:$now[0] on $now[3]/$now[4]/$now[5]\n";
#die "Halt for checking";
}
print "Done processing tweets for table $table_name\n";
#die "Halt to adjust starting index!";
return undef;
}
sub do_totals {
my $dbh = shift;
my $analysis = SentimentClassification->new ($dbh);
$analysis->initialize;
my $acts_hash = $analysis->get_speech_acts_hash;
# get the acts hash - this has the index answers
my ($sth, $row);
for my $model_set (0,1) {
print "Working on set: BINARY - $model_set\n\n";
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_results where (Parameter_Set='$model_set') and (Score_F1 is not
NULL) order by Testing_Subset";
$sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die "Failed to prepare.";
$sth->execute or die "Failed to execute";
my $count = 0;
my $precision = 0;
my $recall = 0;
my $F1 = 0;
while (my $row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
print "\t\tRow Data: $row->{TESTING_SUBSET}\t$row->{SCORE_PRECISION}\t$row>{SCORE_RECALL}\t$row->{SCORE_F1}\n";
$precision += $row->{SCORE_PRECISION};
$recall += $row->{SCORE_RECALL};
$F1 += $row->{SCORE_F1};
$count++;
}
$sth->finish;
# print the results
print "\tResults: Model Set $model_set, Threshold = $thresholds[$model_set], Max Training =
$max_training_count[$model_set]\n";
print "\tAverage Precision:\t" . ($precision / $count) . "\t\t ($precision / $count)\n";
print "\tAverage Recall:\t\t" . ($recall / $count) . "\t\t ($recall / $count)\n";
print "\tAverage F1:\t\t" . ($F1 / $count) . "\t\t ($F1 / $count)\n";
}
# now, the full fives
for my $model_set (2,3) {
foreach my $act ('sug','mis','que','com', 'sta') {
print "\nWorking on set: QUINTENARY $model_set, type = $acts_hash->{$act}->{name}\n";
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_results where (Parameter_Set='$model_set') and (Score_F1
is not NULL) and (Speech_Act_Testing_For='$act') order by Testing_Subset";
$sth = $dbh->prepare($sql) or die "Failed to prepare.";
$sth->execute or die "Failed to execute";
my $count = 0;
my $precision = 0;
my $recall = 0;
my $F1 = 0;
while (my $row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
print "\t\tRow Data: $row->{TESTING_SUBSET}\t$row>{SCORE_PRECISION}\t$row->{SCORE_RECALL}\t$row->{SCORE_F1}\n";
$precision += $row->{SCORE_PRECISION};
$recall += $row->{SCORE_RECALL};
$F1 += $row->{SCORE_F1};
$count++;
}
$sth->finish;
# print the results
print "\tResults: Model Set $model_set, $act Threshold = $thresholds[$model_set], Max Training =
$max_training_count[$model_set]\n";
print "\tAverage Precision:\t" . ($precision / $count) . "\t\t ($precision / $count)\n";
print "\tAverage Recall:\t\t" . ($recall / $count) . "\t\t ($recall / $count)\n";
print "\tAverage F1:\t\t" . ($F1 / $count) . "\t\t ($F1 / $count)\n\n";
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}
}
return 0;
}
# this runs the binary models but not the five output models
sub run_model {
my ($dbh, $run) = @_;
my ($sth, $row);
#my $ann = AI::FANN->new_from_file ("fann-0.02-2000-fast-expressive-only-training-set-$run.net");
print "\t\tInitializing using network file: $SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}\n";
print "\t\tRun number is $run\n";
my $ann = AI::FANN->new_from_file ("$SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}");
print "\t\tCreated ANN okay.\n";
my $analysis = SentimentClassification->new ($dbh);
$analysis->initialize;
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_tweets where TENFOLD_VALIDATION='$run' ORDER BY ID";
die "Failed to prepare" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute" unless ($sth->execute);
my $correct_count = 0;
my $wrong_count = 0;
my $real_relevant_elements_count = 0;
my $real_irrelevant_elements_count = 0;
my $correct_positives_count = 0;
my $selected_count = 0;
# total number of identified sentiment bearing tweets
my $count = 0;
while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my $inputs = $analysis->build_inputs ($row->{TWEET});
#print "Inputs: " . join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
my $out = $ann->run($inputs);
my @outs = @{$out};
my $result = $outs[0];
my $correct = 0;
if ($row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT} eq 'com') {
$real_relevant_elements_count++;
# increment the number of true positives
if ($result >= $threshold){
$correct_count++;
$correct_positives_count++;
} else {
$wrong_count++;
}
} else { # not a commissive (no emotion)
$real_irrelevant_elements_count++;
# increment the number of non-expressives
if ($result < $threshold) {
$correct_count++;
} else {
$wrong_count++;
}
}
$selected_count++ if ($result >= $threshold);
#print "$count: correct=$correct Got $outs[0], Expected $row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}, db_id=$row>{ID}\n" if ($outs[0] <= 0);
$count++;
#print "Dump: " . Dumper($out) . "\n";
#die "Halt for testing" if ($count++ > 10);
}
print "\t\tDone\n";
print "\t\tTotal tweets processed: $count\n";
print "\t\tTotal commissive tweets: $real_relevant_elements_count\n";
print "\t\tNon-Commmissive Tweets: $real_irrelevant_elements_count\n";
print "\t\tTotal Correct Positives Count: $correct_positives_count\n";
my $precision = $correct_positives_count / $selected_count;
print "\t\tPrecision Computation: $precision = $correct_positives_count / $selected_count \n";
my $recall = $correct_positives_count / $real_relevant_elements_count;
print "\t\tRecall Count: $recall = $correct_positives_count / $real_relevant_elements_count\n";
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print "\t\tCorrect count: $correct_count\nWrong count: $wrong_count\nTotal: " . ($correct_count + $wrong_count) . "\n";
print "\t\tPrecision: $precision\nRecall: $recall\n";
my $f_score = 2 * ( ($precision * $recall) / ($precision + $recall) );
print "\t\tF Score: $f_score\n";
# load it all in the database for saving later
$sql = "UPDATE MODEL_results set Threshold=?, Max_Training=?, Total_Tweets=?, Total_Expressive_Tweets=?,
Total_NonExpressive_Tweets=?, "
. "ANN_Total_Correct_positives_found=?, Wrong_Count=?, Correct_Count=?, ANN_Total_positives_identified=?, "
. " Score_Precision=?, Score_Recall=?, Score_F1=? "
. " where Testing_Subset='$run' and Max_Training='$max_train' and Threshold='$training_threshold' ";
print "Updating with $sql\n\n";
die "Failed to prepare database $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare ($sql));
$sth->execute($training_threshold, $max_train, $count, $real_relevant_elements_count,
$real_irrelevant_elements_count,$correct_positives_count,$wrong_count, $correct_count,$selected_count, $precision, $recall,
$f_score) or die "Failed to execute against database.\n$DBI::errstr\n";
}
# testing_code = 'com', 'mis', 'sug','que','sta' - one of the five categories - the one we are testing for...
sub run_full_five_model {
my ($dbh, $run, $testing_code) = @_;
my ($sth, $row);
print "\t\tInitializing using network file: $SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}\n";
print "\t\tRun number is $run\n";
my $ann = AI::FANN->new_from_file ("$SUBDIR/$ANN_Network_files{$run}");
print "\t\tCreated ANN okay.\n";
my $analysis = SentimentClassification->new ($dbh);
$analysis->initialize;
my $acts_hash = $analysis->get_speech_acts_hash;
# get the acts hash - this has the index answers
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_tweets where TENFOLD_VALIDATION='$run' ORDER BY ID";
die "Failed to prepare" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute" unless ($sth->execute);
my $correct_count = 0;
my $wrong_count = 0;
my $real_relevant_elements_count = 0;
my $real_irrelevant_elements_count = 0;
my $correct_positives_count = 0;
my $selected_count = 0;
my $count = 0;

# total number of identified sentiment bearing tweets

while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my $inputs = $analysis->build_inputs ($row->{TWEET});
#print "Inputs: " . join (', ', @{$inputs}) . "\n";
my $out = $ann->run($inputs);
my @outs = @{$out};
#print "Results: " . Dumper($out) . "\n=======\n";
for (my $i = 0; $i < 5; $i++) {
# normalize the sign
$outs[$i] *= -1 if ($outs[$i] < 0);
}
#print "Results2: " . join(",", @outs) . "\n";
my $test_val = 0;
my $index = undef;
for (my $i = 0; $i < 5; $i++) {
# find the largest
if ($test_val < $outs[$i]) {
$test_val = $outs[$i]; # save the value for following comparisons
$index = $i;
# and, save the index
}
}
#print "Max value is $test_val, at index position $index\n";
#print "Test against: $row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT} \n";
die "Error, there is no hash entry for \"$row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}\" !!!" unless
(exists($acts_hash->{$row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}}));
my $answer_hash = $acts_hash->{$row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT}};
my $correct_answer_index = $answer_hash->{index_code};
#print "Answer hash is $answer_hash->{name}, $correct_answer_index compare to $index\n";
#die "Halt for checking.";
#my $result = $outs[0];
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# set up $result to true or false (1 or 0) based on if the ANN got it right
my $result = 0;
$result = 1 if ($index == $correct_answer_index);
if ($row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT} eq $testing_code) {
$real_relevant_elements_count++;
# increment the number of true positives
if ($result >= $threshold){
$correct_count++;
$correct_positives_count++;
} else {
$wrong_count++;
}
} else { # not a commissive (no emotion)
$real_irrelevant_elements_count++;
# increment the number of non-expressives
if ($result < $threshold) {
$correct_count++;
} else {
$wrong_count++;
}
}
$selected_count++ if ($result >= $threshold);
#print "$count: correct=$correct Got $outs[0], Expected $row->{ZHANG_SPEECH_ACT},
db_id=$row->{ID}\n" if ($outs[0] <= 0);
$count++;
#print "Dump: " . Dumper($out) . "\n";
#die "Halt for testing" if ($count++ > 10);
}
print "\t\tDone\n";
print "\t\tTotal tweets processed: $count\n";
print "\t\tTotal $testing_code tweets: $real_relevant_elements_count\n";
print "\t\tNon-$testing_code Tweets: $real_irrelevant_elements_count\n";
print "\t\tTotal Correct Positives Count: $correct_positives_count\n";
my $precision = $correct_positives_count / $selected_count;
print "\t\tPrecision Computation: $precision = $correct_positives_count / $selected_count \n";
my $recall = $correct_positives_count / $real_relevant_elements_count;
print "\t\tRecall Count: $recall = $correct_positives_count / $real_relevant_elements_count\n";
print "\t\tCorrect count: $correct_count\nWrong count: $wrong_count\nTotal: " . ($correct_count + $wrong_count) . "\n";
print "\t\tPrecision: $precision\nRecall: $recall\n";
my $f_score = 2 * ( ($precision * $recall) / ($precision + $recall) );
print "\t\tF Score: $f_score\n";
# load it all in the database for saving later
$sql = "SELECT COUNT(*) as RESULTS from MODEL_results where Parameter_Set='$dataset_number' and
(Testing_Subset='$run') and (Speech_Act_Testing_For='$testing_code')";
die "Failed to prepare database $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare ($sql));
die "Failed to execute $DBI::errstr" unless ($sth->execute);
if ($sth->fetchrow_hashref->{RESULTS} > 0) {
die "No updating written yet.";
$sql = "UPDATE MODEL_results set Threshold=?, Max_Training=?, Total_Tweets=?,
Total_Expressive_Tweets=?, Total_NonExpressive_Tweets=?, "
. "ANN_Total_Correct_positives_found=?, Wrong_Count=?, Correct_Count=?,
ANN_Total_positives_identified=?, "
. " Score_Precision=?, Score_Recall=?, Score_F1=? "
. " where Testing_Subset='$run' and Max_Training='$max_train' and Threshold='$training_threshold' ";
print "Updating with $sql\n\n";
die "Failed to prepare database $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare ($sql));
$sth->execute($training_threshold, $max_train, $count, $real_relevant_elements_count,
$real_irrelevant_elements_count,$correct_positives_count,$wrong_count, $correct_count,$selected_count, $precision, $recall,
$f_score) or die "Failed to execute against database.\n$DBI::errstr\n";
} else {
$sql = "INSERT INTO MODEL_results (ID, Parameter_Set, Testing_Subset, Speech_Act_Testing_For,
Threshold, Max_Training, Total_Tweets, Total_Expressive_Tweets, Total_NonExpressive_Tweets, "
. "ANN_Total_Correct_positives_found, Wrong_Count, Correct_Count, ANN_Total_positives_identified, "
. " Score_Precision, Score_Recall, Score_F1) values ( "
. "?,?,?,?, ?,?,?,?, ?,?,?,?, ?,?,?,?"
. ")";
die "Failed to prepare database $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare ($sql));
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$sth->execute($nextid++, $dataset_number, $run, $testing_code, $training_threshold, $max_train, $count,
$real_relevant_elements_count, $real_irrelevant_elements_count,$correct_positives_count,$wrong_count,
$correct_count,$selected_count, $precision, $recall, $f_score) or die "Failed to execute against database.\n$DBI::errstr\n";
}
}

Appendix 1-8-I – Sentiment Score Program (compute-sentiment.pl)
#!/usr/bin/perl
# run this to get the sentiment of every tweet - this fills in the "sentiment" column on the raw tables for further analysis (step 2)
use warnings;
use strict;
use DBI;
use Time::Local;
use JSON::XS;
use Data::Dumper;
use IO::Socket::INET;
use lib '/home/thad/projects/Dissertation/tweet-capture';
use TLCtwitter;
my $info = TLCtwitter->new();
my $dbh = undef;
my $COUNT_LIMIT = 4000;
&main();
sub main {
print "Starting.\n";
$| = 1;
# flush after every write
die "Unable to connect to database" unless ($dbh = DBI->connect ($info->get('database_DSN'),$info>get('database_USER'),$info->get('database_PASS')));
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_14');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_15');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_19');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_21');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_22');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_25');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_26');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_27');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_28');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_01_29');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_02_01');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_02_02');
process_table ($dbh, 'equity_tweets_2016_02_03');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_04');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_05');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_08');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_09');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_10');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_11');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_12');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_16');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_17');
process_table ($dbh, 'finance_pros_tweets_2016_02_18');
process_table ($dbh, 'bitcoin_tweets_2016_09_18');
process_table ($dbh, 'ethereum_tweets_2016_09_20');
$dbh->disconnect;
print "Done.\n";
}
sub process_table {
my ($dbh, $table_name) = @_;
my ($sth, $sth_update);
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my $sql = "SELECT * FROM $table_name where sentiment is null order by ID";
die "Failed to get table info $DBI::errstr" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "Failed to execute ($DBI::errstr)" unless ($sth->execute);
$sql = "UPDATE $table_name set sentiment=? where ID=?";
die "Failed to get table info $DBI::errstr" unless ($sth_update = $dbh->prepare($sql));
my $count = 0;
my $total_tweets = 0;
my @tweet_data = ();
while (my $row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
$total_tweets++;
print "$table_name: Examining $row->{ID}, $row->{tweet}\n";
if ($count++ < $COUNT_LIMIT) {
my %tweet = ('text' => $row->{tweet}, 'id' => $row->{ID}, 'query' => 'Stock Symbols');
push @tweet_data, \%tweet;
} else {
request_sentiments ($sth_update, \@tweet_data);
$count = 0;
@tweet_data = ();
print "Computed $total_tweets tweets, pausing for 30 seconds.\n";
sleep (30);
}
}
if ($count > 0) {

# run out the end
request_sentiments ($sth_update, \@tweet_data);

}
$sth->finish;
return 1;
}
sub request_sentiments {
my $sth_update = shift;
my $tweet_data = shift;
#my %sent_data = (data => $tweet_data);
#my $utf8_encoded_json_text = encode_json \%sent_data;
my $utf8_encoded_json_text = encode_json {data => $tweet_data};
my $socket = new IO::Socket::INET (
PeerHost => 'www.sentiment140.com',
PeerPort => '80',
Proto => 'tcp'
) or die "ERROR in Socket Creation : $!\n";
print "TCP Connection Success.\n";
my $content_length = length $utf8_encoded_json_text;
print $socket "POST /api/bulkClassifyJson?appid=thad\@isurveil.com HTTP/1.1\n";
print $socket "User-Agent: curl/7.21.0 (i486-pc-linux-gnu) libcurl/7.21.0 OpenSSL/0.9.8o zlib/1.2.3.4 libidn/1.15
libssh2/1.2.6\n";
print $socket "Host: www.sentiment140.com\n";
print $socket "Accept: */*\n";
print $socket "Connection: close\n";
print $socket "Content-Length: $content_length\n";
print $socket "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded\n\n";
print $socket $utf8_encoded_json_text;
my $response = '';
$_ = <$socket>;
print "Result code: $_\n\n";
die "Did not find ok STATUS 200 ($_)" unless (m/^HTTP\/1\.1\s+200\s+OK/);
while (defined($_ = <$socket>)) {
$_ =~ s/\r//g;
$_ =~ s/\n//g;
if (m/^\{/) {
print "GOT: $_\n";
#print $ofile "R:$_\n";
&parse_response ($sth_update, $_);
} elsif (m/^(\d+)/) { # either a content length or header
print "Content length: $1\n";
} else {
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print "Unknown result: $_\n";
}
}
$socket->close();
print "Closed connection.\n";
}
sub parse_response {
my $sth_update = shift;
my $incoming = shift;
my $coder = JSON::XS->new->ascii->pretty->allow_nonref;
my $response = $coder->decode ($incoming);
my @returns = @{$response->{data}};
foreach my $temp (@returns) {
print "Results = $temp->{id} = $temp->{polarity} = $temp->{text}\n";
die "Failed to update $DBI::errstr ($temp->{id}, $temp->{polarity})" unless ($sth_update->execute($temp>{polarity}, $temp->{id}))
}
return 1;
}

Appendix 1-8-J – Sentiment Classification Library
(SentimentClassification.pm)
package SentimentClassification;
use strict;
use Exporter;
# These are predefined as being present and hold reserved slots in the array
# the code looks specifically for these symbols
our $PUNCTUATION_BANG_PRESENT = 0;
our $PUNCTUATION_BANG_1_OR_2_PRESENT = 1;
our $PUNCTUATION_BANG_3_OR_MORE_PRESENT = 2;
our $PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_PRESENT = 3;
our $PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_1_OR_2_PRESENT = 4;
our $PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_3_OR_MORE_PRESENT = 5;
# same, but these are twitter specific
our $TWITTER_HASH_INITIAL_CHARACTER = 6;
our $TWITTER_HASH_ZERO_TIMES = 7;
our $TWITTER_HASH_1_OR_2_TIMES = 8;
our $TWITTER_HASH_3_OR_MORE_TIMES = 9;
our $TWITTER_AT_INITIAL_CHARACTER = 10;
our $TWITTER_AT_ZERO_TIMES = 11;
our $TWITTER_AT_1_OR_2_TIMES = 12;
our $TWITTER_AT_3_OR_MORE_TIMES = 13;
our $TWITTER_RT_INITIAL_CHARACTER = 14;
our $TWITTER_RT_ZERO_TIMES = 15;
our $TWITTER_RT_1_OR_2_TIMES = 16;
our $TWITTER_RT_3_OR_MORE_TIMES = 17;
our $INITIAL_FIELDS_COUNT = 18;

# this is the number of reserved fields (above)

# this would be in a class
our %speech_act_stmt = (name => 'Statement', code => 'sta', outputs => '1,0,0,0,0', index_code => 0);
our %speech_act_quest= (name => 'Question', code => 'que', outputs => '0,1,0,0,0', index_code => 1);
our %speech_act_sgst = (name => 'Suggestion', code =>'sug', outputs => '0,0,1,0,0', index_code => 2);
our %speech_act_cmnt= (name => 'Comment', code => 'com', outputs => '0,0,0,1,0', index_code => 3);
our %speech_act_misc = (name => 'Miscellaneous', code => 'mis', outputs => '0,0,0,0,1', index_code => 4);
our %speech_acts = ('sta' => \%speech_act_stmt, 'que' => \%speech_act_quest, 'sug' => \%speech_act_sgst, 'com' =>
\%speech_act_cmnt, 'mis' => \%speech_act_misc);
sub new {
my $class = shift;
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my $self = {
dbh => shift,
verbose => 2,
indent => "\t",
inputs => undef,
cue_words => undef
};
bless $self, $class;
return $self;
}
sub initialize {
my $self = shift;
my $sth;
print "$self->{indent}Initializing.\n" if ($self->{verbose} > 1);
my @cue_words = ();
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM MODEL_Cue_Words";
die "Failed " unless ($sth = $self->{dbh}->prepare($sql));
$sth->execute or die "Failed to execute";
my $count = 0;
while (my $row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref) {
my %data = ('regexp' => $row->{AS_REGEXP}, 'ndx' => $row->{ANN_NODE_INDEX});
push @cue_words, \%data;
$count++;
}
$sth->finish;
$self->{cue_words} = \@cue_words;
$self->{inputs} = (scalar @cue_words) + $INITIAL_FIELDS_COUNT;
print "$self->{indent}Completed initializing, loaded $count cue words.\n" if ($self->{verbose} > 1);
return (1);
}
sub get_speech_acts_hash {
return (\%speech_acts);
}
sub get_neuron_count {
my $self = shift;
return ($self->{inputs});
}
# this prepares, then scans a passed in string, creating an input array
sub build_inputs {
my $self = shift;
my $input_text = shift;
my @input_set = (); # this is the output array (the inputs to the ANN)
# first, the easy part, slam in the cue words
foreach my $element (@{$self->{cue_words}}) {
$input_set[$element->{ndx}] = 0;
print "$self->{indent}Added $element->{regexp} to position $element->{ndx}. ($input_text)\n" if ($self>{verbose} > 2);
$input_set[$element->{ndx}] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/^$element->{regexp}\s+/);
# do the text now as
well - this gets lead words
$input_set[$element->{ndx}] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/\s+$element->{regexp}\s+/);
# do the text now as
well - this gets embedded words
$input_set[$element->{ndx}] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/\s+$element->{regexp}$/);
# do the text now as
well - this gets last words
#print "$self->{indent}Found a match for $element->{regexp} ($input_text). (element $element->{ndx})\n" if
($self->{verbose}>1 and $input_set[$element->{ndx}] == 1);
}
# scan for the twitter specific and characters
for (0..17) {
# initialize
$input_set[$_] = 0;
}
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_BANG_PRESENT] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/\!/);
my $count = 0;
for (my $i = 0; $i < length($input_text); $i++) {
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$count++ if (substr ($input_text, $i, 1) eq '!');
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_BANG_1_OR_2_PRESENT] = 1 if ($count == 1 or $count == 2);
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_BANG_3_OR_MORE_PRESENT] = 1 if ($count > 2);
}
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_PRESENT] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/\?/);
$count = 0;
for (my $i = 0; $i < length($input_text); $i++) {
$count++ if (substr ($input_text, $i, 1) eq '?');
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_1_OR_2_PRESENT] = 1 if ($count == 1 or $count == 2);
$input_set[$PUNCTUATION_QUESTION_MARK_3_OR_MORE_PRESENT] = 1 if ($count > 2);
}
# now for twitter specific
$input_set[$TWITTER_HASH_INITIAL_CHARACTER] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/^\#/);
$count = 0;
for (my $i = 0; $i < length($input_text); $i++) {
$count++ if (substr ($input_text, $i, 1) eq '#');
}
$input_set[$TWITTER_HASH_ZERO_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 0);
$input_set[$TWITTER_HASH_1_OR_2_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 1 or $count == 2);
$input_set[$TWITTER_HASH_3_OR_MORE_TIMES] = 1 if ($count > 2);
$input_set[$TWITTER_AT_INITIAL_CHARACTER] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/^\@/);
$count = 0;
for (my $i = 0; $i < length($input_text); $i++) {
$count++ if (substr ($input_text, $i, 1) eq '@');
}
$input_set[$TWITTER_AT_ZERO_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 0);
$input_set[$TWITTER_AT_1_OR_2_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 1 or $count == 2);
$input_set[$TWITTER_AT_3_OR_MORE_TIMES] = 1 if ($count > 2);
$input_set[$TWITTER_AT_INITIAL_CHARACTER] = 1 if ($input_text =~ m/^RT/);
$count = 0;
for (my $i = 0; $i < length($input_text); $i++) {
$count++ if (substr ($input_text, $i, 2) eq 'RT');
}
$input_set[$TWITTER_RT_ZERO_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 0);
$input_set[$TWITTER_RT_1_OR_2_TIMES] = 1 if ($count == 1 or $count == 2);
$input_set[$TWITTER_RT_3_OR_MORE_TIMES] = 1 if ($count > 2);
return (\@input_set);
}
1;
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Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-14
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
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The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
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General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
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The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
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Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
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Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
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Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
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Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-15
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
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The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
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General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

181

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)

182
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

183

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
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Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
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Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

190

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
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Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

193

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)

194
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-19
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

197
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

201
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
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Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

206

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

207
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

208

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

209

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

210
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
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NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

217

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

218

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

221

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
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Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-21
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

223

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

224

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
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Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)
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The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
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Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)
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Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)
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3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
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NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

241

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

248

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
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Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-22
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
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Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

254

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

255
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
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Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

259

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

260

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

261
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

262

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

263

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

264
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

265

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

266

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
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NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

268

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

269

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

270

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)

271
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

272

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

273

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)

274
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

275

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-25
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

276

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

277
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

278

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

279

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)

280
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

281

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

282

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)

283
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

284

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

285

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)

286
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

287

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

288

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)

289
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

290

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

291

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)

292
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

293

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

294

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)

295
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

297

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)

298
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

300

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)

301
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

302

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-26
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

303

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

305

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

307

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

308
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

309

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

310

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)

311
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

312

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

313

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

314
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

315

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

316

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

317
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

318

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

319

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)

320
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

321

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

322

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

323
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

324

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

325

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)

326
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

327

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

328

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)

329
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-27
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

330

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

331

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)

332
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

333

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

334

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

335
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

336

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

337

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)

338
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

339

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

340

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

341
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

342

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

343

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

344
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

345

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

346

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)

347
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

348

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

349

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

350
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

351

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

352

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)

353
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

354

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

355

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)

356
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-28
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

357

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

358

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)

359
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

360

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

361

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

362
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

364

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)

365
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

366

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

367

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

368
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

369

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

370

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

371
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

372

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

373

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)

374
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

375

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

376

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

377
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

378

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

379

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)

380
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

381

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

382

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)

383
Case 1 - Plots for 2016-01-29
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

384

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

385

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)

386
Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

387

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

388

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)

389
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

391

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)

392
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

393

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

394

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)

395
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

396

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

397

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)

398
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

399

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

400

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)

401
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

402

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

403

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

404
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

405

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

406

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)

407
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)
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Case 1 - Plots for 2016-02-01
Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Apple Inc. (AAPL)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Amazon.com, Inc.
(AMZN)
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Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Chevron Corporation (CVX)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Chevron
Corporation (CVX)
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DD)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (DD)
The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Walt Disney Company (DIS)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Walt Disney
Company (DIS)
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The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Dow Chemical Company (DOW)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Dow Chemical
Company (DOW)
Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Duke Energy
Corporation (DUK)
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General Electric Company (GE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, General Electric Company (GE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, General Electric Company (GE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, General Electric
Company (GE)
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Johnson & Johnson
(JNJ)
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The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Coca-Cola Company (KO)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Coca-Cola
Company (KO)
3M Company (MMM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, 3M Company (MMM)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, 3M Company (MMM)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, 3M Company
(MMM)
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Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Microsoft
Corporation (MSFT)
NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NextEra Energy, Inc. (NEE)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, NextEra Energy,
Inc. (NEE)
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Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Pfizer Inc. (PFE)
The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, The Procter & Gamble Company (PG)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, The Procter &
Gamble Company (PG)
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Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ)
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Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Verizon
Communications Inc. (VZ)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Wells Fargo & Company (WFC)

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Wells Fargo &
Company (WFC)
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Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Plot of R2 Lagged from 0-120 minutes, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM)

436

Time Series plot of Equity Price and Sentiment over the trading day, Exxon Mobil
Corporation (XOM)

437

Appendix 3 – Case Study 2

Appendix 3-1 – Top Finance Tweeters

Source

Tweeter

Twitter ID Code

BusinessInsider

abnormalreturns

15485461

BusinessInsider

agwarner

5768632

BusinessInsider

alaidi

18571616

BusinessInsider

allstarcharts

97334517

BusinessInsider

AswathDamodaran

33216611

BusinessInsider

auaurelija

566637308

BusinessInsider

awealthofcs

97530284

BusinessInsider

BarbarianCap

34939208

BusinessInsider

barnejek

244602804

BusinessInsider

benbernanke

51205137

BusinessInsider

bespokeinvest

28571999

BusinessInsider

BLS_gov

612896910

BusinessInsider

boes_

42570063

BusinessInsider

BondVigilantes

22026851

BusinessInsider

BrattleStCap

2147483647

BusinessInsider

brianmlucey

45114987

BusinessInsider

BruceBartlett

373689086

BusinessInsider

CapitalObserver

28402887

BusinessInsider

carlquintanilla

114782468

BusinessInsider

Carl_C_Icahn

1534167900

BusinessInsider

cbk_chi

244054116
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BusinessInsider

Cimmerian999

1209991820

BusinessInsider

conorsen

70778344

BusinessInsider

cullenroche

22088714

BusinessInsider

DanGreenhaus

245109227

BusinessInsider

davidpowell24

336102301

BusinessInsider

DavidSchawel

182642157

BusinessInsider

dianeswonk

202340457

BusinessInsider

dsquareddigest

211106542

BusinessInsider

dvolatility

16295834

BusinessInsider

D_Blanchflower

564673621

BusinessInsider

economistmeg

241709263

BusinessInsider

EddyElfenbein

41516710

BusinessInsider

elerianm

332617373

BusinessInsider

EnisTaner

1001813990

BusinessInsider

epicureandeal

176644153

BusinessInsider

ericjackson

818071

BusinessInsider

EU_Eurostat

300868924

BusinessInsider

firoozye

31137628

BusinessInsider

Fullcarry

20209445

BusinessInsider

fwred

36777600

BusinessInsider

gabrielsterne

421097800

BusinessInsider

george_chen

15774741

BusinessInsider

GoldmanSachs

253167239

BusinessInsider

groditi

21669980

BusinessInsider

gusbaratta

27869848

BusinessInsider

howardlindzon

7517052

BusinessInsider

hsilverb

31109080
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BusinessInsider

ianbremmer

60783724

BusinessInsider

IanShepherdson

330251596

BusinessInsider

InterestArb

632317734

BusinessInsider

IvanTheK

197869772

BusinessInsider

JanusCapital

16630600

BusinessInsider

jaredwoodard

16451485

BusinessInsider

jennablan

110302086

BusinessInsider

jessefelder

1473431

BusinessInsider

jfahmy

38053161

BusinessInsider

JimPethokoukis

16491569

BusinessInsider

JkrinskyMKM

2147483647

BusinessInsider

JMurray804

424124877

BusinessInsider

John_Hempton

15003446

BusinessInsider

jposhaughnessy

28369153

BusinessInsider

jsblokland

51689310

BusinessInsider

kiffmeister

21577327

BusinessInsider

kitjuckes

58754203

BusinessInsider

kmcpartland

47710180

BusinessInsider

LadyFOHF

1484632920

BusinessInsider

Lavorgnanomics

617381538

BusinessInsider

LongShortTrader

20636215

BusinessInsider

LorcanRK

23116875

BusinessInsider

macrocredit

1926698492

BusinessInsider

MarketPlunger

346257282

BusinessInsider

markiteconomics

338875694

BusinessInsider

mark_dow

286654612

BusinessInsider

matt_levine

14230772
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BusinessInsider

mbusigin

19111917

BusinessInsider

mebfaber

19997064

BusinessInsider

michaelbatnick

93529573

BusinessInsider

michaelkitces

16825716

BusinessInsider

mktoutperform

1413027896

BusinessInsider

modestproposal1

355866075

BusinessInsider

MorganStanley

426159377

BusinessInsider

muddywatersre

168679374

BusinessInsider

MxSba

361303331

BusinessInsider

M_McDonough

63202368

BusinessInsider

nanexllc

338330795

BusinessInsider

NicTrades

126717954

BusinessInsider

niubi

3512101

BusinessInsider

Noahpinion

281877818

BusinessInsider

pauldiggle

60568861

BusinessInsider

paul_vestact

22623542

BusinessInsider

pdacosta

65466158

BusinessInsider

PipCzar

33973843

BusinessInsider

pkedrosky

1717291

BusinessInsider

prchovanec

64657863

BusinessInsider

Ralph_Acampora

600378539

BusinessInsider

ReformedBroker

22522178

BusinessInsider

rencapman

397489668

BusinessInsider

researchpuzzler

19083264

BusinessInsider

retheauditors

14289197

BusinessInsider

Riccanomix

2147483647

BusinessInsider

RiskReversal

271211220
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BusinessInsider

ritholtz

49753604

BusinessInsider

RyanDetrick

21232827

BusinessInsider

sardonicax

361847288

BusinessInsider

ScottMinerd

183279521

BusinessInsider

SEK_bonds

25970551

BusinessInsider

SoberLook

423769635

BusinessInsider

spbaines

99727393

BusinessInsider

SriKGlobal

475066802

BusinessInsider

sspencer_smb

25827743

BusinessInsider

stlouisfed

71567590

BusinessInsider

StockCats

60113926

BusinessInsider

stt2318

72907355

BusinessInsider

TFMkts

400066174

BusinessInsider

TheArmoTrader

51963389

BusinessInsider

TheSkeptic

14616321

BusinessInsider

TheStalwart

14096763

BusinessInsider

TMTanalyst

40243607

BusinessInsider

toby_n

404163798

BusinessInsider

tomkeene

25709609

BusinessInsider

TomOrlik

284381441

BusinessInsider

TradeDesk_Steve

316485110

BusinessInsider

ukarlewitz

37284991

BusinessInsider

valuewalk

108021761

BusinessInsider

WallStCynic

1961333743

BusinessInsider

WilliamsonChris

26512594

BusinessInsider

wu_tang_finance

553713584

BusinessInsider

zerohedge

18856867
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Investopedia.com

benzinga

44060322

Investopedia.com

bespokeinvest

28571999

Investopedia.com

breakoutstocks

15897179

Investopedia.com

cnbc

20402945

Investopedia.com

IBDinvestors

21328656

Investopedia.com

nytimesbusiness

1754641

Investopedia.com

stephanie_link

455309376

Investopedia.com

stocktwits

14886375

Investopedia.com

WSJDealJournal

1357098067

Investopedia.com

WSJMarkets

28164923

USNews.com

alphaconsumer

17160623

USNews.com

AverageJoeMoney

277122006

USNews.com

behaviorgap

16785424

USNews.com

blonde_finance

1537428901

USNews.com

brokeandbeau

2147483647

USNews.com

BudgetsAreSexy

15101387

USNews.com

CateyHill

18839731

USNews.com

CHLebedinsky

24770229

USNews.com

ClarkHoward

18002528

USNews.com

CollegeInvestin

176698373

USNews.com

DaniDougPost

182471278

USNews.com

davegrant82

316630524

USNews.com

DaveRamsey

8559342

USNews.com

DeaconHayes

16230565

USNews.com

DLFreedman

61653212

USNews.com

FARNOOSH

14467969

USNews.com

GetRichSlowly

71027475
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USNews.com

GoGirlFinance

49733573

USNews.com

JeanChatzky

18452614

USNews.com

jjeffrose

16755855

USNews.com

Jonnelle

17816699

USNews.com

KaliHawlk

1640511044

USNews.com

Lizweston

13073622

USNews.com

mandiwoodruff

15073513

USNews.com

marybstorj

387373496

USNews.com

MoneyCrashers

66036908

USNews.com

MoneyMattersMan

1047043561

USNews.com

moorehn

17698956

USNews.com

rcarrick

30041336

USNews.com

sophiabera

365022169

USNews.com

SuzeOrmanShow

26551204

USNews.com

TheBillfold

390276927

USNews.com

TheHeavyPurse

824080602

USNews.com

TimMaurer

94625872

USNews.com

TwoCentsLH

2147483647

USNews.com

WiseBread

14924128

USNews.com

YoungFinances

2147483647

Appendix 3-2 – Case 2 Thought Leader Processing Program
#!/usr/bin/perl
# this processes case study 2 - the following of financial gurus...
use strict;
use warnings;
use
use
use
use

DBI;
Time::Local;
JSON::XS;
Data::Dumper;
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use Net::Twitter;
use Scalar::Util 'blessed';
use TLCtwitter;
my $SOURCES_INVESTOPEDIA = 'Investopedia.com';
my $SOURCES_USNEWS = 'USNews.com';
my $SOURCES_BUSINESS_INSIDER = 'BusinessInsider';
my $info = TLCtwitter->new();
my $dbh = DBI->connect ($info->get('database_DSN'), $info->get('database_USER'), $info>get('database_PASS'), {'FetchHashKeyName' => 'NAME_uc'}) or die "Failed to connect to
db.";
&main();
sub main {
my $cmd = $ARGV[0];
print "Command is $cmd\n";
&insert_manual_file('www.investopedia.com',$SOURCES_INVESTOPEDIA) if ($cmd eq
'insert_investopedia');
&insert_manual_file('money.usnews.com',$SOURCES_USNEWS) if ($cmd eq 'insert_usnews');
&scan_investopedia() if ($cmd eq 'scan_investopedia');
&request_twitter_ids() if ($cmd eq 'update_database');
&process_business_insider() if ($cmd eq 'bi');
print "Done\n";
}
sub db_insert {
my $n = shift;
if (length($n) > 40) {
$n = substr($n, 0, 38);
}
my $sql = "INSERT INTO top_finance_tweeters (screen_name, source) values
('$n','$SOURCES_BUSINESS_INSIDER')";
$dbh->do ($sql) or die "Failed to insert $DBI::errstr";
}
# scan and insert from the business insider html
sub process_business_insider {
open (INF, "www.businessinsider.com-117-finance-people-to-follow-on-twitter-201409.html") or die "Failed to open input";
my @text = ();
while (<INF>) {
push @text, $_;
}
close INF;
my $c = 1;
my $b = 0;
foreach (@text) {
if ((m/curSlideObj\.name/)) {
if (m/\<a\shref\=\\\"https\:\\\/\\\/twitter\.com\\\/[a-zA-Z0-9\_\\?]+\\\"\s+target\=\\\"\_blank\\\"\>\@([a-zA-Z0-9\-\_]+)\<\\\/a\>/) {
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got: $1\n";
&db_insert ($1);
} elsif (m/\<a\shref\=\\\"https\:\\\/\\\/twitter\.com\\\/[a-zA-Z0-9\_\\?]+\\\"\s*\>\@([a-zA-Z0-9\-\_]+)\<\\\/a\>/) {
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got: $1\n";
&db_insert ($1);
} elsif (m/\<span\>Twitter\,\s+\@([a-zA-Z0-9]+)\<\\\/span\>/) {
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got: $1\n";
&db_insert ($1);
} elsif (m/\<span\sclass\=\\\"screen\-name\\\"\>\@(brianmlucey)<\\\/span\>/)
{
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got: $1\n";
&db_insert ($1);
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} elsif (m/Handle\:(.+)\/a\>/) {
my $temp = $1;
if ($temp =~ m/\@(.+)\<\\/) {
if ($1 =~ m/\<span\sclass\=.+\>([A-Za-z0-9]+)\<\\\/span\>/) {
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got (b): $1 from: \n";
&db_insert ($1);
} else {
print sprintf ("%03.3d", $c++) . " Got (c): $1 from: \n";
&db_insert ($1);
}
} else {
print "Can't find info for: $_\n";
$b++;
}
} else {
print "Can't find info for: $_\n";
$b++;
}
}
}
print "Bad = $b\n";
}
# this reads the hand generated list of www.investopedia.com and inserts the records
sub insert_manual_file {
my $input_filename = shift;
my $source = shift;
open (INF, $input_filename) or die "Failed to open input file $input_filename";
while (<INF>) {
chomp $_;
print "Processing $_\n";
if (m/^handle\:\s\@(.+)$/) {
print "Found $1\n";
my $sql = "INSERT INTO top_finance_tweeters (screen_name, source) values
('$1','$source')";
$dbh->do ($sql) or die "Failed to insert $DBI::errstr";
}
}
close INF;
}
# this reads the curl file and scans it for ids to match the database
sub scan_investopedia {
open (INF, "www.investopedia.com.results") or die "Failed to open input";
my $text = '';
while (<INF>) {
$text .= $_;
}
close INF;
my $json_data = decode_json $text;
#if (exists($json_data->{id_str})) {
#print "ID: $json_data->{id}\t$json_data->{text}\t$json_data>{coordinates}\t$json_data->{place}\n";
#print $ofile "ID: $json_data->{id}\t$json_data->{text}\t$json_data>{coordinates}\t$json_data->{place}\n";
#}
foreach my $tweeters (@{$json_data}) {
#print Dumper ($tweeters);
print "Screen name: $tweeters->{screen_name} \t\tID: $tweeters->{id}\n";
my $sql = "UPDATE top_finance_tweeters set twitter_id='$tweeters->{id}' where
screen_name like '$tweeters->{screen_name}'";
$dbh->do ($sql) or die "Failed to update $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n";
#die "Stopped";
}
#print Dumper ($json_data);
print "Done.\n";
}
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sub request_twitter_ids {
my ($row, $sth);
#build a list of names
open (OUTF, ">auto.txt") or die ("Failed to open output file");
my $sql = "SELECT * FROM top_finance_tweeters where twitter_id is NULL order by id";
die "Failed to select $DBI::errstr" unless ($sth = $dbh->prepare($sql));
die "no prepare $DBI::errstr" unless ($sth->execute);
my $cnt = 0;
my @names = ();
while ($row = $sth->fetchrow_hashref ) {
#print "Pushing '" . $row->{SCREEN_NAME}. "'\n";
#print Dumper ($row);
push @names, $row->{SCREEN_NAME};
}
while (scalar @names > 90) {
pop @names;
}
print "Final list of names: " . join(',',@names);
my $nt = Net::Twitter->new(
traits
=> [qw/API::RESTv1_1/],
consumer_key
=> $info->get('consumer_key'),
consumer_secret
=> $info->get('consumer_secret'),
access_token
=> $info->get('token'),
access_token_secret => $info->get('token_secret'),
);
my $users_array = $nt->lookup_users({ screen_name => join(',',@names) });
foreach my $tweeters (@{$users_array}) {
#print Dumper ($tweeters);
print "Screen name: $tweeters->{screen_name} \t\tID: $tweeters->{id}\n";
my $sql = "UPDATE top_finance_tweeters set twitter_id='$tweeters->{id}' where
screen_name like '$tweeters->{screen_name}'";
$dbh->do ($sql) or die "Failed to update $DBI::errstr\n\n$sql\n";
#die "Stopped";
}
#print Dumper ($json_data);
print "Done.\n";
#print OUTF Dumper ($users_array);
#print Dumper ($users_array);
}

Appendix 3-3 – Results Plots

Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-04
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NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

448

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

449

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-05
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NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-08
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-09
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

470

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-10
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-11
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

482

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-12
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)
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S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

487

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

488

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 1 - Plots for 2016-02-16
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

492
S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

493

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

494

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-17
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

496

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

498
S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Case 2 - Plots for 2016-02-18
NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, NASDAQ Composite Price Index ($COMPX)
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, Dow Jones Industrial Average ($DJI)

504
S&P 500 ($SPX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only

Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
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Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, S&P 500 ($SPX.X)
AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Plot of Lagged R2 and N values for Entire Dataset and Expressive Tweets Only
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Time Series Plot of Sentiment and Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)

Scatter Plot of Sentiment vs Equity Price, AMEX Composite Index ($XAX.X)
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The 129 finance people you have to follow
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on Twitter
LINETTE LOPEZ AND LUCINDA SHEN
OCT. 14, 2015, 2:00 PM

Twitter has evolved into a platform
for serious finance gurus.
Beyond the jabberings of the smalltime
players, these analysts, hedge
funders, and big players have the
power to sway markets in 140
characters, and they often take to
Twitter to give their two cents. And
it's smart stuff.
We asked Wall Street analysts and
Business Insider journalists to give
us their must-follow tweeters to
make this updated version of last
year's list. These Tweeters have
proved themselves to be mustfollows
with a mix of sharp analysis,
killer humor, serious personality,
and breakthrough insight.
This is an updated version of last year's list, which you can find here.
YouTube/CNN
Twitter.com/BondVigilantes

Kit Juckes
Handle: @kitjuckes
Occupation: Head of FX Strategy at Societe Generale,
based in London.
Why: He's one of the highest-level strategists at SocGen,
but he's casual on Twitter. He engages other finance folks
and keeps the conversation going.

Bond Vigilantes
Handle: @BondVigilantes
Occupation: M&G's retail bond team.
Why: Their tweets are incredibly detailed and provide
analysis of the European bond market.
CNBC
Twitter.com/TFMkts

Joe Lavorgna
Handle: @Lavorgnanomics
Occupation: Managing Director and Chief US Economist at
Deutsche Bank.
Why: He tweets instant reactions to all of the high-frequency
economic data. He also tweets out Deutsche Bank research.
Very handy.

Peter Tchir
Handle: @TFMkts
Occupation: Founder of TF Market Advisors.
Why: He follows the bond market like a hawk.
via Bloomberg TV

John Hempton
Handle: @John_Hempton
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Occupation: Hedge fund manager for Bronte Capital.
Why: He has great insight into which businesses work,
which don't, and how the market and its actors will get it
wrong.

Paul Kedrosky
Handle: @pkedrosky
Occupation: Venture capitalist, entrepreneur, Bloomberg
contributor.
Why: Besides being a smart investor, this guy has a great
eye for stories that will make you laugh.
REUTERS/Lucas Jackson
REUTERS/ Chip East

Goldman Sachs
Handle: @GoldmanSachs
Occupation: Bank.
Why: The investment banking giant has finally opened up
to the Twittersphere and they're really good at it. They've
tweeted out great pictures, including Lloyd Blankfein in
dad jeans, and they've taken some funny swipes at news
publications.

Carl Icahn
Twitter: @Carl_C_Icahn
Occupation: Billionaire investor and chairman of Icahn
Enterprises.
Why: He made Apple's market cap increase by $17 billion
with two tweets.
YouTube/Motley Fool
Screenshot via Bloomberg TV

Eddy Elfenbein
Handle: @EddyElfenbein
Occupation: Blogger/investor.
Why: Elfenbein has smart, simple, direct commentary on
stocks.

Barry Ritholtz
Handle: @ritholtz
Occupation: Author, columnist, stock analyst, and
frequent Bloomberg guest.
Why: Witty, sardonic commentary on markets and the
financial industry.
Twitter.com
Twitter.com/DavidSchawel

TMTanalyst
Handle: @TMTanalyst
Occupation: Tech/Media/Telecom hedge fund analyst.
Why: As you'd expect, he tweets all things TMT.

David Schawel
Handle: @DavidSchawel
Occupation: Fixed income portfolio manager.
Why: Schawel is one of the few CFA charterholders on
Twitter. He offers sharp insights into interest rates,
inflation, and monetary policy.
Twitter, @davidpowell24
Twitter, @theskeptic
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David Powell
Handle: @davidjpowell24
Occupation: Euro-area economist at Bloomberg LP and
author of: A Trader's Guide to the Euro Area: Economic
Indicators, the ECB and the Euro Crisis.
Why: The Euro crisis isn't really over.

The Skeptic
Handle: @TheSkeptic21
Occupation: --Why: His tweets on Bill Ackman's infamous Herbalife
short were so good that the media raced to uncover his
identity.
Twitter.com/howardlindzon
via CNBC

Howard Lindzon
Handle: @howardlindzon
Occupation: Co-founder of StockTwits.
Why: He takes the pulse of what a lot of traders are
talking about.

Enis Taner
Handle: @EnisTaner
Occupation: RiskReversal.com editor.
Why: Great analysis on equities and macro situations —
though his tweets are protected.
Twitter.com/conorsen
via CNBC

Conor Sen
Handle: @conorsen
Occupation: Blogger, portfolio manager, self-proclaimed
"data junkie".
Why: Great stat guy — population stats, retail... you name
it.

J.C. Parets
Handle: @allstarcharts
Occupation: All Star Charts writer, president of Eagle
Bay Capital.
Why: He's a CMT, A Chartered Market Technician. In
English that means he's your chart guy.
via CNBC
Twitter.com/IvanTheK

Dan Nathan
Handle: @RiskReversal
Occupation: RiskReversal.com editor, CNBC contributor.
Why: Merrill/SAC Capital vet and options market whiz
kid.

IvantheK
Handle: @IvanTheK
Occupation: Former investment banker. He may have
been a trader.
Why: Always online, flooding Twitter with puns about
whatever's going on in finance, especially as covered by
CNBC and Bloomberg.
Twitter, @wallstcynic
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Joshua Brown
Handle: @ReformedBroker
Occupation: Financial advisor, blogger, and CNBC
contributor.
Why: Josh Brown's Twitter feed is funny and smart, like
the man himself.

Diogenes
Handle: @WallStCynic
Occupation: -Twitter.com

Interest Arb
Handle: @InterestArb
Occupation: Fixed Income arbitrage trader.
Why: If he sees it in the market, you'll see it on his Twitter
feed.

Mark Dow
Handle: @mark_dow
Occupation: Hedge fund manager/economist.
Why: Mark Dow is an active trader who brings awesome
global macro insights to Twitter. Sporting experience as an
economist at both the US Treasury Department and the
International Monetary Fund, you won't want to miss what
he has to say.
Twitter.com
Aurelija Augulyte/Twitter

Meb Faber
Handle: @mebfaber
Occupation: Researcher and trader.
Why: Knows tonnes about the stock market in terms of
valuations, dividends and asset allocation.

Aurelija Augulyte
Handle: @auaurelija
Occupation: Macro strategist that specializes in FX
markets.
Why: Based out of Denmark, she’s a great follow for
Europe and currency news and developments.
Twitter.com/MarketPlunger
Twitter

@MarketPlunger
Handle: @MarketPlunger
Occupation: Trader.
Why: Always on top of what's going on in markets, a great
conversationalist, and will *toss you a Schlitz*.

The St. Louis Fed
Handle: @stlouisfed
Occupation: The official account of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis.
Why: Far and away the best Tweeter of all the Feds, and
you know how clutch that is.
Twitter.com
Twitter.com/Dvolatility
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barnejek
Handle: @barnejek
Occupation: Emerging markets strategist.
Why: He's one of the smartest emerging market strategists
out there.

DvNet
Handle: @dvolatility
Occupation: Chief Blogger at
http://DistressedVolatility.com
Why: Technical analysis on any and every asset class and
lots of econ data. Very active on Twitter, keeps the
conversation going.
Twitter
Brian M. Lucey

Eric Jackson
Handle: @ericjackson
Occupation: Hedge fund manager, CEO of Iron Fire
Capital.
Why: Great insight on tech and China.

Brian M. Lucey
Handle: @brianmlucey
Occupation: Finance professor.
Why: A great way to stay on top of what's going on in the
UK and Ireland.
Frederik Ducrozet/Twitter
Reuters/ Rick Wilking

Frederik Ducrozet
Handle: @fwred
Occupation: Senior economist for Credit Agricole.
Why: He provides live commentary and analysis on events in the eurozone.
Sometimes he'll tweet out his research notes.

Muddy Waters Research
Handle: @muddywatersre
Occupation: Research firm focused on the short side.
Why: Short seller Carson Block's research firm is on
Twitter sending out updates, research and insight.
Twitter.com/groditi
Twitter.com/Kiffmeister

Guillermo Roditi Dominguez
Handle: @groditi
Occupation: Portfolio Manager at New River
Investments.
Why: He's good with all kinds of bonds.

John Kiff
Handle: @kiffmeister
Occupation: Senior financial sector expert, International
Monetary Fund.
Why: IMF expert with insights on all things the financial
sector.
Twitter.com
Twitter

Ed Bradford
Handle: @Fullcarry
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Occupation: Government bond trader.
Why: He's a veteran in the industry.

Matt Busigin
Handle: @mbusigin
Occupation: CIO at Hover Networks, and PM at New
River Investments.
Why: Self-described "amateur economist and investor"
but nothing about his knowledge is amateurish. Makes
solid charts.
Twitter.com/prchovanec
Twitter.com/michaelkitces

Patrick Chovanec
Handle: @prchovanec
Occupation: Managing Director, Chief Strategist at
Silvercrest Asset Management.
Why: He's a former professor at Tsinghua University and
has offered critical on the ground insight on China for
years. He recently moved back to the US but is still the goto
for analysis on China's economy.

Michael Kitces
Handle @michaelkitces
Occupation: Financial adviser.
Why: Well known name in the wealth advisor world,
writes a blog called Nerds Eye View.
Twitter.com/aswatchdamodaran
Twitter.com/thearmotrader

Aswath Damodaran
Handle: @AswathDamodaran
Occupation: NYU Finance professor.
Why: Professor Damodaran is known for his genius
valuations. Catch some of that insight outside the
classroom.

Jerry Khachoyan
Handle: @TheArmoTrader
Occupation: Full time trader/blogger.
Why: On top of the most important breaking data and
news with a little sports sprinkled in if you're into that.
Twitter, @RyanDetrick
@ukarlewitz/Twitter

Ryan Detrick
Handle: @RyanDetrick
Occupation: Portfolio manager and market strategist,
Yahoo finance contributor.
Why: This account is for traders. Detrick tweets fast and
furiously about how the market is doing and where traders
are going.

ukarlewitz
Handle: @ukarlewitz
Occupation: Industry vet at UBS.
Why: Tweets out a lot of charts and research. A vet of McKinsey and UBS. His
profile includes, "Blocked by Zero Hedge since 2010," which means he gets it.
Twitter
Twitter
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Keith Kern
Handle: @stt2318
Occupation: Equity trader.
Why: He says he uses his Twitter account as a trading
diary and he's not kidding about that.

Megan Greene
Handle: @economistmeg
Occupation: Chief economist at Manulife and John
Hancock Asset Management.
Why: London-based with a deep knowledge or European
economies. A senior fellow at the Atlantic Council.
Twitter
Twitter

CJ Cyrus
Handle: @cbk_chi
Occupation: Trader.
Why: If you like bonds, beer and (Chicago) sports, this
guy's your man.

Francine McKenna
Handle: @retheauditors
Occupation: Accountant and transparency writer for
Market Watch.
Why: Awesome on forensic accounting.
Twitter.com
spbaines/Twitter

Danny Blanchflower
Handle: @D_Blanchflower
Occupation: Economist/Dartmouth professor.
Why: He's a former member of the Bank of England's
MPC and very critical of the current UK government.

Stephen Baines
Handle: @spbaines
Occupation: Fund manager.
Why: Scottish money manager specializing global high
yield bonds – though his tweets are protected.
Fight Club
Twitter @nictrades

Zero Hedge
Handle: @zerohedge
Occupation: Blogger.
Why: Zero Hedge writes on the darker, more conspiracy
theory side of finance, but this Twitter account is super fast
and never stops.

Nicola Duke
Handle: @NicTrades
Occuaption: Proprietary trader.
Why: A UK based finance vet whose tweets sometimes
veer from the market to politics and culture — the humor
stays though.
Twitter
YouTube/smbcapital

Nick Firoozye
Handle: @firoozye
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Occupation: Managing Director at Nomura.
Why: Nomura macro guru; finalist for Wolfson prize on
best solution to breakup the Euro.

Steven Spencer
Handle: @sspencer_smb
Occupation: NYC based prop trader at SMB Capital
Management.
Why: A good combination of taking the small picture of
what's going on with day to day big story equity moves,
and then putting it in context with the wider market.
REUTERS/Phil McCarten
Screenshot, Yahoo Finance

Mohamed El-Erian
Handle: @elerianm
Occupation: Chief Economic Adviser, Allianz. Chair of
Pres. Obama's Global Development Council. Author,
NYT/WSJ bestseller When Markets Collide.
Why: The former CEO of PIMCO reacts to economic
news on Twitter.

Joseph Fahmy
Handle: @jfahmy
Occupation: Managing Director at Zor Capital LLC, an
NYC based investment management firm.
Why: Fahmy's trading strategy marries fundamental
analysis of equities with solid technical knowledge of the
market and it shows on his Twitter feed.
YouTube/Pearson North America
Bespoke Investment Group

Ralph Acampora
Handle: @Ralph_Acampora
Occupation: Teacher at the New York Institute of Finance.
Why: If you're into technical analysis, this guys was one
of the first to do it.

Bespoke Investment Group
Handle: @bespokeinvest
Occupation: Twitter feed for Bespoke Investment Group Financial Research and Money Management.
Why: Research, charts, the whole nine yards.
Wu Tang Financials/Twitter
Twitter.com

Wu Tang Financial
Handle: @wu_tang_finance
Occupation: Trader.
Why: Market commentary Tweeted out as if ODB himself
were on the other end. If you're into Wu Tang (or laughing)
you've got to follow this feed.

Adam Warner
Handle: @agwarner
Occupation: Options trader, writer for Schaeffers
Research.
Why: Scared of volatility? This trader is always fixed on
the VIX.
Twitter.com
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Twitter

Bill Bishop
Handle: @niubi
Occupation: Writer of Sinocism, a newsletter on China.
Why: Relocated to DC after 10 years in Beijing. Has his
ear on the ground pulling out the news that really matters
in China and putting it in English.

Jared Woodard
Handle:@jaredwoodard
Occupation: Options and volatility researcher, equity
derivatives strategy, sales, and trading at BGC Partners.
Why: Perfect if you want a side of philosophy (he has a
PhD) with your options market know-how. His tweets are
protected.
Twitter.com
Value Walk

Howard Silverblatt
Handle: @hsilverb
Occupation: S&P Dow Jones Indices senior index analyst.
Why: Silverblatt might be the authority on all things
related to the S&P 500.

Value Walk
Handle: @valuewalk
Occupation: CEO of his website, Value Walk.
Why: Excellent hedge fund letter leaks.
Twitter.com
Twitter.com

Paul Diggle
Handle: @pauldiggle
Occupation: Economist at Aberdeen Asset Management.
Why: Awesome on US housing.

Steve Collins
Handle: @TradeDesk_Steve
Occupation: Global Head of Dealing at London & Capital
Asset Management.
Why: Fast on breaking headlines and London based, so
you get a different point of view.
YouTube/TheBankNews

Morgan Stanley
Handle: @MorganStanley
Occupation: American banking giant.
Why: For a bank, Morgan Stanley has a solid feed, and
will tweet out plenty of news and views.

Dan Greenhaus
Handle: @DanBTIG
Occupation: Chief Global Strategist at BTIG.
Why: Smart commentary on politics, economics, and
sometimes some decent music.
Twitter
Twitter.com

Toby Nangle
Handle: @toby_n
Occupation: Asset allocation fund manager at Columbia
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Threadneedle Investments.
Why: London based, super smart, and an economist.

Ian Shepherdson
Handle: @IanShepherdson
Occupation: Chief Economist, Pantheon
Macroeconomics.
Why: An econ fact machine and Forbes contributor.
YouTube/TedxTalks
Twitter

Ian Bremmer
Handle: @ianbremmer
Occupation: Political scientist, president of the Eurasia
Group.
Why: Great commentary on all things markets and politics
— sometimes he writes poetry.

Michael McDonough
Handle: @M_McDonough
Occupation: Global Head of Economics/Chief Economist
at Bloomberg LP.
Why: Formerly at Deutsche Bank. Expect a ton of cool
charts, facts, and a few opinions.
Twitter, @mktoutperform
Twitter @tomorlick

Charlie Bilello
Handle: @MktOutperform
Occupation: Director of Research at Pension Partners.
Why: Bilello is a CMT — a chartist if you will, so expect
a lot of those. He was also the 2015 Wagner Award and
2014 Dow Award Winner.

Tom Orlik
Handle: @TomOrlik
Occupation: Bloomberg's Chief Asia economist. Author
of Understanding China's Economic Indicators.
Why: If you care about Asia, you need to follow this
account.
YouTube/ReasonTV
YouTube/David Domzalski

James Pethokoukis
Handle: @JimPethokoukis
Occupation: Blogger at American Enterprise Institute,
CNBC contributor, and columnist.
Why: Pethokoukis always provides sharp commentary on
the day's economic events.

Tadas Viskanta
Handle: @abnormalreturns
Occupation: Founder and editor of Abnormal Returns.
Why: Abnormal returns is a smart “forecast-free
investment blog”, and one of the oldest ones in the game.
Twitter.com
Twitter.com

Lorcan Roche Kelly
Handle: @LorcanRK
Occupation: Editor at Bloomberg Markets.
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Why: Huge chops on the Euro Zone and ECB, very funny.

Jonathan Krinsky
Handle: @jkrinskyPGA and @JkrinskyMKM
Occupation: Chief Market Technician at MKM Partners.
Why: Chart guru who sees patterns everyone needs to see.
YouTube
Twitter.com

Diane Swonk
Handle: @dianeswonk
Occupation: Chief Economist, Mesirow Financial.
Why: A smart economist that does a solid job with media
and attending cool events. Friends with Christine Lagarde.

Gustavo Baratta
Handle: @gusbaratta
Occupation: Trader of Italian government bonds at Banca
IMI.
Why: Knows the crucial Italian bond market in and out
and tweets it live.
REUTERS/John F. Martin
Twitter.com

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Handle: @BLS_gov
Occupation: The Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Why: Your source for labor statistics, other than Business
Insider.

Cullen Roche
Handle: @cullenroche
Occupation: Investment manager and founder of Orcam
Financial Group.
Why: Cullen's blog has a lot of great insight... and he's
funny.
Twitter.com
REUTERS/Issei Kato

Paul Theron
Handle: @paul_vestact
Occupation: CEO of Vestact, an equities and asset
management firm.
Why: It's a great way to follow up on publically listed
companies as well as major stocks picks from Vestact.

Markit Economics
Handle: @markiteconomics
Occupation: A feed for Markit Senior Economists.
Why: Tons of insight on econ data from all over the world
from a crack team of pros.
Twitter.com
REUTERS/Ralph Orlowski

Erica Blomgren
Handle: @SEK_bonds
Occupation: Fixed Income Strategist at SEB.
Why: No one else covers Scandanavian bonds like she
does — which means she's smart about bonds in general.

Eurostat
Handle: @EU_Eurostat
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Occupation: The statistical office of the European Union.
Why: Great source for Eurocrisis stats.
YouTube/838578
Twitter.com

Chris Williamson
Handle: @WilliamsonChris
Occupation: Chief Economist at Markit.
Why: Markit is the firm that produces the world's PMI
reports. He tweets some the best charts with side-by-side
comparisons of economic indicators across international
borders.

Gabriel Sterne
Handle: @gabrielsterne
Occuaption: Economist and analyst at Oxford Economics.
Why: Expert on sovereign debt in emerging and frontier
markets, and a must follow during Cyprus crisis.
Twitter @jposhaughnessy
Twitter, Tom Brakke

Jim O'Shaughnessy
Handle: @jposhaughnessy
Occuaption: CEO of OSAM LLC and Author, "What
Works on Wall Street; Predicting the Markets of
Tomorrow; How to Retire Rich, and Invest Like the Best."
Why: O'Shaughnessy has been in the game since some of
you readers were in diapers but he's picked up Twitter like
a pro. The tweets are mostly about investing, but there's
some NYC stuff in there too.

Tom Brakke
Handle: @researchpuzzler
Occuaption: Investment Adviser.
Why: Brakke is always reading about investing and
sharing the best tidbits succinctly — then you can read if
you're into it.
Dan Davies/Twitter
Michael Batnick/Twitter

Dan Davies
Handle: @dsquareddigest
Occupation: Senior Research Advisor, Frontline Analysts.
Why: Brilliant, not just on finance, but on politics, history,
and culture.

Michael Batnick aka Irrelevant Investor
Handle: @michaelbatnick
Occupation: Michael Batnick, CFA is the Director of
Research at Ritholtz Wealth Management.
Why: A frequent tweeter, Batnick posts tons of charts and
quick analysis.
ERic Scott Hunsader/Twitter
Lady FOFH/Twitter

Eric Scott Hunsader
Handle: @nanexllc
Occupation: Founded Nanex, created NxCore.
Why: Inscrutable though important and incisive work on the market, especially
high-frequency trades.
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Lady FOHF
Handle: @LadyFOHF
Occupation: Former FOHF portfolio manager, corporate
credit analyst, and onetime tax accountant-in-training, now
a self-professed fund geek, credit nerd, interested in highnetworth clients, niche assets.
Why: Her twitter feed provides regular hedge fund
updates.
Janus
Pipczar.com

Janus Capital
Handle: @JanusCapital
Occupation: A $158.2 billion asset-management firm,
home to Bill Gross after he left PIMCO.
Why: Frequent tweets that come directly from the mouth
of Bill Gross.

Blake Morrow
Handle: @PipCzar
Occupation: Independent trader, Chief Currency Strategist
at Wizetrade.
Why: Great for FOREX analysis and insight, and tons of
charts to back it all up.
Twitter/@awealthofcs
REUTERS/Greg Baker

Ben Carlson
Handle: @awealthofcs
Occupation: Director of Institutional Asset Management
at Ritholtz Wealth Management. Author of a "Wealth of
Common Sense."
Why: Not just smart with breaking news in finance,
Carlson offers historical perspectives of market trends.

Ben Bernanke
Handle: @benbernanke
Occupation: Former Fed Chair, distinguished fellows at
Brookings Institute.
Why: Since he left his post at the Federal Reserve in 2014,
Bernanke has been vocal and opinionated in public about
everything from politics to Greek's debt crisis.
Although it seems like his Twitter account recently hit a
lull, we're hoping it picks up soon.
@Noahpinion/Twitter

Bruce Bartlett
Handle: @BruceBartlett
Occupation: A former domestic adviser to President
Ronald Reagan and Treasury official to George H. W.
Bush, Bartlett is a historian and economist.
Why: Bartlett looks into all kinds of economic policy with
intelligence and quite a bit of humor.

Noah Smith
Handle: @Noahpinion
Occupation: Smith is an assistant professor of finance at Stony Brook University
and a freelance writer.
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Why: Smart commentary on the economy and current events that are funny and at
times snarky. Smith often writes about wealth inequality and trade.
@CapitalObserver
BarbarianCap

Tsachy Mishal
Handle: @CapitalObserver
Occupation: Portolio Manager at TAM Capital Management. Author of investment
blog Capital Observer.
Why: Analysis and insight.

BarbarianCap
Handle: @BarbarianCap
Occupation: Long-short equities PM heavily focused on
the consumer-retail space.
Why: Describes his or her own account as "Parody/not
advice. Annals of Incompetence by The World's Least
Consequential Asset Manager™."
@BrattlestCap/Twitter
LongShortTrader

Brattle St. Capital
Handle: @BrattleStCap
Occupation: Anonymous trader.
Why: Breaks down stocks along with charts.

Long Short Trader
Handle: @LongShortTrader
Occupation: Blogger for thelongshorttrader.
Why: Writes about special situation investing, frauds, fads, failures, macro, and
other topics.
@jsblokland/Twitter
Twitter

Jeroen Blokland
Handle: @jsblokland
Occupation: Portfolio manager at Robeco Asset
Management.
Why: Charts. Charts. Charts.

SoberLook.com
Handle: @SoberLook
Occupation: Finance blog on global economy, financial
markets, asset management, risk management, derivatives,
policy, regulation.
Why: Charts, quotes, and constant updates on everything
from brent crude to the VIX.
@Stockcats/Twitter

StockCats describing the "nature of his tweets."
Joe Weisenthal

Stock Cats
Handle: @StockCats
Occupation: Stock Trader, Speculator.
Why: Cats, plus marketplace. It's the internet on crack.

Joeseph Weisenthal
Handle: @TheStalwart
Occupation: Cohost of "What'd You Miss?" on
BloombergTV. Editor at Bloomberg News.
Why: Minute-by-minute updates make this account a mustfollow
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when you're trying to stay with the market.
Reuters via YouTube
Evan Agostini/AP

Pedro da Costa
Handle: @pdacosta
Occupation: Editorial Fellow at the Peterson Institute for
International Economics. Previously at Reuters and The Wall
Street Journal.
Why: Charts and international markets.

Carl Quintanilla
Handle: @carlquintanilla
Occupation: CNBC anchor and former Wall Street
Journal writer.
Why: Minute-by-minute update of market movement.
Screenshot
@Boes_/Twitter

Tom Keene
Handle: @tomkeene
Occupation: Editor-at-Large for Bloomberg Surveillance.
Why: Great collection of finance articles from the internet.

Matthew Boesler
Handle: @boes_
Occupation: Bloomberg News writer.
Why: Covers the Federal Reserve and US economy.
@Jennablan/Twitter
@Matt_levine/twitter

Jennifer Ablan
Handle: @jennablan
Occupation: Editor of US Investments & Strategic Investors.
Why: Not only does she cover all things PIMCO, Ablan also posts
constant market updates.

Matt Levine
Handle: @matt_levine
Occupation: Contributor to the Bloomberg View.
Why: Incisive commentary on the market and economy along with insider looks.
Nobody writes like Levine.
Bloomberg videos
Maxime Sbaihi/Twitter

Carl Riccadonna
Handle: @Riccanomix
Occupation: Chief US Economist, Bloomberg LP.
Why: Insight into the US economy, dollar, and other
benchmark economic data.

Maxime Sbaihi
Handle: @MxSba
Occupation: Bloomberg eurozone economist.
Why: Insight into the eurozone and analysis on how to fix
it.
Jamie Murray/Twitter
Bloomberg TV

Jamie Murray
Handle:@JMurray804
Occupation: Chief Economist at Bloomberg
Why: Just about every chart you could want on European
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markets and labor markets, along with links to his analysis.
His coverage of the Greek referendum over the summer
was vast.

Clifford Asness
Handle: @Cimmerian999
Occupation: Cofounder of AQR Capital Management and
a financial analyst.
Why: Smart commentary on investing on economics
policy.
George Chen/Twitter
Modest Proposal/Twitter

George Chen
Handle: @george_chen
Occupation: Managing Editor at the South China Morning
Post.
Why: Well-curated articles and tweets about China, Hong
Kong, and the Asian arena. He's got his boots on the
ground in Hong Kong, so it's a good place to look if you
want news about China and dodge the great firewall.

Modest Proposal
Handle:@modestproposal1
Occupation: anonymous investor who tweets. A lot.
Why: Hilarious commentary of both politics and the economy.
Jesse Felder
CNBC

Jesse Felder
Handle: @jessefelder
Occupation: Formerly at Bear Stearns, then cofounder of multibillion-dollar hedge fund
firm.
Now an independent investor and publisher at The Felder Report.
Why: Insight into investment banking news.

Scott Minerd
Handle: @ScottMinerd
Occupation: Global Chief Investment Officer of
Guggenheim Partners.
Why: Straightforward tweets on his opinions from equities
to the Fed.
Ashraf Laidi/Twitter
Epicurean Dealmaker

Ashraf Laidi
Handle: @alaidi
Occupation: Strategist, trader, and author of Currency Trading & Intermarket
Analysis.
Why: Insight into forex, China, the fed, and international markets.

The Epicurean Dealmaker
Handle: @epicureandeal
Occupation: An M&A banker and the blogger behind The Epicurean Dealmaker.
Why: He has stopped blogging but continues tweeting with sharp views on finance
news as well as culture and politics.
Twitter
Twitter

Charlie Robertson
Handle: @rencapman
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Occupation: Global chief economist at emerging marketfocused
investment bank Renaissance Capital.
Why: Great analysis on all things emerging markets.

Geneva Girl
Handle: @sardonicax
Occupation: Geneva-based finance type.
Why: Tweets on everything from hedge fund performance
to pumpkins.
Twitter
Twitter

Alberto Gallo
Handle: @macrocredit
Occupation: Head of macro credit research at RBS.
Why: Gallo is a regular on Bloomberg TV and great on all
things eurozone economics.

Kevin McPartland
Handle: @kmcpartland
Occupation: Head of market structure and technology
research at Greenwich Associates.
Why: McPartland is a market-structure expert and an
active tweeter, posting links to the biggest stories in
finance.
Sri Kumar Global Strategies
Peter Macdiarmid/Getty Images

Komal Sri-Kumar
Handle:@SriKGlobal
Occupation: Global Macro Economist, founder of Sri-Kumar Global Strategies Inc.
and Senior Fellow at the Milken Institute.
Why: Smart commentary on the macro-economic trends and interest rates combined
with frequent updates makes this tweeter a must-follow.

Appendix 3-5 – money.usnews.com: 37 Personal Finance Experts to Follow
on Twitter

Original URL: http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/my-money/2014/08/26/37personal-finance-experts-to-follow-on-twitter
Last Retrieved: 2017-02-02
140 characters doesn’t offer a lot of room to impart financial wisdom. But when it comes to money
advice on Twitter, these experts, reporters and bloggers use the microblogging site to make their
followers more financially savvy. If you want to brush up on your personal finance knowledge,
consider following these accounts.

Experts
Jeff Rose
Handle: @jjeffrose
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Day job: Certified financial planner, author of “Soldier of Finance,” founder of
GoodFinancialCents.com, CEO of Alliance Wealth Management, former U.S. News & World Report
contributor
Why follow him: Jeff Rose knows money and has been known to dance on film to get his point
across. He uses Twitter to share his own content, answer financial quandaries and even asks the tough
questions, like “Which is better: bologna or spam? #toughdecisions.” Rose shares valuable content
including humorous videos, he’s responsive to his followers and infuses his feed with personality.
And to answer his question: always bologna.
---Farnoosh Torabi
Handle: @FARNOOSH
Day job: Author, TV and Web host, personal finance expert
Why follow her: Farnoosh Torabi embodies a no-nonsense approach to handling finances, which is
important for people of any age. Torabi dug herself out of $30,000 of debt on a modest salary, and her
personal life launched her into writing nationally acclaimed books including: “You’re So Money: Live
Rich Even When You’re Not” and “When She Makes More: 10 Rules for Breadwinning Women.”
Torabi uses Twitter to share her blog posts, interviews, articles and favorite financial information with
followers.
---Clark Howard
Handle: @ClarkHoward
Day job: Consumer expert, author and host of the “Clark Howard Show”
Why follow him: From his short, practical videos to his helpful blog posts, Clark Howard helps make
finance easy for everyone. Nearly 88,000 people turn to Howard for financial advice on Twitter, and
you should too. He helps consumers avoid financial scams and learn how to handle their money.
Howard’s Twitter feed is an easy way to keep an eye out for the recent deals and steer clear of ripoffs. Howard uses his Twitter feed to educate followers, start discussions and share content from his
show and website.
--Jean Chatzky
Handle: @JeanChatzky
Day job: Financial editor for NBC Today, author
Why follow her: Jean Chatzky got her financial chops writing reports for research analysts on Wall
Street and then as a fact checker at Forbes before becoming a reporter for The Wall Street Journal.
Now, Chatzky is the financial editor of NBC’s “Today Show” and uses her Twitter feed to share the
best in financial news. Scrolling her feed will give followers a feel of the pertinent issues in personal
finance today – whether it’s learning 34 percent of people say they have zero nonretirement savings or
how to protect your identity from crooks.
--Suze Orman
Handle: @SuzeOrmanShow
Day job: Host of “The Suze Orman Show,” author
Why follow her: Suze Orman’s Twitter bio defines her as, “America’s Most Trusted Personal
Finance Expert.” While a few other top personal finance experts may dispute her claim, she’s
undoubtedly a force in the world of dispensing money wisdom. Her Twitter feed is a mixed bag of
personal tweets – “I am in Juneau Alaska and just ate at the best Indian Restaurant I have ever eaten
at. If you ever go its Saffron on 112 N Franklin St.” – and promos and crowd sourcing for her show.
Die-hard Orman fans should follow her on Twitter to monitor what’s coming up next, but those
looking to learn about finance would be better served picking up her book or watching her show.
--Dave Ramsey
Handle: @DaveRamsey
Day job: Host of “The Dave Ramsey Show,” author
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Why follow him: Similar to Suze Orman, Dave’s Twitter feed is better suited for his loyalists than the
average Joe looking to pick up some financial advice. Ramsey shares content from his show and 140
characters of scripture or other quotes he finds moving. Ramsey’s take on personal finance has proved
effective for many Americans, but his tough-love, and religious-centric mentality is certainly not for
everyone.

Reporters
Carl Richards
Handle: @behaviorgap
Occupation: New York Times columnist: The Sketch Guy
Why follow him: Carl Richards takes often complex financial ideas and expresses them in a simple
sketch accompanied by an article. He often addresses the psychology behind financial decisions
instead of just regurgitating copy from a press release. His style is a breath of fresh air.
--Heidi Moore
Handle: @moorehn
Occupation: Editor of finance and economics for the Guardian US
Why follow her: Heidi Moore must have a phone permanently affixed to her hand, because she’s a
prolific tweeter. She’s witty, shares the best of what she reads and interacts with her followers.
--Kimberly Palmer
Handle: @alphaconsumer
Occupation: Writer of U.S. News & World Report’s Alpha Consumer blog, author
Why follow her: Kimberly Palmer not only shares her own content with followers, but other relevant
financial topics. Palmer, author of “The Economy of You,” weaves money wisdom into stories about
real, relatable people.

Other reporters to follow:
• Mandi Woodruff, Yahoo Finance, @mandiwoodruff
• Catey Hill, MarketWatch.com, @CateyHill
• Liz Pulliam Weston, AskLisWeston.com, @Lizweston
• Danielle Douglas, The Washington Post, @DaniDougPost
• Cameron Huddleston, Kiplinger, @CHLebedinsky
• Jonnelle Marte, The Washington Post, @Jonnelle
• Rob Carrick, The Globe and Mail, @rcarrick
• Tim Maurer, Forbes, @TimMaurer
• Donna Freedman, Money Talks News, @DLFreedman
Experts and reporters may get paid more to talk about money, but personal finance bloggers offer
some great financial fodder, especially on Twitter. Follow these bloggers, and you won’t be
disappointed.

Personal Finance Bloggers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shannon Ryan, The Heavy Purse @TheHeavyPurse
J. Money, Budgets Are $exy, @BudgetsAreSexy
Joe Saul-Sehy, Stacking Benjamins podcast, @AverageJoeMoney
LaTisha, Young Finances, @YoungFinances
Deacon Hayes, Well Kept Wallet, @DeaconHayes
The College Investor, @CollegeInvestin
Money Crashers, @MoneyCrashers
Shannon McLay, Financially Blonde, @blonde_finance
Dave Grant, Finance For Teachers, @davegrant82
Listen Money Matters, @MoneyMattersMan
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•
•
•
•
•

The Billfold, @TheBillfold
Mary Beth Storjohann, Workable Wealth, @marybstorj
Sophia Bera, Gen Y Planning, @sophiabera
Kali Hawlk, Common Sense Millennial, @KaliHawlk
Stefanie O’Connell, The Broke and Beautiful Life, @brokeandbeau

Other outlets offering great content:
• LifeHackers’ Two Cents blog, @TwoCentsLH
• GoGirlFinance, @GoGirlFinance
• WiseBread, @WiseBread
• Get Rich Slowly, @GetRichSlowly
Now, go use Twitter to get financially savvy instead of sharing what you ate for lunch. #NoOneCares
And don’t forget to follow @USNewsMoney.
Tags: personal finance, money, education, personal budgets, financial literacy, savings, Twitter, social
networking

Erin Lowry CONTRIBUTOR
Erin Lowry is a millennial personal finance expert, author and speaker. Erin founded the personal
finance blog Broke Millennial. Her first book, “Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your
Financial Life Together,” hits shelves May 2, 2017.

Appendix 3-6 – Investopedia: 10 Twitter Feeds Investors Should Follow

Original URL: http://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0712/10-twitter-feedsinvestors-should-follow.aspx
Last Retrieved: 2017-02-06

10 Twitter Feeds Investors Should Follow
By Tim Parker
Everybody is looking to gain an edge on the market, especially with social media.
Twitter allows investors to follow news outlets and research groups, giving them tips and
recommendations that can influence their trading decisions. Business Insider reported
that, in more than one instance, stories have appeared on a reporter's Twitter feed before
it appeared on the actual website. The News of the World story involving James and
Rupert Murdoch, as well as the Costa Concordia disaster, broke on U.K. Twitter feeds
before they were widely known by the investing community.
Business Insider also demonstrated this in their story about a reputable Twitter feed that
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reported the Greeks had a reform deal, before the news hit the wires. They demonstrated,
with a chart of the euro, how the story broke before a spike in the price, giving
savvy traders a chance to make money before the market caught on.
Although it's true that finding that one early tweet in the sea of millions of constantly
updating feeds probably isn't the best way to make money, using Tweetdeck or
another similar technology to filter out the unimportant information is a tactic being
employed by money managers.
You may not have time to watch the Twitter feeds all day, but some of the larger,
commercial feeds are worth watching when you can. Here are a 10 worth adding:
1. @cnbc
CNBC is a financial news network providing real time business information to 340
million households worldwide. Its 24-hour coverage is geared towards the individual
investor as well as those with a higher level of experience.
2. @benzinga
Benzinga provides real time coverage of financial news, analyst upgrades
and downgrades, and technical events like price breakouts or unusual volume.
3. @stocktwits
The active trading community knows about stocktwits. Stocktwits is a real-time feed
allowing investors from all over the world to post what they're seeing and how they're
trading right now. The Twitter feed has some of the highlights from those conversations.
4. @breakoutstocks
Looking for stocks that have broken out to new highs or lows? This feed will provide you
with new research ideas. This is not a major media outlet, so the information may not be
as entirely reliable.
5. @bespokeinvest
Bespoke Investment Group has become one of the most well-respected research firms
on Wall Street. Check out its website for its easy to read reports and follow it on Twitter
so you know when new reports appear on its site.
6. @WSJMarkets
Investors know the value of The Wall Street Journal for up to the minute news stories.
WSJ has a variety of feeds but @WSJMarkets provides real time market news as it
happens.
7. @stephanie_link
If you're a fan of Jim Cramer (@jimcramer) you would be interested to know that
Stephanie Link is his director of research for his charitable trust, Action Alerts Plus, and
a frequent contributor on CNBC.
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8. @nytimesbusiness
The New York Times business feed provides up to the minute market news as well as
other notable events. Not all media outlets report the same important news, so having
many of the major outlets in your feed is well advised.
9. @IBDinvestors
Investors Business Daily is a daily publication specifically for the individual investor.
Its feed is frequently full of new trading ideas.
10. @WSJDealJournal
If you're interested in mergers and acquisitions, follow this feed. The Wall Street
Journal provides commentary on M&A, IPOs and private equity activities.
The Bottom Line
The above 10 feeds represent some of the most popular and commercial feeds, but there
are countless numbers of traders who also use Twitter to broadcast how they're trading on
a market day. Find the traders who have a track record of success and follow their tweets
as well.

Read more: 10 Twitter Feeds Investors Should Follow |
Investopedia http://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0712/10-twitter-feedsinvestors-should-follow.aspx#ixzz4Xy2GaVoa
Follow us: Investopedia on Facebook
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VITA
Thad Chee
Information Technology & Decision Sciences
2124 Constant Hall
Norfolk, VA 23529
EDUCATION
• Master of Business Administration, 2011, Old Dominion University
•

Bachelor of Science, 1992, Computer Engineering, Iowa State University

•

Bachelor of Science, 1992, Computer Science, Iowa State University

SELECTED EMPLOYMENT
• 11/2007 – Current, Science, Systems and Applications, Inc., Lanham, MD
Senior Web Developer. Supercomputing. Remote Sensing, Distributed
Processing, Cluster Computing, Web Application Development
•

September 2011 - December 2011, Old Dominion University
Adjunct Professor. Taught IT-415, Networking, to IT students.

•

3/2000 - 10/1/2007, Pacifica Group Holdings, Honolulu, HI
Chief Technology Officer / Engineering Director. Virtual Machine
Technology, Cardholder Information Security Program/Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (CISP/PCI-DSS),
Linux/Apache/MySQL/Perl (LAMP) Development, Security Policy,
Customer Relationship Management Systems.

AWARDS
• ACCRI group achievement award, July 2014
•

Outstanding Doctoral Student in Information Technology, April 2012

•

Outstanding MBA Student, April 2012

PUBLICATIONS / PRESENTATIONS
• One published paper as second author in the field of business.
•

Over twenty papers as a contributing author.

•

Poster presentations at five American Geophysical Union annual meetings.

•

Poster presentation at one American Meteorological Society meeting.

